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Introduction 

 
The European standard EN 13445 "Unfired pressure vessels" provides a precedent in that 
after 10 years of discussion between experts, a European consensus was achieved in the 
field of pressure equipment. Part 3 which was prepared by a group of leading European 
experts under the guidance of Dr. Fernando LIDONNICI, Sant'Ambrogio, (Milano, Italy), 
represents a major advance in European technical convergence. The adoption of the first 
issue of EN 13445 in May 2002 was the first step of a continuous process for development 
& improvement. 

This new standard benefits from the contribution of all the European expertise; as such, it 
includes innovative capacities and supplies solutions for modern subjects. 

The CEN Design rules promote Limit Analysis and Design By Analysis – Direct Route. 
Design has a strategic importance for the future and the competitiveness of the pressure 
equipment industry. Optimum design allows substantial advantages such as: thickness 
reduction and damage control in service with safety increase and drastic maintenance cost 
reduction. 

The objective of this book is to explain the background of these rules, to help industry to 
apply them in the most effective way. It was initiated by EPERC, the European Pressure 
Equipment Research Council, and and was awarded a contract of CEN, the European 
Standardization Committee, with support of the European Commission.  

The release of this booklet was made possible by the co-operative efforts of the experts 
involved in the discussion of Part 3, namely: 

- Guy BAYLAC Design criteria 
- Matteo CANNEROZZI Openings in shells 
- Joris DECOCK Additional non-pressure loads 
- Richard FAWCETT Shell under internal pressure, shell under external 

pressure, Design of flanges and domed ends 
- Alain HANDTSCHOEWERCKER Simplified assessment of fatigue life, Design by 

Analysis based on stress categories 
- Fernando LIDONNICI Flat ends 
- Stephen MADDOX Detailed assessment of fatigue life 
- Olavi VALTONEN Rectangular pressure vessels 
- Francis OSWEILLER Heat exchangers, Expansion bellows 
- Joachim WOELFEL Advanced design for flanges, Advanced design of 

tubesheets 
- Josef ZEMAN Design by Analysis – Direct Route 
 
UNM, which leads the maintenance Help desk of EN 13445 (EN 13445/MHD), provides its 
logistical support to compile and format the contributions, and agrees to put the booklet on 
the EN 13445/MHD website for free uploading. 
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Presentation 

This book shows the background to Part 3 "Design" of the European standard EN 13445 
"Unfired pressure vessels". To facilitate for the reader the cross-referencing between the 
explanations provided and the normative content of the standard itself, the booklet is 
organized according to the same clause numbering than the standard. In each clause, a 
different numbering, with letters, is provided. 

Each explanatory clause address the following topics: 
- Background and references to the rules (with, where relevant a bibliography included in 

each clause) 
- Detailed description of the method and comparison to other methods 
- Future developments 
 
The following clauses are included: 

1 Scope 

2 Normative references 

3 Terms and definitions 

4 Symbols and abbreviations 

5 Basic design criteria 

6 Maximum allowed values of the nominal design stress for pressure parts 

7 Shells under internal pressure 

8 Shells under external pressure 

9 Openings in shells 

10 Flat ends 

11 Flanges 

12 Bolted domed ends 

13 Heat Exchanger Tubesheets 

14 Expansion bellows 

15 Pressure vessels of rectangular section 

16 Additional non-pressure loads 

17 Simplified assessment of fatigue life 
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18 Detailed assessment of fatigue life 

Annex A Design requirements for pressure bearing welds 

Annex B Design by Analysis - direct route 

Annex C Design by Analysis - method based on stress categories 

Annex D Verification of the shape of vessels subject to external pressure 

Annex E Procedure for calculating the departure from the true circle of cylinders and 
cones 

Annex F Allowable external pressure for vessels outside circularity tolerance 

Annex G Alternative design rules for flanges and gasketed flange connections 

Annex H Table H-1 Gasket factors m and y 

Annex I Additional information on heat exchanger tubesheet design 

Annex J Alternative methods for the design of heat exchanger tubesheets 

Annex K Additional information on expansion bellows design 

Annex L Basis for design rules related to non-pressure loads 

Annex M Measures to be adopted in service 

Annex N Bibliography to Clause 18 

Annex O Physical properties of steels 

Annex P Classification of weld details to be assessed using principal stresses 

Annex Q Simplified procedure for fatigue assessment of unwelded zones 

Annex ZA Clauses of this European Standard addressing essential requirements or 
other provisions of the EU Directives 
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1 Scope 

Part 3 of EN 13445 gives the rules to be used for design and calculation under internal and/or external pressure 
(as applicable) of pressure bearing components of Pressure Vessels, such as shells of various shapes, flat walls, 
flanges, heat exchanger tubesheets, including the calculation of reinforcement of openings. Rules are also given 
for components subject to local loads and to actions other than pressure. 

For all these components the DBF (Design by Formulae) method is generally followed, i.e. appropriate formulae 
are given in order to find stresses which have to be limited to safe values. These formulae are generally intended 
for predominantly non-cyclic loads, which means for a number of full pressure cycles not exceeding 500. 

However general prescriptions are also given for DBA (Design by Analysis) which can be used either to evaluate 
component designs or loading situations for which a DBF method is not provided, or, more generally, as an 
alternative to DBF. 

Methods are also given where a fatigue evaluation is required, due to a number of load cycles being greater than 
500. There are two alternative methods: a simplified method based on DBF (valid mainly in case of pressure 
variations) and a more sophisticated method based on a detailed determination of total stresses using, for 
example, FEM or experimental methods. This can be used also in the case of variable loads other than pressure. 

For certain components (such as flanges and tubesheets) also an alternative DBF method (based on limit 
analysis) has been provided; the choice of which method has to be used in each particular case is left to the 
Designer. 

For the time being, the scope of Part 3 is limited to steel components working at temperatures lower than the 
creep range of the specific material concerned. 

2 Normative references 

Clause 2 includes the list of the referenced documents cited in EN 13445-3 in such a way as to make them 
indispensable for the application of the standard. These references are dated, that means that subsequent 
amendments to, or revisions of, dated references will need to be incorporated by amendment of the document 
referring to them. 

3 Terms and definitions 

Clause 3 gives the definition of terms applicable to the whole Part 3 such as calculation pressure/temperature, 
design pressure/temperature, governing weld joint. Specific definitions are also found in the clause of the 
standard where they are used.  

4 Symbols and abbreviations 

Clause 4 establishes symbols and units, needed to apply Part 3. Specific symbols are also found in the clause of 
the standard where they are used. The units are SI-units, consistent with the ISO 31 standard series. 

5 Basic design criteria 

5A General 
Basic design criteria for Part 3 are given in Clause 5.  

It is essential to remember that: 

― EN 13445-3:2002 does not contain rules to design in the creep range. Creep design rules are under 
development and will be introduced later, probably in 2006. 

― The rules are not applicable in case of localised corrosion. In this case the material shall be changed or 
adequate protection provided. 
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Clause 5 deals successively with: 

― Corrosion, erosion and protection 

― Load cases 

― Design methods 

― Weld joint coefficient 

― Design of welded joints 

5B Corrosion, erosion and protection 
In the standard "corrosion" is a very general term to be understood as all forms of wastage. Thus, it is impossible 
to give rules to protect against corrosion, due to the multitude of cases to consider; only general advice can be 
provided in informative notes.  

The two cases where the standard can be prescriptive are: 

[1]  When an additional thickness is sufficient to protect against corrosion during lifetime. Then the design 
shall take into consideration the corroded condition at the end of life. 

[2]  Or when an adequate coating or lining is a reliable protection against corrosion. 

Figure 3-1 of the Standard gives the relation between the various thicknesses. This figure is applicable to plates. 
It is relatively complex since it aims at providing guidance to order the plates. 

5C Load cases 
Load cases to consider are in conformity with the requirements of Annex I of the Directive on Pressure 
Equipment [1]. The classification of the load cases in three categories is classical, but may be modified in the 
future. 

5D Design methods 
This Part provides currently two design methods: 

[1] Design by formulae which is used in Clause 7 to 16 

[2] Design by analysis, which is covered by Annexes B and C. Annex C uses the classical approach of 
stress portioning while Annex B Design by Analysis – Direct Route is totally new. 

A new amendment is in preparation on experimental techniques. 

This Standard mainly addresses welded construction and the communication between Part 3 and the other parts 
[2] is ensured by the testing groups. 

This architecture has been built from elements borrowed from the German Code AD-Merkblatt [3], the British 
Specification for unfired pressure vessels PD 5500:2000 [4] and the French Code CODAP 2000 [5]. 

In Part 1 of the Standard, the testing group of a weld is defined as "one of the four groups designed to specify the 
extent of non destructive testing and destructive testing necessary in association with weld joint coefficient, 
material grouping, welding process, maximum thickness, service temperature range". 

The table of testing groups is given in annex (Table 1). Testing groups are classified from 1 to 4 in decreasing 
extent of NDT. The manufacturer may select a high extent of NDT (testing groups 1 or 2), a reduced extent of 
NDT (testing group 3), or just a visual inspection (testing group 4). 

However testing groups are designed to offer the same safety by a combination of several factors, as represented 
in table 1. Material grouping of the table is per CR ISO/TR 15608:1999 [6]. More detailed information on testing 
groups can be found in EPERC Bulletin Nr 2 [7]. 
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When the weld is a governing one (longitudinal weld on a cylinder or a cone, or main weld on a sphere or a 
dished end), the testing group controls the thickness of the weldment and generally the thickness of adjacent 
plates by the weld joint efficiency factor. 

It is intended that a single testing group shall be applied to the entire vessel. Nevertheless, where there is more 
than a single governing joint on a vessel and provided the requirements of table 1 are met, combinations of 
testing groups 1 and 2 or 1, 2 and 3 are permissible. Thus the concept of testing group is more flexible than the 
concept of vessel category used in certain codes.  

However testing group 4 cannot coexist with any other testing group on the same vessel. 

5D-1 PRESSURE LOADING OF NON-CYCLIC NATURE 

Many pressure vessels are designed for pressure loading of non-cyclic nature. The requirements specified in the 
Design By Formulae (DBF) section of EN 13445-3 provide satisfactory designs when the number of full 
pressure cycles or equivalent full pressure cycles is less than 500. This value is similar to the value 1000 of the 
ASME Code [8], but reduced to take account of a higher nominal design stress (safety coefficient of 2,4 instead 
of 4 on the ultimate strength) 

500   eq ≤n  (5D-1) 

Then no fatigue analysis is necessary and the standard requirements of non destructive testing given in EN 
13445-5 shall be applied. 

For  pressure cycles of pressure range ∆  less than the full calculation pressure in iP P , the number of equivalent 
full pressure cycles is given by: 

3

max

i
i   eq 












 ∆
⋅Σ=

P

P
nn  (5D-2) 

In the above formula, the exponent 3 is the exponent related to the design fatigue curve, maxP  is the maximum 

permissible pressure based on the analysis thickness. maxP  is greater than the calculation pressure P . This 
increases the number of allowed full pressure cycles. 

For usual components, maxP  expression is generally given in the different clauses of the DBF section. If 

necessary, maxP  may be replaced by the calculation pressure P . 

Pressure vessels to testing group 4, are intended for non-cyclic operation and are limited to 500 full pressure 
cycles or equivalent full pressure cycles. 

5D-2 PRESSURE LOADING OF CYCLIC NATURE 

If the number of full pressure cycles or equivalent full pressure cycles is likely to exceed 500, the calculations of 
vessels of testing groups 1, 2 and 3 shall be completed by a simplified fatigue analysis, as given in clause 17 of 
EN 13445-3 or, if necessary, by a detailed fatigue analysis, as given in clause 18. 

In addition clauses 17 and 18 specify limiting values of the cumulative damage for the determination of 
critical zones where additional requirements on weld imperfections and NDT shall be applied, as defined in 
Annex G of EN 13445-5. 

maxD

Figure 5D-1 shows the correlation between fatigue analysis and NDT. 
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 Figure 5D-1 Fatigue analysis and NDT 

6 Maximum allowed values of the nominal design stress for pressure parts 

Table 6.6.1-1 of Part 3 gives the maximum value of the nominal design stress for ductile steels, according to the 
definition of ductility given in EN 13445-2. This value is to be used in the DBF section of EN 13445-3 for 
pressure components other than bolts. 
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Table 6.6.1-1Testing groups for steel pressure vessels 
 

Testing group  a 

1 2 3 4 Requirements 

1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b b ,j 

Permitted 
materials g 1 to 10 1.1, 1.2, 

8.1 
8.2, 9.1, 9.2, 

9.3, 10 1.1, 1.2, 8.1 8.2, 9.1, 
9.2, 10 1.1, 1.2, 8.1 1.1, 8.1 

Extent of NDT  
for governing  

welded joints e ,h 
100 % 100 % 100 % - 10% 

d 
100 % - 10 

% d 25 % 10 % 0 % 

NDT of other welds Defined for each type of weld in Table 6.6.2-1 

Joint coefficient 1 1 1 1 0,85 0,85 0,7 

Maximum thickness for 
which specific 

materials are permitted 
Unlimited f Unlimited f

30 mm for 
groups 9.1, 

9.2 
 

16 mm for 
groups 9.3, 

8.2 i , 10 

50 mm for 
groups 1.1, 

8.1 
 

30 mm for 
group 1.2 

30 mm for 
groups 9.2, 

9.1 

 

16 mm for 
groups 8.2, 

10 

50 mm for 
groups 1.1, 

8.1 
 

30 mm for 
group 1.2 

12 mm for 
groups 1.1, 

8.1 

Welding process Unlimited f Unlimited f Fully mechanical welding 
only c Unlimited f Unlimited f Unlimited f 

Service temperature 
range Unlimited f Unlimited f Unlimited f Unlimited f Unlimited f 

Limited to (-
10 to +200) 
°C for group 

1.1 

(-50 to+300) 
°C for group 

8.1 

 
a All testing groups shall require 100 % visual inspection to the maximum extent possible 
b Testing group 4 shall be applicable only for: 
- Group 2 fluids; and 
- Ps ≤ 20 bar; and 
- Ps V ≤ 20 000 bar·L above 100 °C; or 
- Ps V ≤ 50 000 bar·L if temperature is equal or less than 100 °C; 
- higher pressure test (See clause 10); 
- maximum number of full pressure cycle less than 500; 
- lower level of nominal design stress (See EN 13445-3). 
c Fully mechanised and/or automatic welding process (See EN 1418:1997). 
d First figure: initially, second figure: after satisfactory experience. For definition of “satisfactory experience", 
see 6.6.1.1.4 
e Testing details are given in Table 6.6.2-1 
f Unlimited means no additional restriction due to testing. The limitations mentioned in the table are limitations 
imposed by testing. Other limitations given in the various clauses of the standard (such as design, or material 
limitations , etc.) shall also be taken  into account. 
g See EN 13445-2 for permitted materials. 
h The percentage relates to the percentage of welds of each individual vessel 
i 30 mm for group 8.2 material is allowed if delta ferrite containing welding consumables are used for depositing 
filling passes up to but not including the capping run. 
j Limited to single compartment vessels and single material group. 
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For ferritic steels, the safety factor of 2,4 put on the ultimate strength at 20° C impedes efficient use of the new 
modern high yield strength steels (Thermo-Mechanically rolled and Quenched and Tempered steels). Therefore 
Annex B of EN 13445-3, DBA Direct Route, allows the use of a reduced safety equal to 1,875, but still giving a 
margin of safety of 2 towards burst for vessels with moderate notch effect (e.g. weld details of testing group 1 in 
accordance with Annex A of EN 13445-3). 

For austenitic steels with a rupture elongation greater or equal than 35 %, the nominal design stress based on the 
ultimate strength at calculation temperature T is safe, but may induce large strains. Therefore the nominal design 
stress cannot exceed the value: 















2,1
p1,0/TR

 (6-1) 

Many pressure vessels are built to testing group 4 without NDT, except for the cone to cylinder junction when 
the cone angle is greater than 30°. Although these vessels are built from easy-to-weld steels belonging to 
material groups 1.1 and 8.1, the nominal stress is limited 90 % of the current nominal design stress. 

A safety equivalent to the vessels of other testing groups has been obtained by: 

1. Reducing the manufacturing tolerances (peaking and excess weld of the longitudinal weld) 

2. Increasing the test pressure to reduce residual stresses, obtain crack blunting and correction of shape 
imperfections. 

The beneficial effect of a higher test pressure was shown by the Research and Development programme 
HYDFAT, sponsored by DG Research of the European Commission. For more information, see EPERC Bulletin 
Nr 4 [9]. 

6A  Bibligraphy 
[1] Directive 97/23/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 May 1997 on the 
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[2] EN 13445, Unfired pressure vessels, Issue 1(2002-05), Part 1: General, Part 2: Materials, Part 3: 
Design, Part 4: Manufacture, Part 5 Inspection and Testing, Part 6: Requirements for design and 
fabrication of pressure vessels and vessel parts constructed of spheroidal cast iron. 

[3] AD-Merkblatt, 2000 edition, English translation, Carl Heymans Verlag KG, D-50939 Köln. 

[4] PD 5500:2000, Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels, British Standards Institution, 
London, UK. 

[5] CODAP 2000, French code for the construction of pressure vessels, SNCT, F-92400 Courbevoie 

[6] CR ISO/TR 15608:1999(E), Welding – Guidelines for a metallic grouping system for fabrication 
purposes. 

[7] EPERC Bulletin Nr 2, October 1999, European Approach to Pressure Equipment Inspection, Ed. Jean-
Bernard Veyret, Guy Baylac, European Commission JRC, NL-1755 ZG Petten, S.P.I. 192. 

[8] ASME Code, Section VIII, Division 2, Alternative Rules, 2000. 

[9] EPERC Bulletin Nr 4, June 2001, European R&D on fatigue strength and hydrotest for pressure 
equipment, European Commission JRC, NL-1755 ZG Petten, S.P.P.01.42. 

7 Shells under internal pressure 

7A Introduction 
Rules for cylinders, spheres and cones as given in EN 13445-3 clauses 7.4.2, 7.4.3, and 7.6.4 require no 
comment, the equations being standard and familiar. It is only when one comes to the intersection of a sphere 
and a cone (on the same axis) in 7.6.5 to 7.6.9 that comment is needed, as described below under 7B. 
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Dished ends are used in most pressure vessels so their economic design is of importance. They are dealt with in 
sections 7.5 and 7.7 of part 3 of EN 13445-3, and explained under 7C. 

7B  Cones and conical ends 
There are three situations to consider: the large end of the cone, with and without a knuckle, and the small end. 
In each case it is necessary to consider gross deformation and shakedown criteria, for which limit analysis and 
elastic analysis with a stress limit of 2f are used respectively. Not only must the rules give a minimum thickness 
but they must also tell the user how far from the junction the thickness has to extend.  

Rules for determining the minimum thickness are, it will be seen, all based on limit analysis based procedures 
supplied by the German delegation. They are taken from the East German pressure vessel code [1] 

7B-1  The large end of a cone without a knuckle  

This has traditionally been dealt with by limiting the stress at the junction to 3f. However it is found that the 
limit pressure is close to but slightly less than the 3f pressure for all D/e ratios and angles, the difference 
becoming greater at greater angles. The method based on stress analysis has therefore been replaced by a 
formula provided by Germany and based on limit analysis.  

The formula originally supplied was 

 
f

pDe
2

β
=  where 

( )
( )

25,0
cos/11

tan4,0 −
+

=
α

αβ
e
D

 

and α is the cone semi-angle. The formula is an approximation to a fuller and far more complicated solution. 

It was accepted that deformation by the internal pressure loading results in a more favourable shape and that 
there has been successful experience with rules based on the 3f criterion. It was therefore decided to replace the 
above equation for β by: 

 
( )

( ) 15,0
cos/11

tan
3

1 −
+

=
α

αβ
e
D

 

which brings us very close to the 3f method. The upper limit on angle is set at 60°, though it has been established 
that the formula is safe up to 90°.   

While a formula based on limit analysis for intersections in which the thicknesses of cone and cylinder are 
different exists, it has not been used. Stresses hardly come down at all as the thickness of one member is 
increased, so the stress limit soon becomes controlling and the stress would have to be compared with 3f. 

Once it is realised that the limit load controls design, fresh thought has to be given to the distance over which the 
increased thickness must be maintained. 

Looking first at the minimum distance along the cylinder, conventional elastic stress analysis shows no increase 
in stress even when the junction thickness is maintained only for a distance well below eD ⋅  However work 
carried out by the author using a thin shell limit analysis computer code (named LASH - details in 7B-5) showed 
unacceptable loss of limit load - about 15% - with junction thickness extending for a distance eD ⋅  but only a 

minor loss of < 5% for a distance of eD ⋅4,1 , which has therefore been adopted as the minimum for the new 
standard.  

It is also necessary to consider the acceptable distance between two major features, such as two cone/cylinder 
intersections. Calculations of typical examples with LASH showed that this distance could be eD ⋅2  and not 

the eD ⋅8,2  that might be expected. One reason for this observation is the importance in these problems of 
shell bending, so that any thinning of the shell greatly reduces the available moment in the limit analysis at the 
point where thickness changes.  

7B-2  The large end with a knuckle  

The method is again based on limit analysis and has been modified to tie in with the formula without a knuckle. 
It  
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γ
β

f
pDe
2

=  

where β is given above 

( )ρ
ργ

/2,012,1
1

+
+= , 

( )α
αρ
cos/11

028,0
+

×
⋅

=
eD
r

 and r is the radius of the knuckle. 

Use of LASH showed that the distance over which the thickness calculated above had to be maintained could be 
measured, not from the tangent line with the knuckle but from the junction, as defined in the standard. 

7B-3  The small end of the cone 

Turning now to the small end of the cone, we find a situation where the limit load controls at all times and stress 
concentrations are moderate. It is therefore possible to provide a method allowing for different thicknesses of 
shell and cone. It is also found that the limit load improves only little with the introduction of a knuckle, so no 
separate method need be given for it. 

The method now is the CEN draft again comes from East Germany. As before, it is an acceptable approximation 
to the full analysis, and better in that respect than other sets of formulae such as area replacement methods. 

7B-4  Future work 

Recommendations were submitted to CEN TC 54 WG”C” for removing the angle limitation, allowing the rules 
for angles up to 90°, but there is little incentive to make the change to the text of EN13445-3. Of course as the 
cone becomes very flat the cone rules become very conservative due to the cos(α) factor, but it is then possible 
to turn to the flat plate rules as given in clause 10.  

Confirming the various minimum distance rules would make a nice masters degree project. 

7B-5  Thin Shell Limit Analysis Program LASH 

The computer program LASH was written to carry out a limit analysis on an axisymmetric thin shell. The thin 
shell itself is modelled by a sandwich of four shells, each representing 1/4 of the total thickness. The four shells 
individually can only take membrane loads but can combine to give the full plate the ability to accept a bending 
moment. (Shear is also of course allowed). The normal Tresca yield criterion is applied to each of the layers. The 
shell is split up into 'finite elements' about ( )re25,0  long.  

The equations relating the loads in the elements to bending moments and direct loads in the whole plate and the 
equations balancing the various loads are all linear. In lower bound limit analysis one is trying to find a stress 
distribution that maximises the applied load without infringing the yield condition. We therefore have a linear 
programming problem, which can be solved by computer, though with much more effort than required for an 
elastic analysis.  

How good a model does the 4 layer sandwich provide? Considering direct load and bending in one direction 
only, the sandwich approximation to the shell replaces the well known yield parabola by two straight lines. The 
parabola referred to is: 

1
0

2

0
=+







M
M

N
N  

There is a maximum departure from the true curve of 5%, always on the safe side. The 4 layer sandwich also 
gives a good approximation to the interaction between direct load in one direction and bending in the other, 
which is important in this class of problem.  
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7C  Dished ends 

7C-1  Introduction 

Dished ends are used in most pressure vessels so their economic design is of importance. It is found that two 
modes of failure have to be considered in drawing up design rules – excessive axisymmetric plastic deformation 
and, for thin ends, buckling of the knuckle under the compressive circumferential stresses found there. Over the 
years the problem has attracted the attention of many workers and a number of different design rules are to be 
found in pressure vessel codes. There is a great fund of experience of the use of dished ends.  

However it is only very recently that the power of the computer has enabled us to produce consistent design 
rules. The rules provided in the UPVS to protect against excessive deformation are based on one report, Welding 
Research Council Bulletin 364 [2] by Kalnins and Updike (known here as K&U) modified by the CEN 
committee to take account of European experience. 

A number of papers have been produced on the phenomenon of buckling in dished ends but the latest one to 
suggest design rules is by Galletly (1986) [3] and these rules have been adopted as they stand.  

The question of a nozzle in or intruding into the knuckle region is dealt with in this part of the standard since the 
solution is to increase thickness over the whole of the knuckle region.  

7C-2  Review of EN 13445-3 rules for dished ends 

Dished ends are dealt with in sections 7.5 and 7.7 of part 3 of EN 13445-3.  

The limitations in 7.5.3.1 follow from the data used, except that the committee considered a limitation by 
Galletly of his method to ambient temperatures only could be ignored. Galletly argued from the fact that the 
experimental work was all at ambient, but the committee considered the extensive computer work justified a 
different view.  

Equation (7.5-1) and (7.5-6) are concerned with the membrane stress in the spherical cap. 

Equations (7.5-2) and (7.5-7), together with (7.5-9) to (7.5-17) are the main part of the method and are intended 
to prevent excessive deformation.  

The K&U results appear in the method as polynomials that closely match the data in their report. These 
polynomials are the expressions in brackets in equations (7.5-13), (7.5-15) and (7.5-17).  

The modifications made by the CEN committee appear in the standard as factor N in equations (7.5-13) and (7.5-
15), the 0,95 and 0,5 in equation (7.5-19) and the factor ( )DR 2,075,0{ +  (replacing R) in equations (7.5-2) 
and (7.5-7).  

Equations (7.5-3) and (7.5-8) are based on Galletly’s method. 

The rules in 7.5.4 for ellipsoidal ends provide for a nominally equivalent torisphere. The simple formulae therein 
are approximations to the two well-known equivalence formulae, namely 

 ( ) ( ){ } ( )222 4/1)1108,0/5,0 KKKKK +−−+≅−  

and  ( ) ( ){ } ( )KKKKK 4/1)1102,044,0 22 +−++≅+  

Moving now to section 7.7 on nozzles in the knuckle region, the rules are based on AD2000-Merkblatt B-3, the 
main difference being that formulae have been found (equations (7.7-3) to (7.7-10) that are close to the crude 
graphical method in the ADM. These rules are limited to the two standard ends since there is no way of 
interpolating when two shape variables are involved. 

A note on the standard German ends – the method in section 7.5 is a complicated calculation and to supplement 
the graphs the following tabulation for factor pR

ef=C  is provided. 

e/R  0,001  0,002 0,003 0,004 0,006 0,008 0,01 0,012  

Kloepper 1,082  1,044 0,990 0,941 0,862 0,802 0,758 0,726  

Korbogen 0,809 0,788 0,760 0,734 0,692 0,659 0,634 0,615  

 

e/R   0,014 0,016 0,02 0,024 0,028 0,032 0,036 0,04 
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Kloepper 0,703 0,685 0,654 0,624 0,595 0,568 0,545 0,524 

Korbogen 0,603 0,593 0,578 0,563 0,550 0,537 0,527 0,518 

7C-3  Basis for design rules 

7C-3a  Excessive plastic deformation 

Although there are a number of available methods for dished end design in current use and many papers on the 
subject, the method presented in this standard is based on the work of Kalnins and Updike. The first task here is 
to state what they did, then how it was adapted for CEN use. It is not the purpose here to provide a general 
review of the history of dished end design or to show that other failure mechanisms are catered for; that is done 
already by K&U. 

Failure of dished ends is difficult to define. Those made of typical ductile pressure vessel materials will deform 
into stronger and stronger shapes, eventually taking on a nearly spherical form, before bursting. The shape 
improvement on hydro-test also goes to reduce stresses in subsequent operation, of importance when considering 
shakedown and fatigue. 

The failure criterion chosen by K&U was the twice elastic slope criterion (as prescribed by ASME) applied to 
the deformation of the centre of the head. 

The theoretical model included shape change. There was no work hardening.  The ratio of Young’s modulus to 
yield was set at 1000. The von Mises yield criterion was used.  

Geometries studied were for just three values of r/D (inside knuckle radius/inside diameter) of 0,06, 0,1 and 0,2. 
The value of e/R (thickness/inside crown radius) covered the range from 0,002 to 0,04. There was no straight 
flange of thickness equal to that of the end – the thickness of the whole cylinder was set in the calculations at the 
minimum required by code rules.  

Results were presented in the form 






=

D
r

R
efunc

f
p ' . Note that the number of dimensionless variables is one 

less than expected. It was found that results varied little with R/D and so in the interests of ease of use this 
variable was omitted.  

The arguments used to justify the modifications made by committee are in the next section. 

Interpolation has to be used in a design procedure between the values of r/D considered by K&U. A simple but 
conservative interpolation rule is needed. The one chosen is a linear interpolation for β since it is more 
conservative than interpolation for 1/β. 

In the absence of other data, design for e/R>0,04 is dealt with by using the value at 0,04. 

7C-3b  CEN modifications to K&U 

Since the Kloepper form is used so much in Europe and is typical of shapes used elsewhere, comparison is 
concentrated on it. It also happens to be close to one of the shapes considered by K&U, who looked at r/D values 
of 0,06, 0,1 and 0,2. There is a slight difference because their D was the internal diameter whereas the Kloepper 
r/D is based on the external diameter. 

The attached graph shows how the ratio C = (e/R)/(p/f) varies according to the above data. It is seen that 
ASME/CODAP is closest to the K&U data.  
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Figure 7C-1 Klopper shape comparison 

PD 5500 and ADM are relatively close to each other and, in the middle of the range, well below the other lines. 

Faced with the difference between Kalnins and Updike's results and the ADM rules in particular, of which there 
has been such wide experience, it is first necessary to consider how German ends can be satisfactory when 
theory suggests they are not. The difference is greatest at e/R = 0,007, the values of C being 1,028 and 0.754 
respectively, a ratio of 1,36 

It was considered that the two may be reconciled as follows: 

The ADM rules are only tested to a pressure 1,3 times design, whereas K&U were aiming for the conventional 
1,5 safety factor.  

K&U's failure criterion was based on deflection at the centre of the end using the twice elastic slope criterion. 
However dished ends continue to behave in an acceptable manner well past that point, to say 3 or 4 times elastic 
slope. This is worth another 17% approximately, based on the observed shape of load deflection curves. 

The comparison is about the ability of a certain thickness to carry pressure, the pressure allowed according to 
K&U being lower. Unlike previous workers in this field K&U did not work with a cylinder thickness equal to 
the thickness of the end, rather they used the cylinder thickness corresponding to the p/f for the end. Thus the 
actual geometry on which the ADM experience is based would have had a thicker cylinder. This is worth another 
4%.  

K&U's figure is for all R/D, an approximation. Although they found that C is nearly constant as R/D varies, it is 
greater at R/D = 0,8 than at 1,0. It is estimated that this accounts for another 5% of the difference. (R/D is 1,0 for 
the Kloepper shape.) 

Design is based on minimum thickness after forming. Actual heads are of non-uniform thickness, worth another 
5% say. 

Most heads will also have the benefit of a corrosion allowance, reduced design stresses for elevated temperatures 
and greater yield stress than that specified by up to 50%.   

Multiplying the factors in 1) to 5) above together gives an overall factor of 1,55, much greater than the ratio of 
1,36 that had to be explained. The academic calculation and experience can be reconciled. The problem is to go 
from there to a design method. 
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Note that we do not wish to use the German rules directly. They cover only certain geometries and we wish to be 
able to permit a higher pressure than 1,3p at pressure test, namely 1,43p.  

It was decided that it is reasonable to adjust the K&U data by the 17% in 2) above together with an additional 
term to take credit for the variation of 'C' with R/D in 4) above. It was also agreed that the nominal factor of 

safety could be reduced by 2,5% giving an overall adjustment factor of ( ) RDRD /2,075,0
2,1

/2,075,0975,0
17,1

×+×+ = .  

In the Kloepper case this is worth 1,2/0,95 = 1,26. The Kloepper experience would justify a slightly smaller 
factor, namely 1,36*1,3/1,43=1,24. 

This credit is extended to r/D = 0,06 and to e/R<0,007.  Above e/R of 0,007 the 1,2 adjustment tapers away to 
unity because shape change is less for such geometries and 'C' is getting closer to the membrane limit for the 
crown.. For r/D = 0,2, the same comment about the crown applies but it was still felt possible to make a small 
adjustment to the K&U data as well as retaining the D/R factor. 

7C-3c  Instability 

The paper by Galletly concludes with a suggested design equation, namely  

 ( )
( ) ( ) 15,15.1

825,0

//
)/80

DReD
DrP

y

=
σ

 . 

This was modified slightly for use in EN 13445-3 to give equations (7.5-3) and (7.5-8). 

The basis of the equation is a curve fit to the results of many large deflection plastic buckling calculations, with a 
knock-down factor based on the lower bound of a limited number of test results. Bearing in mind the difficulty 
of modelling the actual shape, thickness profile and work hardening found on actual fabrications, theory and 
practice were in reasonably close accord. The paper confirms that the thickness to be used in the formula is the 
minimum at the knuckle after forming and the proof stress is that in the plate as received, both in conformance 
with definitions of these quantities in the standard.  

The graphs referred to above also show the Galletly design equation on the same basis as the other criteria. The 
comparison is a fair one for carbon steel since the same value of yield is used as in the main calculation but the 
comparison becomes more complicated for stainless steel. Ends that are not cold spun require the 0,2% proof 
stress, somewhat lower than the 1% proof stress, so that stability becomes important at slightly larger e/R. On 
the other hand with cold spun ends the design stress is multiplied by 1,6, in which case stability no longer 
controls. There may be doubt about the extrapolation of Kalnins and Updike's results to e/R< 0,002, but on the 
other hand the increase in yield observed for cold spun ends will more than compensate for this uncertainty.  

7C-4  Nozzle in Knuckle rules 

As mentioned above, the ADM contain rules for increased thickness if there is a nozzle intruding into the 
knuckle region. It is a crude rule - a thickness adjustment that takes no account of the location of the branch or its 
wall thickness. It was reviewed by the CEN working group and compared with available stress analysis data and 
experience. It was concluded that the ADM adjustment should continue to be used in the new code. The curves 
in the ADM are incomplete and leave doubts about interpolation but equations have been fitted to them. 

It is frequently said that some other codes prohibit the use of this arrangement. That is not strictly true; they 
merely fail to provide design rules for them. Those who carry out a Design by Analysis or use strain gauges are 
surprised at how low the stresses turn out to be. 

Unfortunately no method has been found for applying the curves to other than the standard German geometries. 

Recent work described in The Design by Analysis Manual [4] found that there is an area of large deformation if 
the nozzle gets close to the tangent line with the cylinder, so the arbitrary penalty in the last paragraph of 7.7.2 
was imposed. 

7C-5  Future work 

The following items are suggested, in no particular order 

K & U themselves clearly recognised the conservative and arbitrary nature of their failure criterion. Since with a 
dished end “gross deformation” is not an intimation of failure by any other mode and merely makes the end less 
like the shape on the drawing, there is a need to reconsider in this case what end deflection can really be 
accepted. 
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There is a large gap between two of the values of r/D selected by K & U. Their work should be repeated at 
r/D=0,14 

The rules limit R/D to be less than 1,0. This is traditional and therefore K & U did not consider working with 
values greater than unity. Industry tends to press to be able to continue doing what it has been doing rather than 
seek improvements. It seems probable that the rules can safely be applied as written to R/D>1, without limit, but 
this has yet to be properly demonstrated. This could be of interest to manufacturers of ends for low pressures. 

There is a need to look at thicker ends (e/R>0,04) 

The nozzle in knuckle rules consider only pressure. The absence of information on stresses due to pipe loads is a 
severe restriction on their use in much of industry 

Galletly noted the lack of a sufficient number of tests and felt that with more there could be scope for less 
conservative rules. In particular it might be possible to consider the effect of work hardening on the resistance of 
spun stainless steel dished ends to axisymmetric failure. 
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8 Shells under external pressure 

8A  Introduction 
Rules for external pressure design have to cover a variety of components and modes of failure. They are 
therefore complicated. The rules in clause 8 of EN 13445-3 are based almost entirely on the rules in British 
Standards Institution (BSI) document PD 5500 [1], itself a continuation of the previous BS 5500. The rules have 
been in BS 5500, the British Standard for unfired pressure vessels, since about 1973.  

The British rules were rewritten for EN 13445-3 and some modifications made, mainly in presentation. The 
safety factor is now shown explicitly in the formulae and the distinction between light and heavy stiffeners is 
clearer. The values of elastic limit (yield stress) have been changed slightly.  

A number of documents have been produced to justify or as an aid to understanding the rules in PD5500. The 
author of this paper has drawn heavily on PD 6550: Part 3: 1989, an explanatory supplement to BS 5500 on 
external pressure, published by BSI [2]. Other papers are in the list of references.  

Although the rules are said to be rules for design, the user will in all cases have to choose a thickness or in the 
case of stiffeners a complete set of dimensions. Application of the rules will then tell the user whether his 
proposal is adequate for the pressure.  

The rules are discussed in the order in which they appear in EN 13445-3 clause 8. 

8B  General comments 
8.2.2 and 8.2.3. A typical ‘heavy stiffener’ would be a girth flange. If it is designated as a heavy stiffener then 
the cylinder is split into two and the two shorter cylinders are calculated independently. However the girth flange 
may not be stiff enough to meet the requirements of 8.5.3.7. It would then be permissible to redesignate it a 
‘light stiffener’ and recalculate, to see if a more favourable result is obtained. A worked example is appended to 
assist in the understanding of this point.  

8.4.2 and 8.4.3 The important strength parameter in stability studies is the elastic limit. In the case of low alloy 
steels with a distinct yield point, elastic limit and yield are the same. In most places where design against 
external pressure is discussed, as in the rest of this paper, the word yield is used instead of elastic limit  
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However in the case of austenitic stainless steels and others materials with stress/strain curves showing work 
hardening and great plasticity, there is no such thing as a yield point. The elastic limit for these materials is not 
generally available from a standard tensile test - indeed it is difficult to define and measure precisely - and so 
design is based on the nearest readily available parameter, the 0,2% proof stress. Study of some typical 
stress/strain curves for stainless steel gave the factor 1,25 in equations (8.4.3-1) and (8.4.3-2).  

The possibility of increasing the nominal elastic limit while at the same time taking account of the consequential 
reduction in Young’s modulus was considered, but calculations showed there was no benefit from so doing. 

The tolerance on radius (deviation from theoretical shape) is an important feature of the method. The 
experimental results that went into deriving figure 8.5-5 were limited to those for cylinders that met the 0,5% 
tolerance, so it is not possible to apply the rules to cylinders outside the specified tolerance without further 
consideration. In the case of stiffener design the tolerance appears explicitly in the equations, for example 
equation (8.5.3-46). 

Measurements of diameter are not sufficient to demonstrate circularity - one only has to consider a three lobed 
shape to see this. They may however be considered as evidence of good workmanship. 

8.5.1.2 and 8.5.1.3 The simple safe rule in 8.5.1.2 can be applied at the design stage whereas 8.5.1.3 and Annex 
F are for use after fabrication is complete and the actual out of tolerance shape is known.  

8.5.2.1 The simple rules for L when the vessel end is a cone, a sphere or a dished end, namely the 0.4h term and 
the effect of the cone angle, are based on computer instability studies of many geometries. 

Equation (8.5.2-6) is the well known Mises equation. Other versions of it appear but this is the most accurate. It 
is possible to replace the calculation of ε by a simple formula not containing , but this lacks accuracy at low 

values of .  
ncyl

ncyl

Curve 1) of Figure 8.5-5 represents the lower bound of 700 well documented tests available at the time of the 
study. It gives the pressure above which failure might occur as a function of the Mises instability pressure and 
the pressure to circumferential yield.  

The knock down factor at the ‘slender’ end (low p
p

y

m  ) is 2,0. There was much scatter in that part of the plot 

of test results. Those on the line were checked and proved to be good experimental results.  

8.5.3.1 Attention is drawn to the note in 8.5.3.1 and to the comments above on paragraphs 8.2.2 and 8.2.3. 

8.5.3.4 It was found that the particular pressure at yield calculated in equation (8.5.3-15) (the maximum 
circumferential stress in the cylinder) gave the best correlation of experimental results.  

8.5.3.5 Equation (8.5.3-23) is the result of a limit analysis of the shell, considering it as a flat plate fully 
supported at the ends, and taking account of the weakening effect of the circumferential membrane stress.. For 
guidance on the use of heating/cooling channels as shell stiffeners, reference may be made to PD 5500 clause 
3.11.4 

8.5.3.6.2 The first term in equation (8.5.3-24) represents the contribution of the shell and the second term the 
contribution of the stiffener. Ignoring the first term and setting n=2 leads to equation (8.5.3-51) for a heavy 
stiffener.  

Equation (8.5.3-31) is only a preliminary filter before going on to 8.5.3.6.4. 

Factor Sf adds an additional safety factor for stiffeners to cover any interaction between inter-stiffener and 
overall collapse. It is made larger still when residual stresses may be high. 

8.5.3.6.3 The full precise method for calculating Le, the length of shell acting with the stiffener is extremely long 
and complicated but the method provided here is a close approximation.. 

8.5.3.6.4 Here the stress in the stiffening ring is calculated, the first term in equation (8.5.3-46) being the direct 
stress and the second term the bending stress due to out of round, magnified by the effect of external pressure. 
This stress is limited to the nominal elastic limit. Note that the resulting allowable external pressure is a lower 
bound, not a prediction of failure, so no experimental knock down factor is called for.  

8.5.3.7 The method for heavy stiffeners is based on that for light stiffeners with the omission of the effect of the 
shell ( first term in equation (8.5.3-24) and setting n=2). 
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8.5.3.8 Equation (8.5.3-60) is a simple but conservative result derived from energy considerations. The stiffener 

is assumed to be hinged at the junction with the shell. Note that 







ys
es P

Pσ  gives the direct stress in the 

stiffener. It is necessary to be more precise with flat bar stiffeners and most of the calculation has been done for 
us and presented in table 8.5-5. 

8.6 The necessary modifications to the methods for cylinders are presented here. Rules for heavy stiffeners have 
been omitted in error, though the capable user should be able to work them out for himself from what he has 
been told already.  

8.6.5.1 and 8.6.5.2 The rules provided here for the large and small ends of the cone are based on extensive 
computer stability analysis, which shows them to be safe. .  

8.7.1 The method for spherical shells is similar to that for cylinders - the two theoretical formulas are compared 
with experimental results and a lower bound curve to the experimental results is drawn, as shown in figure 8.5-5. 
The elastic instability pressure pm is much greater than the equivalent pressure for a cylinder of the same 
thickness and diameter, due to the benefit of the double curvature, but the knockdown factor is much greater.  

8.7.2 Conforming to the design shape is again important, though in the case of spheres it is only the local shape 
that matters. The requirement that the sphere should be spherical to 1% on radius is only a quality control 
measure. The requirement for a maximum on the local radius of curvature is vital.  

8.8 With vessel ends we have to determine the maximum radius of curvature and then apply the rules for a 
sphere. For an ellipsoid the maximum radius of curvature occurs at the centre.  

The general rule that internal pressure rules shall be applied without modification using the external deign 
pressure, does not apply to torispherical ends since the method in clause 7 claims some benefit from the 
improvement in shape that occurs under pressure, and under external pressure the shape should get worse. That 
is why we have the rule N=1 introduced.  

8C  Future work 
Three items that require no further technical development 

1. Add heavy stiffeners to the rules for cones. 

2. Add something about use of heating/cooling coils as stiffeners along the lines of PD 5500 clause 3.11.4 

3. Add something about the fact that a short cylindrical flange forming part of a dished end and thinner 
than the rest of the cylinder, is permissible - see PD 5500 3.6.4 final paragraph. 

Three items that may be possible with further work. 

3. Rules for cylinders of variable thickness - for example a tall column.  

4. Less onerous rules for measurement of tolerances in which measurements of departure from design 
shape are more related to predicted deformed shape.  

5. More precise design for inter-stiffener collapse of cylinders, based on separation of the two failure 
mechanisms associated with circumferential and longitudinal loads respectively. Longitudinal 
compressive loads on cylinders suffer in the same way as spheres under external pressure from a large 
knock-down factor. Maybe a study of test results will show that the circumferential load acting alone 
has a low knockdown factor, resulting in more economic design for longer cylinders.  
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9 Openings in shells 

9A  Introduction 
9A-1 The first proposal of CEN/TC54/WG'C' was to use 'Area Replacement Method' that was present in ASME 
VIII Div. 1 and in a few European national Codes (based on method of replacement of cross sectional missing 
area of openings with cross sectional areas of material reinforcement of shell and nozzles), but during 
standardization works it was decided to adopt the 'Pressure-Area Method' because this one was well known and 
widely used in continental Europe. 

The Pressure-area method is based on ensuring that the reactive force provided by the material is greater than, or 
equal to, the load from the pressure. The former is the sum of the product of the average membrane stress in each 
component and its stress loaded cross-sectional area (see Figure 9A-1). The latter is the sum of the product of the 
pressure and the pressure loaded cross-sectional areas. If the reinforcement is insufficient, it shall be increased 
and the calculation repeated. 

 

 Figure 9A-1 Cylindrical shell with isolated opening and set-on nozzle  
(identical to Figure 9.4-7 in EN 13445) 

9A-2 It was decided to start with Code ISO 5730 (International Code for shell boilers) based on balance between 
cross sectional pressure areas and stress compensation of cross sectional areas of shells and nozzles, but it 
seemed to be good only for the working conditions and limits of shell boilers. Therefore it was decided to 
increase and expand the rules also for all possible stress situations of unfired pressure vessels, and the rules of 
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CODAP have been taken to complete and expand the code of ISO 5730 ( with some other integrations by 
Belgian rules for limitations of calculation thickness of nozzles for too large openings).  

After this decision, the Working Group spent a lot of time just to put into the code more possible stress situations 
and stress limitations ( more general and comprehensive formulas for each geometrical possible situation). 

9A-3 Actually in Clause 9 there are no restrictions on size of circular openings and some restrictions on shape of 
elliptical openings ( coming from inclined circular nozzles), unless reinforcing pads are used. 

Present rules include allowing openings close to a discontinuity and also small adjacent openings. 

This makes EN 13445 Part 3 Clause 9 more comprehensive than ASME VIII DIV. 1 "Area Replacement " 
approach. Calculation of stress is not included. 

9B  Contents of Clause 9 

9B-1  General 

The design method specified in this clause is applicable to circular, elliptical or obround openings in dished ends 
or cylindrical, conical or spherical shells under internal or external pressure.  

This clause is applicable to openings, nozzles and reinforcing plates in dished ends which are completely located 
inside the central area limited by a radius equal to 0,4De . For different locations (i.e. nozzles in knuckle regions) 
the relevant design rules are given in Clause 7. 

Design for non-pressure loads is covered by Clause 16. 

A shell containing an opening shall be adequately reinforced in the area adjacent to the opening. This is to 
compensate for the reduction of the pressure bearing section. The reinforcement shall be obtained by one of the 
following methods: 

-  increasing the wall thickness of the shell above that required for an unpierced shell,  

-  using a reinforcing plate,  

-  using a reinforcing ring,  

-  increasing the wall thickness of the nozzle above that required for the membrane pressure stress, 

-  using a combination of the above. 

9B-2  General equation and its derivates 

General equation for the reinforcement of an isolated opening is given (see Figures 9A-1 and 9B-1) by: 

(Afs + Afw) ( fs - 0,5P) + Afp (fop - 0,5P) + Afb (fob - 0,5P) ≥ P (Aps + Apb + 0,5 Apϕ)  
where, in general: 

Ap Pressure loaded area. mm2 

Af Stress loaded cross-sectional area effective as reinforcement. mm2 

fs Nominal design stress of shell material. MPa 

P Internal pressure of shell. MPa 

and Pmax shall be obtained as follows: 

)+(0,5+) (

++ )(
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max Af+Af+AfAf  0,5Ap+Ap+Ap
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ϕ
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Figure 9B-1 Spherical shell or dished end with isolated opening and set-in nozzle  
(identical to Figure 9.4-8 in EN 13445) 

9B-3  Single openings 

In Clause 9 the general equation is adapted to each of the following configurations: 

- Shells with openings without nozzle or reinforcing ring (with or without reinforcing pads) on cylindrical, 
conical and spherical shell, longitudinal and transverse cross-section. 

- Shells with openings without nozzle, reinforced by reinforcing rings, on all same cases.  

- Nozzles normal to the shell, with or without reinforcing pads, on all same cases. 

- Nozzles oblique to the shell, with or without reinforcing pads, on all same cases. 

9B- 4  Multiple openings 

In Clause 9 the general equation is adapted also to each of the following configurations: 

- Ligament check of adjacent openings. 

- Openings in cylindrical and conical shells. 

- Openings in spherical shells and dished ends. 

- Overall check of adjacent openings. 
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 Figure 9B-2 Ligament check of adjacent nozzles normal to a spherical shell 

 (identical to Figure 9.6-3 in EN 13445) 

9B-5 Openings close to a shell discontinuity  

In Clause 9 there are rules giving minimum distances of openings from discontinuities. 

w > wmin = max )e;e)er(, s,as,cs,cis 3220 ⋅+(  
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 Figure 9B-3 Opening in a domed and bolted end close to the junction with the flange 
 (identical to Figure 9.7-11 in EN 13445) 

9B-6 Future work  

There are other two items that need to be implemented: 

- Openings with non circular nozzles, 

- Openings in non circular walls.  

10 Flat ends  

The rules for flat ends are based partly on the rules of the French Pressure Vessel code (CODAP, in their 1995 
ed. version) and partly on the rules of the Italian Pressure Vessel Code ISPESL/VSR. They deal with ends of 
both circular and non circular shape, either welded or bolted. The main purpose of the equations contained in the 
rules is to assure that a failure due to gross plastic deformation can never happen. For circular welded flat ends, 
this is achieved by setting the allowable pressure of the end to its limit pressure divided by 1,5.  

The limit pressure calculations on which the rules are based take into account the support brought by the 
connected shell. For bolted flat ends, gross plastic deformation is prevented by limiting the bending stress in the 
centre of the end to a value equal to 1,5 times the nominal design stress (which assures that the yield strength of 
the material will not be exceeded, when the nominal design stress is limited by this material characteristic). In 
the case of circular welded flat ends, prevention of cyclic plasticity has also been considered, and for this reason 
the corresponding equations and graph are intended to guarantee that the primary+secondary stress induced in 
the cylindrical shell does not exceed three times the lower value between the nominal design stress of the shell 
and the nominal design stress of the end (the so-called shakedown criterion, which is typically used in all the 
standards that provide design-by-analysis rules based on stress categorization).  

The need of fulfilling the shakedown criterion has been contested in other clauses of EN 13445.3: however not in 
this one, where it was decided to stay in line with the selected source (Clause C3 of CODAP); but in the next 
issue of Clause 10, which is now ready for the shortened approval procedure provided by the CEN rules (the so-
called UAP route), it will be permitted to waive the shakedown criterion under the condition that a simplified 
fatigue analysis is performed. In other words application of the shakedown criterion (which limits to 3f the 
primary+secondary stress range in the shell) will be required only in those cases where no fatigue analysis is 
made (note that EN 13445-3 states that no such analysis is needed when the number of full pressure cycles is less 
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than 500). For vessels subjected to a small number of cycles, a higher primary+secondary stress in the shell will 
then be tolerated, resulting in much smaller thickness for the end. 

It has to be noted that the shakedown criterion was up to now one of the main principles on which the traditional 
stress analysis of Pressure Vessels was based for years; and the fact that the primary+secondary stress range 
should be limited to 3 times the nominal design stress in all kind of Pressure Vessels, whatever their actual 
loading condition might be, was taken on board by all the main national Pressure Vessel Codes. With the 
introduction of the so-called “Direct Route” for Design By Analysis (that is, with the introduction of elastic-
plastic calculations directed to finding the limit load of a given structure instead of the calculation of fictitious 
elastic stresses that in reality do not exist), it is possible to investigate the real behaviour of the same structure 
when it is subject to load variations; and therefore to predict which post-elastic behaviour will occur when the 
shakedown criterion is ignored: cyclic plasticity or incremental collapse. As far as the Design-By-Formulas rules 
are concerned, cyclic plasticity is assumed to be the only mechanism that is likely to occur, due to the uniqueness 
of the loading (pressure loading). So failure due to cyclic plasticity is in fact a failure due to fatigue, more 
specifically in the low cycle regime. 

Looking at other clauses of EN 13445.3 (particularly flanges and tubesheets, where new methods based on limit 
analysis have been presented as an alternative to the traditional methods based on stress categorization) it is clear 
that this new standard is marking an important transition between these two different ways to consider Pressure 
Vessel design; probably the next issue of clause 10 will be the first clause in the standard where a synthesis of 
these two approaches will be made. 

Coming back to the actual content of Clause 10, it has to be noted that the method used for opening 
reinforcement in circular (and non circular) flat ends is not based on area replacement (like in the case of 
openings in shells): the method, which comes from the Italian Pressure Vessel Code ISPESL/VSR, and has been 
successfully used for at least 30 years, is based on the replacement of the section modulus (which is also a rough 
approximation, but at least more logical, considering that we deal with walls subject to bending and not to 
tension). This rule aims to control the stress level in the end. In addition, there is also the need for a replacement 
of the moment of inertia, so that the overall bending behaviour of the pierced end is similar to that of the 
unpierced end, in order to assure similar bending stresses in the connected shell in both cases. 

Clause 10 gives also the possibility of calculating ends of non-circular shape (that is, rectangular, elliptical or 
obround; even ends in form of a circular crown have been considered). The correlations used in this kind of 
calculations are also taken from the Italian Code. 

11 Flanges 

11A  Introduction 
Two sets of rules are provided for flange design in EN 13445-3, the traditional rules (in clause 11) and a new 
radical set of rules (in annex G). 

The traditional rules are taken from the British PD 5500 and include a wide range of flange types apart from the 
common narrow face arrangement, namely full face flanges, reverse flanges, split flanges and welded flanges. 
The rules for narrow face flanges are based on the traditional Taylor Forge analysis.  

Since Taylor Forge is so much used, it is not intended to explain or defend it here. Space will be devoted to 
listing some of its faults and the way it has been changed from the version still in the ASME code. Design 
stresses have been reduced at larger diameters in the light of wide experience of leakage problems when higher 
design stresses are used.  

The new rules, known as the Alternative Method, cover narrow face joints only. While new to most countries, 
the method is based on a method used successfully in East Germany for some years. While most aspects of 
flange design were considered afresh by the authors of this method, the most notable features must be the use of 
limit analysis, the recognition that the bolt load has its own tolerance, the calculation of the way the bolt load 
changes as pressure (or other loads) are applied and the detailed analysis of gasket behaviour. 

Any method that wishes to supplant Taylor Forge must be complete and attractive economically. It has to 
include taper hub flanges. It should assist understanding of what is happening in a flange assembly as an aid to 
good design and trouble-shooting. The Alternative Method does these things. 

The Alternative Method as provided in EN 13445-3 includes a great deal of information on the mechanical 
model (see clause G.4.2), which there is no need to repeat here. Further explanation for many of the equations 
would be unduly complicated and not helpful to the user. It is nevertheless difficult for a new user to understand 
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what is going on and have confidence in what he is doing, so some space is given in this paper to describing the 
overall structure of the method. The treatment of the gasket is especially novel and a simplified treatment is 
included below. 

Although the Alternative Method is able to take account of thermal expansion effects due to differences in bolt 
temperature and/or material, no guidance is given on determining flange and bolt temperatures. This is also 
discussed below. 

11B  The Taylor Forge method 
The Taylor Forge method goes back over 60 years. Many alternatives have appeared over the years and many 
papers have explained the faults in the method, but it has continued to be the choice in many national pressure 
codes. Its success has been put down to the fact that it is a complete method, including gasket parameters, and it 
gives answers that work most of the time. Its strong point is the elastic stress analysis of taper hub flanges.  
However it has many weaknesses. 

11B-1 Weaknesses of Taylor Forge 
a. The decision as to whether a flange is thick enough depends in the Taylor Forge method on a stress 

calculation which has nothing to do with leakage and is only indirectly associated with permanent 
deformation (yielding). A stress is useful for the study of cyclic failure, but that is not the normal 
problem with a flanged joint. Indeed, there are geometries where it will be found that the an increase in 
thickness of the cylinder or the hub can result in an increase in stress and consequent down-rating of the 
flange.)  

b. The calculation fails to consider the behaviour of the bolt load as pressure is applied.  

c. Neither differential thermal expansion between bolt and flange nor non-pressure loads are covered 

d. The theoretical model ignores the effect of pressure directly on the shell.  

e. The theoretical model for the flange applies the moment as equal and opposite loads at the two edges of 
the flange rather than at the bolt circle etc.  

f. Not all flanges are best modelled as thin plates. Some can be closer to thin cylinders.  

g. The weakening effect of the bolt holes is ignored. This is especially important in loose flanges in which 
the stresses are circumferential. On the other hand the weakening effect of any groove is greatly 
magnified.  

h. Although the bolts are given low design stresses to compensate for uncertainty over actual bolt loads, 
the same logic has not been applied to the flange, which also has to carry those same uncertain bolt 
loads. The consequence is that if the bolts are over-tightened it is the flange that suffers, not the bolts.  

i. The “optional” flange may be calculated in either of two ways but the integral flange of the same 
dimensions may be calculated in only one of those ways. This seems “unfair” on the integral flange.  

j. Maximum gasket pressures are not provided.  

k. The stub flange in a lap joint is not considered 

l. The gasket factors m and y are not scientifically defined. They seem to be based on guess work.  

m. All methods of bolt tightening are treated alike.  No credit is given for close control of bolt load.  

n. No change is made when a flange is mated to a flat cover, even though the elastic behaviour of a flat 
cover is very different.  
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11B-2  Changes made to Taylor Forge Method 

The major modifications made to the original Taylor Forge method as it appears in the ASME code follow. Note 
that only the first two modify the basic Taylor Forge method. 

a. Following poor experience with simple substitution of the higher design stresses used in Europe, 
increased safety factors at larger diameters have been introduced. 

b. Bolt stresses have been increased to reduce the disparity between flange strength and bolt strength 
mentioned in 8) above. 

c. The complicated table for the calculation of effective gasket width has been removed. The biggest 
difference is the removal of the 1/64 in nubbin. The 1/64” nubbin is found in practice to have only a 
short life at higher temperature duties as it quickly gets worn away, so it is better removed from the 
standard.  

d. The “loose” calculation may be applied to “integral” flanges. 

e. For simplicity, the same moment is used in “loose” and “integral” calculations. 

f. Formulae have been moved from the list of symbols into the text, making the method easier to apply. 

g. Machining tolerances have been added. 

h. Flange pairs of different design conditions (as found with a trapped tube sheet) are included. 

i. Rules are provided for the stub flange in a lap joint. 

11C  Review of rest of Clauses 11 and 12 

11C-1  Lap joints 

The basis of the method for lap joints is that both components (stub flange and loose flange) are designed 
individually as flanges. The problem is to choose the diameter of the reaction force between the two. A rule is 
provided for calculating a diameter but, rather as in the use of limit analysis in the Alternative Method, it is 
permissible to choose an optimum. Note also that, in common with other traditional methods, no attempt is made 
to analyse the actual behaviour of the flange pair. The method is safe and may be very over-conservative when 
applied to existing designs. 

11C-2  Full face flange with soft gasket 

The method starts with some arbitrary but unimportant assumptions about gasket behaviour.  Equation (11.6-16) 
is concerned with radial stress in the flange at the line of the bolt holes and inequality (11.6-17) is concerned 
with the flange being sufficiently stiff to be able to exert a pressure on the gasket over the whole span between 
bolt holes. The failure mechanism that equation (11.6-18) is aimed at preventing is rotation (twisting) of the 
complete flange assembly. 

11C-3  Seal welded flanges 

The method here follows Taylor Forge and therefore has the same weaknesses. In particular there is no check 
that the loss of bolt load on pressurisation will not be excessive. 

11C-4  Reverse narrow face flanges 

The only important piece of explanation needed to understand the logic of the rules is already in a note in the 
text. The method is simpler than that in ASME; results are the same for values of K not much greater than 1,0 
but at higher values of K the CEN method is more conservative.  
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11C-5  Reverse full face flanges 

As stated in a note in the text, two alternative design methods are provided for reverse full face flanges. The first 
follows the approach of clause 11.5 at the operating condition and assumes resistance to rotation comes from the 
flange itself; the second follows clause 11.6 and requires a larger bolt area.  

Once again crude simplifying assumptions are made in order to get a design method without really studying the 
actual behaviour of the flange assembly. In particular such a flange is usually bolted to a flat cover which will 
bend under pressure, thereby tending to open up the joint. Unfortunately the Alternative Method does not deal 
with full face joints though the methods therein could be applied to the study of this problem. 

11C-6  Full face flanges with metal to metal contact outside the bolt circle 

This set of rules is based on the same model and understanding of the problem as lie behind the ASME method 
in Division 1 appendix Y. The relative simplicity of the CEN version is achieved by neglecting the stiffening 
effect of the shell and the stresses in the shell. This is similar to applying the loose method instead of the integral 
method when there is a gasket present. As usual the American method is preoccupied above all with determining 
stresses, not with understanding real behaviour. Results from the two methods are normally close with the CEN 
method tending to give the greater thickness. Neither method considers whether the opening up of the gap 
between the flanges at the point where the gasket is located might be excessive. 

Note that if the gap is considered to be a problem it can be prevented from opening up by a slight modification to 
the flange. It can be given a concave surface, so that contact is made only at the inner and outer edges. 

This design of flange can be a very attractive alternative to the narrow face approach, especially if bolt stresses 
higher than recommended in clause 11.4.3 are used. Users could consider applying the principles for bolting in 
the Alternative Method. The situation is completely different from that with the narrow face flange - the bolt 
load cannot decrease as pressure is applied (unless there is a thermal expansion effect).  

The main practical problem with the metal to metal full face flange is that the type of gasket normally used 
requires a high quality finish in the groove.  

The failure mechanism that equation (11.10-7) is guarding against is rotation (twisting) of the complete flange 
assembly. 

12 Bolted domed ends 

The method for spherically domes and bolted ends is the same as that in BS 5500. Notes in the text inform the 
user of the significance of the equations used. 

13 Heat Exchanger Tubesheets 

13A  Introduction 
During the last five decades, TEMA standards have been extensively used for the design of tubesheet heat 
exchangers. Due to their simplicity, these rules do not account for several effects (e.g. unperforated rim, tube 
expansion) and ignore some others (e.g. the connection of the tubesheet with shell and channel) that have a 
significant impact on the calculated thickness of the tubesheet. 

For this reason, the author has developed a more rational treatment, which led in 1980 to the publication of new 
tubesheet design rules in the French Pressure Vessel Code, CODAP (F. OSWEILLER - 1991). 

ASME, at approximately the same time, followed the same approach and new rules were published in ASME 
Section VIII - Div. 1 in 1982 for U-tubes, and in 1992 for fixed tubesheets. Both organisations, without having 
any contact at that time, came to the same conclusion that it was necessary to develop a more refined analysis 
than TEMA. 

In 1991 CEN/TC54 decided to adopt CODAP tubesheet rules for its draft Unfired Pressure Vessel Standard 
(UPV). 

NOTE: These UPV tubesheet rules provide also an alternative method based on limit load analysis. This aspect is not 
covered by the present paper which deals only with methods based on classical elastic theory of thin shells. 
In 1992 ASME and CODAP decided to reconcile their tubesheet design rules as they were based on the same 
approach. This approach was extended to UPV and the author, as member of the three organizations, took 
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responsibility for the reconciliation which is now effective with the publication of new common rules in UPV, 
CODAP and ASME codes. 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the basis of this consistency both on the editorial and analytical aspects. 
Design rules devoted to U-tube tubesheet, fixed tubesheets and floating heads are presented and benchmark 
results provided. A comparison to TEMA outlines the limits of this code. 

A special attention is given to U-tube tubesheet rules which have been entirely reviewed after the comments 
received from the 6 months enquiry of EN-13445. 

13B  Analytical treatment of tubesheets 
The analytical treatment has the same basis in UPV, CODAP and ASME rules, and has been widely presented in 
many papers (A.I. SOLER- 1990, F. OSWEILLER - 1991). It can be summarised in four steps (see Figure 13B-
1): 

1 - The tubesheet is disconnected from the shell and channel. A shear force VE and a moment ME are 
applied at the tubesheet edge as shown in Figure 13B-1b. 

2 - The perforated tubesheet is replaced by an equivalent solid plate of effective elastic constants E* and 
ν*. 

3 - The tubes are replaced by an equivalent elastic foundation of modulus kw. In U-tube heat exchangers the 
tubes do not act as an elastic foundation (kw = 0). 

4 - Classical thin plate theory is applied to this equivalent tubesheet to determine the maximum stresses in 
the tubesheet, the tubes, the shell and the channel. 

These maximum stresses are limited to a set of maximum allowable stresses derived from the concept of primary 
and secondary stresses, based on EN 13445 Part 3 Appendix C. 

Figure 13B-1: Analytical model used in design method 

13C  Main basis of consistency 
As explained above, the consistency of the rules has been performed both for the analytical and the editorial 
aspects, which are briefly presented below. 
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13C-1 Analytical aspect is based on the three following items 

13C-1a - Ligament efficiency µ* 

ASME ligament efficiency µ* has been adopted by UPV. It accounts (see Figure 13C-1) for an untubed 
diametral lane of width UL (through the effective tube pitch p*) and for the degree of tube expansion ρ (through 
the effective tube diameter d*). UPV has improved this concept by proposing a more general formula for p*, 
which accounts for more than one untubed lane. 

13C-1b Effective elastic constant  E*  and  ν* 

CODAP and UPV effective elastic constants  E*  and  ν*, given by curves as a function of  µ*, have been 
adopted by ASME (Figure 13C-2). These curves account for the ratio  h/p, which has a significant effect on the 
results (F. OSWEILLER - 1989), and was ignored in the ASME rules. Polynomial equations are provided with a 
discrepancy less than 0,5 %, which is below the reading error of the curves. 

 
a): E E* /  (equilateral triangular pattern) 

b):  (equilateral triangular pattern) ν *

Polynomial equations given below can also be used. 

NOTE: - These coefficients are only valid for . 01 0 6, ,*≤ ≤µ

 - For values of e/p lower than 0,1 use e/p = 0,1. 

 - For values of e/p higher than 2,0 use e/p = 2,0. 

a) Equilateral triangular Pattern  

   E E* * *2 *3 *4/ = + + + +α α µ α µ α µ α µ0 1 2 3 4    
 

e / p  α 0  α1  α 2  α 3  α 4  
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0.10 

0.25 

0.50 

2.00 

0.0353 

0.0135 

0.0054 

-0.0029 

1.2502 

0.9910 

0.5279 

0.2126 

-0.0491 

1.0080 

3.0461 

3.9906 

0.3604 

-1.0498 

-4.3657 

-6.1730 

-0.6100 

0.0184 

1.9435 

3.4307 

b) Equilateral triangular Pattern 

   ν β β µ β µ β µ β µ= + + + +0 1 2 3 4    * *2 *3 *4

e p/  β 0  β1 β 2  β 3  β 4  

Figure 13C-2: Curves for the determination of E*/E and ν* (equilateral triangular pattern) 
(identical to Figure 13.7.8-1 in EN 13445) 

13C-1c - Local thickening of the shell 

When the tubesheet is integral with the shell, the UPV method allows thickening of the shell at its connection to 
the tubesheet when the bending stress in the shell exceeds the allowable limit. This is also an efficient mean of 
reducing the tubesheet thickness significantly, even if the shell is not overstressed. 

At the request of ASME SWG-HTE this principle has been extended to the situation in which the shell has a 
different material adjacent to the tubesheet. 

The details of the reconciliation involved in the design rules devoted to U-tube tubesheets, fixed tubesheets and 
floating heads are presented further in the sections dealing with these three types of heat exchangers. 
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13C-2 Editorial aspect  

This is an important issue as it is well known that differences in notation, terminology and presentation of the 
rules are significant barriers to the use and dissemination of foreign codes.  
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13C-2a Notations 

This is probably the most significant improvement. 

English notations, based on TEMA, has been adopted by UPV, CODAP and ASME. Following subscripts are 
systematically used: 

- t for tubes 

- s for shell 

- c for channel 

- no subscript for tubesheet 

However the following notations will remain different in US codes (ASME, TEMA) and European codes 
(CODAP, UPV): 

- Tubesheet thickness: h in US - e in Europe 

- Shell and channel thickness: ts, tc in US - es, ec in Europe 

- Nominal design stress: S in US - f in Europe 

Aside from these exceptions, the notations are the same in all three codes and are shown on Figures 13D-1, 13D-
2, 13E-1, 13F-1. 

13C-2b Design equations 

Due to these common notations, the design equations are the same in the three codes. 

The charts that are involved in these equations are presented in the same way. Equations or numerical tables are 
provided for these charts. 

13C-2c Tubesheet configuations 

The same terminology of tubesheet configurations has been adopted, independently of the heat-exchanger type 
(see Figure 13C-3): 

a : tubesheet integral both sides 

b : tubesheet integral shell side, extended as a flange on channel side 

c : tubesheet integral shell side, gasketed on channel side 

d : tubesheet gasketed both sides 

e : tubesheet integral channel side, extended as flange on shell side 

f : tubesheet integral channel side, gasketed on shell side 
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a 

 
b 

 

   
 
c 

TUBESHEET INTEGRAL with 
SHELL and CHANNEL 

TUBESHEET INTEGRAL with SHELL, 
GASKETED with CHANNEL, 
EXTENDED AS A FLANGE 

TUBESHEET INTEGRAL with SHELL, 
GASKETED with CHANNEL, 

NOT EXTENDED AS A FLANGE 
 

 
 
 

d 
  

e 

 

 
 
f 

TUBESHEET GASKETED with 
SHELL and CHANNEL, 

NOT EXTENDED AS A FLANGE 

TUBESHEET INTEGRAL with 
CHANNEL, 

GASKETED with SHELL, 
EXTENDED AS A FLANGE 

TUBESHEET INTEGRAL with 
CHANNEL, 

GASKETED with SHELL, 
NOT EXTENDED AS A FLANGE 

 

U-Tube 
Floating Tubesheet 
Fixed Tubesheet 

See detailed configurations a, b, c, d, e, f 

Figure 13C-3: Configurations of tubesheets 
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(identical to Figure 13.6.1-2 in EN 13445) 

13C-2d - Design loading cases 

The seven loading cases to be considered for the design have the same reference number, based on TEMA: 

1. Tubeside pressure acting only, without thermal expansion. 

2. Shellside pressure acting only, without thermal expansion. 

3. Tubeside and shellside pressures acting simultaneously, without thermal expansion 

4. Thermal expansion acting alone. 

5. Tubeside pressure acting only, with thermal expansion. 

6. Shellside pressure acting only, with thermal expansion. 

7. Tubeside and shellside pressures acting simultaneously, with thermal expansion. 

For U-tube tubesheets and floating heads, only the three first loading cases are to be considered. 

13C-2e Structure and presentation of the rules  

Structure and presentation of the rules have been made consistent as far as possible. In the three codes, each of 
the three types of heat exchangers (U-tube, floating head, fixed tubesheets) is covered by independent and self 
supporting rules. 

13D  U-Tube tubesheet heat exchanger 

13D-1 Selection of a design rule 

At the request of CEN/TC54, the author has undertaken an extensive work to select a design rule for U-tube 
tubesheets. Seven methods were reviewed and compared, both on the analytical and numerical points of view: 
TEMA, ASME, BS 5500, CODAP, STOOMWEZEN, AD-MERKBLATT, TGL. 

From this comparison (F. OSWEILLER - 1996) it was decided to adopt the ASME method for the following 
reasons: 

- Tubesheet design formula is straightforward. 

- It accounts for an unperforated rim and an unperforated diametral lane. 

- Design rule for tubesheet extended as a flange is covered in a more satisfactory way than  other code 
rules. 

- Tubesheet thickness obtained is generally lower than by other rules. 

The ASME method has been initially adopted by UPV with the same structure: three clauses cover the three 
common tubesheet configurations: 

- Tubesheet integral both sides (configuration a)  

- Tubesheet gasketed both sides (configuration d)  

- Tubesheet gasketed one side, integral other side (configurations b and e)  

However this set of rules was critized during the 6th month enquiry of Pr EN 13445 for the following reasons: 

- 3 different rules, based on different analytical approaches, were proposed to cover configurations a, d, b and 
e.  

- Rule for configuration "d" covered only the case were the tubesheet was not extended as a flange, with 
gaskets both sides of same diameter.  
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- Rule for configuration "a" used the same formula, corrected by TEMA coefficient F to account for the degree 
of restraint of the tubesheet by the shell and channel. That approach is not satisfactory for reasons explained 
by F. OSWEILLER (1999).  

- Configurations c and f (gasketed tubesheet not extended as a flange) were not covered.  

For these reasons, the author developed in 2000 a more refined, and unique, approach to cover the six tubesheet 
configurations. This approach is based on ASME method for configuration b – e, with some improvements: 

- Treatment of configurations c and f where the tubesheet is not extended as a flange.  

- Accounting for local pressures acting on shell and channel, when integral with tubesheet.  

- Use of Poisson's ration ν in all formulas, rather than using ν = 0,3 which leads to odd coefficients.  

- Derivation of more condensed formulas, providing formulas more consistent with fixed tubesheet rules, and 
improving the clarity of the rules.  

The next section explains the basis of this new approach. 

13D-2  Basis of analytical treatment 

Figure 13D-1 shows, for a tubesheet integral both sides (configuration a), the free body of the component parts 
(perforated tubesheet, unperforated tubesheet rim, shell, channel), together with the relevant discontinuity forces 
and moments applied on these components. All loads are by unit of circumferential length in this figure, which 
shows the sign conventions. Subscript "s" is used for the shell, subscript "c" for the channel, no subscript for the 
tubesheet. 

The analytical treatment follows the stress analysis already used for the treatment of fixed and floating tubesheet 
heat-exchangers. 

 

Figure 13D-1: Analytical model for tubesheet integral both sides (configuration a) 
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The main steps of the analytical treatment of this structure are described below. For more details see F. 
OSWEILLER (2002). 

13D-2a For channel 

• determination of edge displacements ( δc, θc) depending of Qc and Mc 

• use of compatibility equations: cc
h θδ
2

=    ac θθ =  

• determination of Qc and Mc as a function of θa 

• determination of Vc from static equilibrium: c
c

c Pa
2

=V  

13D-2b  For shell: same treatment 

13D-2c  For perforated tubesheet 

The perforated tubesheet which extends over radius a is treated as a solid circular plate of effective elastic 
constants *E  and *ν , which are given by curves (as a function of the ligament efficiency). 

a) Rotation of the tubesheet at radius a is given by: 
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13D-2d For unperforated tubesheet rim 

The unperfored rim of the tubesheet is assumed to behave as a rigid ring without distortion of the cross-section. 
Rotation is given by: 

a
R

3R
 
12 θθ =

⋅
=

LnK
MR

hE
  

where R is the centroidal radius of ring,  the unit moment acting on ring, and RM o/ DAK = . 

The equilibrium of moments acting on the rigid ring enables to determine the bending moments acting on the 
tubesheet and on shell and channel. 

13D-2e  Determination of maximum bending stress in tubesheet 

The maximum bending moments in the perforated tubesheet will appear either at periphery (Ma) or at center 
(Mo), which enables to determine the maximum bending stress: 

( )
2*

,6
e

MMMAX oa

µ
σ =  

This primary bending stress is limited to σalw = Ωf = 2,0 f instead of the traditional 1,5 f. This is justified by the 
fact that limit load analysis applied to circular plates leads to Ω = 1,9 if the tubesheet is simply supported and Ω 
= 2,1if the tubesheet is clamped. 

NOTE: In ASME the maximum allowable stress σalw = 1,5 S. 
13D-2f  Determination of maxium bending stresses in shell and channel 
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These primary bending stresses are limited to 1,5 fs and 1,5 fc respectively. 

13D-2g  This new method has been adopted in 2002 by UPV, CODAP and ASME. 

13D-3 Comparison to TEMA 

New TEMA formula appeared for the first time in 1988 (7th Edition): 
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η

=  

A ligament efficiency η  was introduced, based on the mean ligament efficiency width (see Figure 13D-2) which 
leads to: 
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dη  for square pitch 

 

dt 

p – d = minimum ligament 

Figure 13D-2: Ligament efficiency 

Therefore, for a given value of ligament efficiency trsq , ηηµ > , and the tubesheet thickness is lower for 
square pitch than for triangular pitch. For more details, see F. OSWEILLER (1986). 

The minimum value 2,0=µ  imposed by TEMA leads to the minimum values of η : 

42,0tr ≥η  50,0sq ≥η  

These values of η  are generally significantly higher than the effective ligament efficiency *µ  used in UPV, 

CODAP or ASME ( 4,0*25,0 ≤ )≤ µ , as *µ  is based on the minimum ligament efficiency (see Figure 13D-
2). 

13D-4  Numerical comparisons 

Numerical comparisons have been performed on four U-tube tubesheet heat exchangers which are presently 
treated in the 4 examples of current Appendix AA of ASME Section VIII (Addenda July 2002).  

NOTE: For this comparison the maximum allowable stress is written under the form σalw = ΩS. 
For each of these examples, Table 13D-1 shows the results obtained for the tubesheet thickness from: 

 Classical circular plate, using the ASME ligament efficiency *µ  and values 5,1=Ω  and 2,0. 

 TEMA: old formula (6th Edition), and new formula (7th and 8th Editions). 

 ASME: old method (July 2001 Edition), and new method (July 2002 Edition) presented in this paper, using 
*µ  and . 5,1=Ω
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 UPV - CODAP: use of new method with *µ , and Ω = 2,0 or 3,0.  

For reasons explained above σalw = 2,0 f is used in the French Code, with following consequences:  

 If the yield stress controls (safety factor 1,5 applied on yield stress): f = S and 0,2=Ω . 

 If the ultimate strength controls (safety factor 2,4 on ultimate strength, instead of 3,5 in ASME Section VIII 
– Div. 1): f = 1,5 S and 0,3=Ω . 

Examination of Table 13D-1 shows that, for these 4 examples: 

1) TEMA new formula leads to lower thickness than the old formula (except Example 2 for which 37,0=η  is 
below the TEMA minimum). 

 TEMA formula generally leads to lower tubesheet thickness than ASME, due to the high ligament efficiency 
η  used by TEMA, and Ω = 1,5 in ASME  

 Using ηµ =*  will lead to an ASME tubesheet thickness reduced by about 25 %, which becomes close to 
TEMA thickness. 

2) New UPV rules obtains generally a lower tubesheet thickness than TEMA due to the maximum allowable 
stress, 2 S or 3 S, used for the tubesheet. 

3) New ASME rule leads to lower tubesheet thickness than the old rule, but higher thickness than UPV-CODAP 
rule due to Ω = 1,5. 

4) The classical circular plate formula generally leads to tubesheet thickness higher than TEMA, even with 
. 0,2=Ω

5) In the 4 examples TEMA considers the tubesheet as simply supported (F = 1,25). However new method 
shows that in example 1 the tubesheet is rather clamped (high value of coefficient F) due to the high bending 
rigidities of the shell and channel as compared to the tubesheet bending rigidity. 
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Thicknesses (h, T) are in mm 
 

S
PGFT
 

 
3

 new η
=  

N

 
EXAMPLE 

 
LIGAMENT 

EFFICIENCIES 

 

CIRCULAR 
PLATE 

FORMULA 
(using µ*) 

 
TEMA 

(using η) 

N°  Config. Pitch 

(∆, ) 

µ 
1- dt/p 

µ* 
(ASME) 

(CODAP) 
(UPV) 

η 
(TEMA) 

ho 

Ω = 1.5
(ss, cl) 

ho 

Ω = 2.0
(ss, cl) 

F 
 

(ss, cl) 

T 
old 

T 
new 

F 
 

(ss, c

1 a  0.25 0.35 
 

0.56 17.2 
(cl) 

14.9 
(cl) 

1.21 
(ss) 

17.3 15.5 3.90
(cl)

2 d ∆ 0.17 0.28 
 

0.37 40.9 
(ss) 

35.6 
(ss) 

1.25 
(ss) 

29.5 32.3 0.43
(ss)

3 d ∆ 0.2 0.24 
 

0.42 131.3 
(ss) 

113.8 
(ss) 

1.25 
(ss) 

87.4 89.7 0.46
(ss)

4 e  0.25 0.39 
 

0.56 108.7 
(ss) 

94.2 
(ss) 

1.25 
(ss) 

103.3 92.2 0.86
(ss)

h PGC
*2o Ω

=
µ

 ss = simply supported ∆: triangular pitch 

 cl = clamped : square pitch 

Table 13D-1: Comparison of TEMA, ASME and UPV-CODAP tubesheet thickn

39
o direct formula: iterative calculations to obtain the 
optimized tubesheet thickness h 

 
ASME 

(using µ*) 

 
 

(using η)

 
UPV-CODAP 

(using µ*) 

l) 

h 
old 

Ω = 1.5

h 
new 

Ω = 1.5

h 
new 

Ω = 1.5

h 
new 

Ω = 2.0

h 
new 

Ω = 3.0 

 
 

20.6 15.0 
 

11.9 13.2 11.0 

 
 

38.1 37.6 
 

33.2 32.5 26.4 

 
 

124.2 121.4 
 

95.0 105.2 86.3 

 
 

109.5 103.1 
 

89.4 
 

87.8 69.2 

ess on 4 U-tube Heat Exchangers
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13E  Fixed tubesheet heat exchanger 

13E-1 Analytical treatment of tubesheets 

Configurations a, b, c and d of Figure 13C-3 are covered. 

The stresses are calculated according to the four steps procedure described above and illustrated in Figure 13B-1. 

These stresses depend on a dimensionless parameter, X, which represents the ratio of the axial tube bundle 
rigidity to the bending rigidity of the tubesheet. It is a fundamental parameter which governs the mechanical 
behaviour of the exchanger. It may vary from almost zero (tube bundle rigidity very low as compared to the 
tubesheet rigidity) to about 50 (very stiff tubes as compared to the tubesheet). Common values generally range 
between 2 and 8. 

A second parameter Z, which represents the degree of rotational restraint of the tubesheet by the shell and 
channel, is also important. It may vary from zero, when the tubesheet is simply supported, to infinity when it is 
fully clamped. 

13E-2 Differences between UPV and ASME 

Some theoretical differences remain between the two design rules, although they rest on the same analytical 
treatment: 

- the tubesheet unperforated rim is treated as a solid ring in ASME method. In the UPV method the tubes are 
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the whole tubesheet. The main consequence is that the fundamental 
parameter X of the tubesheet will always be higher in UPV rule than in ASME rule, 

- in UPV method the radial displacement of the tubesheet at its connection with shell and channel is ignored, 

- when the tubesheet is extended as a flange, ASME method considers the loads due to the gasket and to the 
bolts, while UPV ignores it. 

For more details see F. OSWEILLER (1991). 

These differences may have a more or less significant impact on the numerical results and explain the 
discrepancies obtained between the two methods. 

13E-3  Numerical comparisons 

A benchmark comparison was performed on 10 industrial fixed tubesheet heat exchangers (see Table 13E-1): 

- in cases 1 to 6, the tubesheet is integral both sides. Two of them have an expansion bellows set-up on the 
shell; 

- in cases 7 to 10, the tubesheet is integral with the shell and extended as a flange with the channel. Three of 
them have an expansion bellows set-up on the shell. 

Calculations have been performed according to TEMA, ASME, CODAP 95 and UPV – CODAP 2000. 

The same allowable stress, taken from ASME Section VIII - Div. 1 has been used, to determine the optimised 
tubesheet thickness. 

Additional calculations will be necessary to account for the fact that the tubes, the shell, or the channel may be 
overstressed in some cases. It is also possible to obtain lower values for the tubesheet thickness by thickening the 
shell or using the elastic-plastic solution proposed by the ASME method. 

Results shown in table 13E-1 show that: 

- UPV and ASME rules lead to similar results for cases 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8. More significant discrepancies appear 
for the other cases due to the differences between the 2 methods mentioned above. 

- CODAP 2000 leads to lower tubesheet thicknesses (10 to 15 %) than CODAP 95, due to the ligament 
efficiency which is higher in CODAP 2000. 

- Thicknesses obtained by TEMA are, in several cases, quite different for the reasons explained below. 
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 SI Units DATA 
(e

CAS Dimensions
(mm) 

 
Pressures 

(MPa) 
Temperatures 

(°C) 

 

 N° 
(Type) D x L 

Yes 
No 

  Pt  Ps  Tt Ts X 

1 
(NEN) 1524 x 13995 No 23,44 0,0 149 149 1,8 

2 
(NEN) 3251 x 7010 No  6,14 5,0 260 260 7,5 

3 
(NEN) 2743 x 5994 No  5,5 5,2 275 265 8,4 

4 
(NEN) 2565 x 1702 No  -0,1 0,34 185 185 41,1 

5 
(NEN) 2007 x 4775 Yes  0,55 0,86 204 232 19,2 

IN
T

E
G

R
A

L
 C

H
A

N
N

E
L

 

6 
(NEN) 635 x 4877 Yes  0,0 1,38 177 93 14,6 

7 
(AEL) 1803 x 4572 No  0,28 0,28 149 149 12,3 

8 
(AEL) 914 x 4267 Yes  2,76 1,03 288 288 5,4 

9 
(AEL) 610 x 5486 Yes  1,72 2,59 135 186 4,0 

G
A

SK
E

T
E

D
 C

H
A

N
N

E
L

 

10 
(AEL) 152 x 3658 Yes  0,86 0,86 49 163 2,5 

   

Table 13E-1 : Fixed tubesheet heat exchanger 

41
TUBESHEET OPTIMIZED THICKNESS (in mm) 
xclusive of corrosion allowance and partition grooves) 

TEMA 
1 

ASME 
2 

CODAP 95 
3 

CODAP 99-EUPV 
4 

T 
(mm) 

h 
(mm) 

e 
(mm) 

e 
(mm) 

314,6 330,7 360,3 324,0 

230,2 185,9 169,1 149,1 

234,9 113,5 126,3 114,4 

43,2 5,8 12,0 11,8 

77,3 27,4 25,4 23,2 

11,9 14,2 7,6 6,0 

66,6 26,2 32,5 33,2 

80,8 60,2 55,2 49,6 

49,5 25,9 39,4 36,3 

16,7 7,4 11,4 10,5 
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13E-4 Comparison to TEMA  

The TEMA design method assumes that the weakening effect of the holes is balanced by the stiffening of the 
tubes. The consequence is that the coefficient F which appears in the TEMA tubesheet formula, 

T F G P
S

=   
 3 η

 

has a constant value: 

F = 1,0 if the tubesheet is simply supported. 

F = 0,8 if the tubesheet is clamped. 

Writing the UPV formula in the same way, we obtain: 

S
PGFT
 

 
3

 UPV η
=  

were FUPV depends strongly on the fundamental parameter X, which represents the ratio of tube bundle axial 
stiffness to tubesheet bending stiffness (see Figure 13E-1). 

This figure shows that: 

- When X is low (X < 2), the tubesheet thickness obtained by TEMA will be lower than UPV - CODAP or 
ASME thickness. This happens for case 1 (X =1,8). 

- When X is high (X > 5), the tubesheet thickness obtained by TEMA will be higher than UPV - CODAP or 
ASME thickness. This happens in cases 2, 3 and 6. The discrepancy will increase dramatically when X is 
very high, like in case 4 (X = 41, which is quite unusual), case 5 (X = 19) or case 7 (X = 12). 

- in the intermediate range (2 ≤  X  5) UPV - CODAP and TEMA thicknesses will be about the same. Cases 
8 (X = 5), 9 (X = 4) and 10 (X = 2,5). In this range the above assumption made by TEMA is acceptable. 

≤

The main consequence is that TEMA does not provide the same design margin for all heat exchangers, leading to 
over thickness when the X value is high and underthickness when the X value is low. 

For more details see A.I. SOLER (1990) and F. OSWEILLER (1986). 
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Figure 13E-1: Comparison of TEMA and UPV-CODAP 99 rules for fixed tubesheets 
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13F  Floating head heat exchanger 

13F-1 UPV rule 

Until recently the CODAP 95 rule for floating heads was based on K. GARDNER (1969) method. This method 
has the following drawbacks: 

- the connection of the tubesheet with shell and channel is not treated correctly (the tubesheet is considered as 
either simply supported or clamped), 

- tubesheet thicknesses obtained are generally high, 

- some of the charts provided for the calculation of tube stresses were not usable in certain ranges of X. 

It was therefore decided to adapt the fixed tubesheet approach to cover floating tubesheet heat exchangers, with 
the following benefits: 

- better consistency with the fixed tubesheet rules, 

- correct treatment of tubesheet - shell - channel connection, 

- reduced tubesheet thickness, 

- possibility of covering new tubesheet configurations. 

On the other hand this method does not account for the unperforated rim and the two tubesheets are assumed 
identical. 

Three types of heat exchangers are covered (Figure 13F-1): 

- immersed floating head, 

- externally sealed floating head, 

- internally sealed floating tubesheet. 

 

a) Immersed floating head

 

tubesheet integral or gasketed possible configurations a to f 
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b) Externally sealed floating head

 

c) Internally sealed tubesheet

Figure 13F-1: Types of floating head heat exchangers 
(identical to Figure 13.6.1-1 in EN 13445) 

The stationary tubesheet may have any of the configurations a to f. The floating tubesheet may be gasketed to the 
floating head (extended as a flange, or not) or integral with the floating head. 

The design procedure is similar to the fixed tubesheet procedure. 

13F-2 ASME rule 

Like UPV, ASME rule is based on the fixed tubesheet method. 

13G  Conclusion 
TEMA design rules do not ensure the same safety level for all heat exchangers: they often lead to tubesheet over-
thickness, occasionally to under-thickness, which may be detrimental to the safety of the vessel. 

This is the main reason why UPV, CODAP and ASME decided to develop a more rational approach and to 
reconcile their heat exchanger design rules both on the analytical and editorial aspects. This reconciliation work 
is now achieved with the publication of consistent rules in: 

- EN 13443 Part 3- Clause 13 in July 2002. 

- ASME Code Section VIII - Div. 1 Appendix AA in July 2002 Addenda. 

- CODAP Section C7 in January 2000. 
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These rules propose a better treatment of the mechanical behaviour of the various components of the heat 
exchanger. They lead to reduced tubesheet thicknesses, while ensuring a consistent safety margin for all heat 
exchangers. 

Use of common notations, common tubesheet configurations and common terminology will facilitate an easy 
correspondence among these three codes, while ensuring a progressive transition from TEMA to these new 
design rules. 

It is the opinion of the author that these new rules will gradually replace TEMA design rules both in US and 
Europe. This is based on the facts that ASME rule will become mandatory in US and Canada in July 2003 (non-
mandatory Appendix AA replaced by new mandatory Part UHX) and EN 13445 should be widely used in 
Europe. 

At the dawn of the new millennium, these rules should find increased use in national and international markets, 
thus following the new trends of market globalisation. 
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14 Expansion bellows 

Special rules are provided in Chapter 14 for the design of expansion joints, including consideration of fatigue. 
These follow the route originally proposed by the Expansion Joints Manufacturers Association (EJMA), which 
presents design S-N curves modelled on those in ASME. However, for EN 13445 use has been made of the 
larger database from fatigue tests now available. These were analysed to produce the same form of S-N 
relationship incorporating safety factors on the fitted mean S-N curve of 1,25 on stress and 3 on life. The stress 
used with the S-N curves is the equivalent stress range arising from cyclic pressure and deflection of the 
convolutions. As distinction is drawn between austenitic stainless steel, nickel alloy and copper-nickel alloy 
expansion joints that have or have not experienced cold work. On the basis that cold work increases the yield 
strength of the steel, the fatigue resistance of the latter is assumed to be higher than that of the former. However, 
no distinction seems to be drawn between joints that do or do not include longitudinal weld seams. Even so, both 
design curves are within the band of curves provided in Chapter 18 for assessing plain steels. In the case of 
expansion joints made from ferritic steel, the user of Chapter 14 is directed to Chapter 18. 
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15 Pressure vessels of rectangular section 

15A  Introduction to Fundamental theory 
Where there is no relevant code, the procedure outlined in this article follows the same logic, based on 
fundamental engineering theory as used in the codes and should therefore be equally acceptable. Such procedure 
should be regarded as evidence of good modern day general engineering practice in this field. It is hoped that it 
will promote a better understanding of the problems associated with such vessels which are often either ignored 
or not given the consideration and attention which they deserve. Such vessels can be quite complex in their 
detailed design and unawareness on the part of the designer and/or fabricator, to appreciate the various aspects 
can lead to costly ramifications later on. These vessels although they appear to be very simple indeed, can 
nonetheless cause considerable embarrassment if not assessed adequately at the outset.  

Comparison of the rectangular vessels with the equivalent size cylindrical (circular cross-section) vessels 
indicate that the former are rather inefficient. Cylindrical vessels will sustain considerably higher pressures, for 
the same wall thicknesses and size. However, practical consideration will often force the designer to select a 
rectangular shape as the best available option e.g. air cooler headers in oil refineries, many vessels in pulp and 
paper industry and maybe the most well known, the autoclaves for medical and pharmaceutical applications. 

The fundamental theory is applicable to both external and internal pressure. Worked examples given in the text 
refer to internal pressure for the simple reason that, for the external pressure application, considerable gaps still 
exist in the knowledge of the allowable compressive stress levels which will not cause buckling or plastic 
collapse in rectangular and other non-circular vessels. The theory of  flat plates is not applicable to rectangular 
vessel sides (except to plates between stiffeners). The adjacent side dimensions are having effect on the moments 
and stresses of the other side. 

15B  Fundamental theory for rectangular section pressure vessels [Ref. 6] 
Figure 15B-1 shows that the basic geometry of the rectangular vessel with sharp corners and which is subjected 
to a uniform pressure of p. 

Where h = the longer span 

 H = the shorter span 

 Ι1 =  second moment of area longer beam about its neutral axis 

Ι2 = second moment of area of shorter beam about its neutral axis 
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Figure 15B-1 
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P 

h1/2 

MA 

TA 

Figure 15B-2.

Due to symmetry about axes at A and D it will be convenient to analyse one quadrant only of the cross-section 
shown. This quadrant is in equilibrium under the action of the loads and moments indicated in Figure 15B-2. 

Clearly from the balance of the horizontal and vertical forces acting on the quadrant we obtain 

2
PhTD =  

which represents the direct tensile load in member CD and 
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2

PHTA =  

the tensile load in member AB respectively. In evaluating these tensile forces the thicknesses e1 and e2 are 
considered to be negligible in comparison with dimensions H and h, i.e. 







 −

22
2eH

effectively equals to 
2
H

 

In beams and frames having rigid joints, as in this particular case, the strain energy due to the direct and shear 
forces is so small in comparison with that due to bending that only the latter need to be considered when 
evaluating statically indeterminate moments. 

In any member of a structure subjected to bending the total strain energy is given by 

∫=
1

0

2

2EI
dxMU  (15B.1) 

where M is the bending moment at any point on the member caused by the combined effect of the imposed loads 
and the supporting forces and moments whether statically determinate or not. The integration must be taken over 
the entire length of each member, of which dx is an element of length. 

Two further postulates (Castigliano’s theory) help to solve the problem. These are: 

1. The partial differential coefficient of the strain energy in a structure, is equivalent to the displacement of 
F along its line of action, i.e. 

δ=
∂
∂

=

∂
∂

=
∂
∂

∫

∫

dx
FEI
MM

dx
FEI
MM

F
U

1

0

1

0 2
2

 (15B.2) 

2. The partial differential coefficient of the strain energy with respect to a moment acting on a structure is 
equivalent to the angle through which that portion of the structure rotates when the moment is applied 

φ=
∂
∂

=
∂
∂

∫ dx
MEI
MM

M
U

XX

1

0
 (15B.3) 

When, as in this case, the support of structure at this point of support and the two expressions just quoted can be 
equated to zero. 

By setting down the equation for moments along AB and CD and by considering the strain energy due to bending 
(by integrating along AB and CD respectively) it can be shown that the moments at the three important points A, 
B & C and D become for a general case (observation: reference [6]. equations have been slightly corrected and 
negative sign added to midspan moments, because internal pressure is causing tensile stress in outside surface; 
shall be corrected also in equation 15.6.5-3 of standard). 
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Notice that 
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where the first term denotes the bending moment at mid span for a simply supported long side beam under the 
action of uniform load P and second term is the moment at corner. 

 

MA 

MD 

MB 

 

Figure 15B-3  Moment distribution at rectangular frame 

So far we have dealt essentially with uniform wall rectangular vessels. The preceding basic theory is equally 
applicable to rectangular vessels which have peripheral stiffeners spaced along the length of the vessel, P must 
be substituted by P*bR  (bR is the pitch between stiffeners). Evaluating the equation (15B.4), we are getting the 
equation (15.6.5-3) of Clause 15 of EN 13445-3. Same way from equation (15B.5) we are getting equations. 
(15.6.5-5) and (15.6.5-7). From equation (15B.6) we are getting equation (15.6.5-9). α shall be replaced by α1 
every where in the equations, but in (15B.4) the first α remains. 

Because the bending stresses shall be summed to membrane stresses, the stresses must be calculated both inside 
the vessel and outside the stiffener (see the calculation example). 

In such cases we have to check not only the strength of the stiffeners but also the stress levels in wall panels 
between these stiffeners. 

The strength of the peripheral stiffeners can be determined by the method described above, as for the plain 
rectangular vessels. Equations (15B.4), (15B.5) and (15B.6) can be used directly for a general case where the 
second moments of area of the stiffeners I1 an I2 and the wall thicknesses e1, e2 of the two main sides are 
different. 

For unreinforced rectangular vessels with round corners (see Fig.15.5-1 in standard) there have been given the 
equations for calculating stresses directly. The theory equals to that described above, but the corner radius 
influence has been taken into account. The stresses in the corner can be calculated in the wanted position by 
using the applicable angle θ . 

The wall panels between the stiffeners can be treated as rectangular panels fixed (built-in) at all four edges and 
subjected to a uniform pressure load P over the entire area. E.g. Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain 
(Reference [7]) covers this particular case and gives the maximum bending stress, which occurs at the centre of 
long edges, as 

2

2

e
PbC=σ  

where the value of C depends solely on the ratio of the two sides g/b, b is the width or the shorter span and e is 
the panel plate thickness. Table 15.6-2 gives the variables C for various g/b ratios. Notice that for g/b values 
above 2.15 the parameter β=0.5, giving (observe that the heading of the last column in the table shall be >2.15, 
to be corrected in standard later) 

2

2

5.0
e
pb

=σ   or 2

2

5.0
e

Ph
=σ  
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This represents the same situation that occurs for a built-in beam of span b. Here the end moment 

12

2PhM B =  

and the plate section modules for an unit width strip 

16

2eZ =  

Hence the bending stress at the built in edge 

2

2

2

2

5.0
12
6

e
Ph

e
Ph

Z
M

===σ  

i.e. the same as above. This confirms that for wall panels whose g/b ratio exceeds 2.15 we can treat the central 
portion of such panels as fixed-in beam of span equal to the width of the panel. Standard EN 13445-3 Clause 15 
combines this bending stress with the membrane stress acting perpendicular to stiffeners (axial membrane 
stress). This is not done e.g. in ASME, Appendix 13. 

15C  Allowable stresses 
The membrane stresses are limited to material nominal design stress f (defined in Clause 1 of EN 13345-3) 
multiplied by the possible weld joint factor. 

The sum of membrane and bending stresses are limited to 1.5 f . On the basis of limit analysis this allowable 
stress seems to be conservative in corners of the unreinforced vessel for cases where the stresses at midspan are 
below 1.5f.  

For reinforced rectangular vessels the limitation 1.5f  may be unconservative, if the stiffener profile has very thin 
webs. This unconservatism has been compensated with the requirement for shear stresses at stiffener webs, see 
equations. (15.6.2.3-1) and (15.6.2.3-2) in clause 15 of standard. (Observe that in the first issue the stiffener pitch 
bR is missing as multiplier in the latter equation, to be corrected in later versions). 

In reference [5] there has been presented a method that corrects the calculation weakness of the rectangular 
vessel reinforced by thin web profiles. Because of plasticity the corners of the stiffener frame are not 
theoretically stiff, but they yield. This is causing the effect that the real corner moment is decreasing (10-30 %) 
and the midspan moments are increasing respectively from the values calculated by the standard formulas. The 
effect of this has more importance, when the calculated stresses in corners of the vessel are smaller than the 
midspan stresses (especially in flat sections). In addition the stress range has more importance in fatigue 
assessments. However the designer shall design the corners by good engineering practice so, that the structure is 
able to conduct all the shear forces to webs (see Eurocode rules for steel constructions) and no excessive yielding 
happens. 

In reference [5] there have been presented a correction method for calculating the corner moment MB. This 
equation adds the shear rigidity to denominator of equation 15B.5 (this may be added to future version of EN 
13445-3).  
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where  S is the section modulus (firs moment of area to neutral axis) 

E is the elastic modulus 

G is the shear modulus (by steel appr. E/2.6) 

Aw is cross sectional area of corner webs 

There is not any special buckling analysis for panel or stiffener parts subjected to compression stresses. Instead 
in table 15.6-1 (mistake in the end of chapter 15.6.3) there have been given limit lengths of stiffener parts 
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depending on the thickness. By these lengths it is supposed that no buckling of compressed parts may happen. 
There is missing the effective width be to be calculated to the effective stiffener section, in Figure 15.6-1 shall be 
written be ≤ 10 e. 

15D  Bibliography  
In the preparation the rules for design of rectangular pressure vessels in standard EN 13445-3 the following 
references have been used: 

[1] BS 3970: Part1: 1990, Sterilizing and disinfecting equipment for  medical products, Part 1. 
Specification for general requirements 

[2] Swedish Pressure Vessel Code, TKN 1987 

[3] ASME VIII, Div. 1, Appendix 13, Vessels of noncircular cross section 

[4] Design manual for structural stainless steel, Euro inox, European Stainless Steel Development & 
Information Group 

[5] Int. Journal for Pressure Vessels & Piping 30 (1987): The stress Analysis of Rectangular Pressure 
Vessels having thin-walled reinforcing members, Zhao-jing Zeng 

[6] British Engine Technical Report 1981, Volume XIV 

[7] Roark: Formulas for Stress and Strain, Mc Graw Hill 

The basic equations are mainly from reference [1].  Calculation rules for vessels having central partition plate 
have been based on reference [3]. Reference [4] has been used to define the allowable flange and web 
dimensions of stiffeners and plates subjected to compressive stresses. 

16 Additional non-pressure loads 

16A  Introduction 
Generally the predominant loading in pressure vessels is internal and/or external pressure. However in most 
cases additional non-pressure loads do occur and their effects must be evaluated in order to guarantee the 
integrity of the pressure vessel. Potential areas for concern are the external loads on nozzles, the reaction forces 
at supports and the global loads such as wind loading.  

At nozzle intersections relatively high stresses occur which are intensified by external loads on the nozzles. As 
such the problem at nozzles is different from other areas and is dealt with in a different way.  

16B  Background 
Existing available methods, which are used frequently, are: BS 5500 [ref. 1], the methods published in WRCB 
107 [ref. 2] and WRCB 297 [ref. 3] . Both BS 5500 and WRCB 107 are based on the theoretical work developed 
by Bijlaard [ref. 4 to 7]. For nozzle to cylinder intersections the following assumptions were made by Bijlaard: 

the external load is applied directly to the cylindrical surface 

the nozzle-cylinder intersection is in a flat plane 

the circular loaded surface is replaced by an equivalent square loaded area  

As such the validity of Bijlaard’s work is restricted to smaller diameter ratios (up to about d/D ~ 0.30). 

In WRCB 107 the available graphs are based partially on the work of Bijlaard and partially on some 
experimental data so that the ratio d/D could be extended to values of about 0.57. 

The method in WRCB 297 is an analytical method developed by C.R. Steele [ref. 8] on the basis of thin shell 
theory. A large number of graphs are presented by which the stresses can be derived both in the shell and in the 
nozzle. The method covers a much broader field of application than BS 5500 and WRCB 107.  

Although each of those methods has it own merits, there are some drawbacks which must be considered when 
applying those methods: 

The methods are based on an elastic stress analysis and as such a stress categorisation must be applied. 
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In both WRCB methods the interaction with pressure is not considered and it is up to the user how to take into 
account the influence of pressure. 

For nozzles located in cylindrical shells and subjected to a bending moment which is not along one of the main 
axes, the maximum stress is not found always. 

In BS 5500 and WRCB 107 the nozzle thickness does not affect the stresses at the intersection 

In BS 5500 a linear interaction with internal pressure is assumed and as such a rather conservative result is 
obtained. 

If the resulting stresses are interpreted by means of the ASME VIII – Division 2 [ref. 9] a maximum stress of 3f 
may be allowed, whereas in BS 5500 the maximum allowable stress is 2.25 f 

16C  Method of EN 13445 

In order to get rid of those drawbacks the method in the new EN 13445 has been based as much as possible on 
limit analysis.  

16C-1  Nozzles in spherical shells (section 16.4 of EN 13445-3) 

16C-1a  Load ratios 

In a design method based on limit analysis, the main objective is to define the maximum allowable individual 
loads and the corresponding load ratios. A load ratio is defined as the ratio between the actual load and the 
maximum allowable load. As such each considered load ratio never may be greater than unity.  

 ФP = load ratio due to internal pressure <= 1.0 

 ФZ = load ratio due to axial nozzle load <= 1.0 

 ФB = load ratio due to bending moment applied to the nozzle <= 1.0 

A solution to define the maximum allowable axial nozzle force is based on the theoretical work made by Dr. 
Kiesewetter and Dr. Wölfel [ref. 10]. The maximum allowable axial nozzle load is a function of a reinforcement 
rate factor κ and the geometrical parameter λ (equations 16.4-4, 16.4-5 and 16.4-7). Due to some simplifications 
the obtained value is situated between 0 % and 10 % below the true limit load and hence the equation yields a 
conservative estimation. 

A similar expression is found for a bending moment applied to the nozzle. The bending moment can be 
transformed to an equivalent axial force and consequently the maximum allowable moment is obtained (equation 
16.4-8). 

Actually there are no such simple expressions available for internal or external pressure. However it is logical to 
base the maximum allowable pressure on the rules for reinforcement of openings (section 9). The latter value is 
obtained by equation 16.4-7.  

Shear forces and twisting moments have not been considered as there are strong indications that, at least for the 
actual field of application, they can be ignored. 

16C-1b Interaction of loadings  

The interaction of different loading and pressure is complicated and by now is not completely solved. Based on 
comparisons and several considerations (such as safety, lack of sufficient knowledge, etc...), following 
approximate solution was accepted: 

( ) 0,1|2,0|;||;||max BZPZZP ≤Φ+Φ−ΦΦΦ+Φ  

This equation is based on a linear interaction between pressure plus axial load and the bending moment. It yields 
a conservative result. Most probably a circular interaction is more realistic but further theoretical and/or 
experimental data must be awaited before this will be accepted.  

16C-1c Shakedown analysis 

As limit analysis is applied an additional check is required to insure that the shakedown limit has not been 
exceeded. In most cases a structure shakes down to elastic action if the maximum stress does not exceed twice 
the yield stress. The maximum stress is found by a quadratic interaction for the mechanical loads plus a linear 
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interaction with thermal stresses. For the mechanical loads the effects of both the axial nozzle load and the 
bending moment are similar and hence are added algebraically. The thermal stresses considered are those 
produced by temperature differences between nozzle and shell.  

The elastic stresses are obtained by the charts found in figures 16.4-3 to 16.4-8, which have been reproduced 
from BS 5500 and which are based on the work made by Leckie and Penny [ref. 11]. 

16C-2 Nozzles in cylindrical shells (section 16.5 of EN 13445-3) 

16C-2a Load ratios: 

The problem no longer is axi-symmetric, but a true three-dimensional problem. Also two bending moments must 
be considered: one in the longitudinal plane of symmetry and one in the transverse plane of symmetry.  

A true limit analysis is not possible and actually for nozzles in cylindrical shells no “simple” solutions are 
available to define the maximum allowable individual loads. To overcome this problem an approximate limit 
analysis is applied, which is derived from the existing design method in WRCB 297. It is assumed that the limit 
load is reached when the maximum stress due to each individual load is equal to 2.25 f . 

The actual design charts in WRCB 297 are combined and after some simplification put into another form (see 
figures 16.5-2 to 16.5-4 and table 16.5-1). From this new charts the factors C1, C2 and C3 are derived and 
relatively simple expressions are available to define the maximum allowable load components (equations 16.5-3 
to 16.5-8). 

Here also the maximum allowable pressure is based on the rules for reinforcement of openings (section 9) and is 
obtained by equation 16.5-2. 

16C-2b Interaction of loadings: 

Although the quadratic interaction of both moments is correct only for a nozzle in a spherical shell, it is still an 
acceptable approximation for nozzles in cylindrical shells.  

Basically the same global interaction expression, applied to nozzles in spherical shells, also can be applied to 
nozzles in cylindrical shells. However in the latter case a quadratic interaction is accepted because the basis for 
defining the individual external loads already is rather conservative. As such too conservative results are 
avoided. Also an additional factor C4 is introduced. For cases where the nozzle is connected to a piping system 
with due allowance for expansion or thrusts a value of C4 up to 1.1 may be accepted and the standard prescribes 
that value. For rigid attachments the value of C4 shall be equal to 1. Thus for a nozzle in a cylindrical shell the 
following condition is applied: 
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16C-2c Shakedown analysis 

The maximum stress is found by a quadratic interaction for the mechanical loads plus a linear interaction with 
thermal stresses (equation 16.5-25). 

For the mechanical loads the equation 16.5-25 is different from the corresponding equation for nozzles in 
spherical shells. This is based on the results from experimental tests, which indicate that it is more realistic to 
add stresses due to an axial nozzle load with those to pressure. The pressure stresses are obtained by equation 
16.5-21, which is based on a large number of experimental stress measurements and fatigue tests [ref. 12]. 

16C-3  Allowable nozzle loads (section 16.4-8 and 16.5-8) 

The external loads applied to the nozzle are considered as global loads. The load factors are obtained easily, 
while a linear interaction is assumed. An additional check is required for the longitudinal instability of the 
nozzle. 

16C-4  Basis for calculation of line loads, lifting eyes, saddle supports and bracket supports 

The design method is based on a work developed by Dr.-Ing. Ziegenbalg [ref. 13], and published in [ref. 14]. It 
has widely been applied in Eastern Germany and other countries from Eastern Europe [ref. 15]. 
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16C-4a  Line loads 

The solution is based on the theory of elasticity. Stresses are calculated in shells with radial line loads, applied in 
longitudinal and circumferential direction. Those line loads result in local normal forces and bending moments in 
both longitudinal and circumferential direction. The solutions are directly applicable for lifting eyes without 
reinforcing plate. Superposition of these solutions provides the basis for brackets with and without reinforcing 
plate and for saddles also. 

The limitations of stresses include allowable local plastic deformations in the cross section of the shell. Formally 
this partially plastic deformation is seen in the so called "Bending-Limit-Stress" σb,all , which mostly is higher 
then the allowable design stress f . It is obtained as follows: 

a) Elastic stresses:     

σb = 6 M / e2    

and σm = N / e 

b) Limit load for a strip of shell:   

| M | / Mmax + (N / Nmax)
2
 ≤ 1  

with Mmax = f e2 / 4  

and Nmax = f e 

c) Substitution of M and N with σb and σm :   

1
3
2

2
mb ≤








+

ff
σσ

 

σm = σm,loc + σm,glob = σb υ1 + f υ2  

with υ1 = σm,loc /σb (section 16.6)  

and υ2 = σm,glob / f 

d) Equations for limitation of σb and calculation of K1 = σb,all / f 
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16C-4b Lifting eyes (section 16.7 of EN 13445-3) 

The design method is a direct application of the line load method explained in the previous section. Once the 
factors υ1 and υ2 are defined the maximum allowable load on the lifting eye is easily obtained. 

16C-4c  Saddle supports (section 16.8 and 16.9 of EN 13445) 

For a long time the method developed by Zick [ref. 16] has been used in most design codes. However both 
experimental and analytical data indicate that the method is too conservative for thin walled shells or low 
pressure applications. 

Based on line loads, and confirmed by experimental results, a new TGL standard [ref. 15] was developed. This 
standard is used as a basis for the new design methods with some modifications. An additional check is required 
for the risk of instability in the middle between the two saddles. 

In section 16.9 a new method is available for the design of horizontal vessels on ring supports, based on a limit 
analysis developed by Dr. Wölfel [ref.17]. Besides the vertical loads, horizontal forces too may be considered. 
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16C-4d  Bracket, supporting legs, skirts and ring supports (section 16.10 to 16.13 of EN 13445-3) 

The methods are based on existing design methods or codes, such as TGL [ref.15] and AD-Merkblatt [ref. 18], 
with some minor modifications.  

For skirts an elastic stress method is applied as no valid alternatives are available for the time being.  

16C-4e  Global loads (section 16.14 of EN 13445-3) 

A linear interaction is accepted between the global loads and internal or external pressure. For the risk of 
instability of shells the rules of ECCS are included, which are conservative. Also he effect of deviation from the 
perfect shape is included in the calculations. Some guidance for earthquake loads is included as well. 

16D  Examples of application of the method 

16D-1 EXAMPLE 1: Cylindrical shell with nozzle under internal pressure and external forces (See figure 
16D-1). 

1509

3048

720

C

D

10

 
Figure 16D-1: Cylindrical shell with nozzle C 

16D-1a  General data: 

Design conditions:   

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Paragraph of the 
standard/Remark 

Testing group  1  See EN 13445-5 
Calculation temperature t  150 °C  
Calculation pressure (internal 
pressure) P  0,9 MPa  

Corrosion allowance at inside wall c  1,0 mm  

Materials:  

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference 
Steel grade for shell and nozzle C  P265GH  EN 10028-2 
Nominal design stress of shell sf  136,67 MPa  

Nominal design stress of nozzle bf  136,67 MPa  
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Nozzle loads: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference 

Axial load zF  8000 N Clause 16 
Figure 16.5-1 

Circumferential bending moment xM  6500 N.m  

Longitudinal bending moment  yM  0 N.m  

Resulting nozzle moment bM  6500 N.m  

Shell dimensions: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference 
Outside diameter eD  720,0 mm Clause 9 

Inside radius (as corroded)    isr  351,0 mm  
Mean diameter  D  711,0 mm  
Actual thickness ne  10,0 mm  

Analysis thickness ae  9,0 mm  
Maximum length of shell 
contributing to opening 
reinforcement  

sol  79,99 mm Clause 9 
Figure 9.5-2 

Nozzle dimensions:  

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference of formula 
Remark 

Type of nozzle  Flush 
nozzle   

Outside diameter ed  457,0 mm  
Actual nozzle thickness  10,0 mm  
Analysis thickness be  9,0 mm  

Mean diameter d  448 mm  
Nozzle/shell weld leg size  0,0 mm Not taken into account 
Actual length bl  150,0 mm  
Length of nozzle contributing to 
reinforcement bol  63,5 mm Clause 9 

Formula (9.5-39) 

16D-1b  Results of computation: 

Pressure load ratio: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference/Remark 

Shell stress loaded area sAf  800,9 mm² Clause 9 
Formula (9.5-21) 

Weld stress loaded area wAf  0 mm² Not taken into account 

Nozzle stress loaded area bAf  571,5 mm² (9.5-42) 

Pressure loaded area in shell sAp  108281,3 mm² (9.5-23) 

Pressure loaded area in nozzle bAp  15913,3 mm² (9.5-45) 
Distance  a  228,50 mm (9.5-26) 
Allowable stress obf  136,67 MPa (9.5-8) 

Maximum pressure maxP  1,502 MPa (9.5-10) 

Pressure load ratio 
max

P P
PΦ =  0,599 - Clause 16 

Formula (16.5-9) 
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At edge of nozzle:  

Quantity   Symbol Value 
Reference of 

formula 
Remark 

Unit

Combined analysis 
thickness of the shell and 
reinforcing plate 

ac ee =  9,00   mm No plate

Factor  
c

C eD
d

=λ  5,600   - (16.5-1)

Factor 
D
ea  0,0127   - Applicability

Factor 1C  5,848   - (16.5-4)

Allowable axial load [ ]81,1;max 1
2
cmaxZ, CefF =  64738   N (16.5-3)

Factor 2C  7,124   - (16.5-6)

Allowable circumferential 
bending moment [ ]90,4;max

4 2
2
cmaxX, CdefM ⋅⋅⋅=  8832   N.m (16.5-5)

Factor 3C  31,321   - (16.5-8)

Allowable longitudinal 
moment [ ]M f e

d
CY,max c max= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅2

34 4 90; ,  38833   N.m (16.5-7)

Axial load ratio ΦZ
Z

Z,max
=

F
F

 0,124   - (16.5-10)

Bending load ratio ΦB
X

X,max

Y

Y,max
=









 +











M
M

M
M

2 2

 0,736   - (16.5-11)
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0,994   (16.5-15)
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Nozzle longitudinal instability check: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference of formula
Remark 

Mean nozzle 
diameter d  448,00 mm  

Maximum 
longitudinal tensile 
stress 

σ  16,41 MPa (16.5-26) 

Elastic limit eσ  205,00 MPa Clause 8, paragraph 
8.4 

E-modulus at 
temperature E  203000,0 MPa  

Ratio 
be

d
 49,777 -  

Factor  K  24,071 - (16.14-15) 

Ratio 
l
w

 0,010 -  

Factor α  0,743 - (16.14-17) 
Factor ∆  0,618 - (16.14-19) 
Maximum allowable 
compressive stress allc,σ  126,68 MPa (16.14-20) 

Instability load ratio  0,036 - (16.5-27) 
Since all load ratios are less than 1 the design is acceptable to EN 13445.  

NOTE: Using the PD 5500 Annex G.2.2 calculation procedure one finds nearly identical results (max allowable values FZ = 
8200 N and MB = 6990 N.m). 

16D-2  EXAMPLE 2: Cylindrical shell on 2 saddle supports (See figure 16D-2) 
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Figure 16D-2: Cylindrical shell on 2 saddle supports 

16D-2a  General data 

Design conditions: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Remark 
Testing group  1  See EN 13445-5 
Calculation 
temperature t  50 °C  
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Internal pressure at 
top level  0,1 MPa  

Internal pressure at 
bottom level  0,119 MPa  

Internal fluid 
density 

ρ  1000,00 Kg/m3  

Weld joint 
efficiency z  1 -  

Corrosion 
allowance at inside 
wall 

c  0 mm  

Wall tolerance  0,0 mm  

Materials: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Remark 

Nominal design 
stress of shell and 
reinforcing plate 

f  173,33 MPa 

X5CrNi18-10 
Austenitic steel with 
rupture elongation > 

35 % 
EN 10028-7 

 
Young's Modulus of 
shell and plate E  193750 MPa  

Shell dimensions: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Remark 
Outside diameter eD  1908,0 mm  

Inside diameter iD  1903,0 mm  
Corrosion 
allowance c  0 mm  

Length of 
cylindrical part L  5500,0 mm  

Inside depth of 
dished end iH  215,0 mm  

Actual thickness ne  2,5 mm  

Analysis thickness ae  2,5 mm  

Saddle data: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Remark 

Saddle position  type 'A'  Vessel symmetrically 
on two saddles 

Included angle of 
saddle  

δ  103,0 degree See figure 16.8-4 

Saddle width 1b  150,0 mm See figure 16.8-4 

Distance to 
adjacent head 1a  815,0 mm See figure 16.8-1 

Cantilever length 113 3
2 Haa +=  

958,3 mm See figure 16.8-1 

Distance between 
saddle centres 1l  3870,0 mm See figure 16.8-1 

Reinforcing plate design data: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Remark 
Width of 
reinforcing plate 2b  250,0 mm See figure 16.8-4 
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Critical width 
1i11 5,1 bDK +  321,62 mm Equation (16.8-32) 

Distance from 
saddle horn to 
reinforcing plate 

2a  195,00 mm See figure 16.8-4 

Included angle of 
reinforcing plate 2δ  126,50 degree See figure 16.8-4 

Thickness of 
reinforcing plate 2e  2,50 mm See figure 16.8-4 

Combined effective 
thickness ce  3,54 mm Equation (16.8-35) 

16D-2b  Results of computation 

Ratios and K-factors: 

Quantity Value Equation 

i/ DL  2,890  

ai / eD  761,200  

2K  1,250  

11K  0,051 (16.8-33) 

12K  1,456 (16.8-12) 

Calculation case 1: width =   angle = 2b 2δ    thickness =  ae

Calculation case 2: width =   angle = 1b δ    thickness =   (16.8-35)  ce

Quantity Calculation case 1 Calculation case 2 Equation 

ai / eD  761,2000 538,2497  

β  3,2983 1,6641 (16.8-16) 

γ  0,0439 0,0522 (16.8-15) 

3K  0,2500 0,2500 (16.8-17) 

4K  0,3142 0,6115 (16.8-18) 

5K  0,9338 1,1404 (16.8-19) 

6K  0,2512 0,6367 (16.8-20) 

7K  0,5608 0,8650 (16.8-21) 

8K  0,1954 0,2761 (16.8-22) 

9K  0,5814 0,5483 (16.8-23) 

10K  0,3863 0,5912 (16.8-24) 

Determination of forces, moments and shear forces: 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Equation 
Total weight of vessel W  170000 N  
Weight of content FW  161885 N  
Load per unit vessel 
length 

q  29,38 N/mm (16.8-1) 

Edge moment 0M  6331,9 N.m (16.8-2) 
Vertical force at saddle i 
(saddle 1 or 2) iF  85000 N (16.8-3) 
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Global bending moment 
at saddle i  iM  7158,5 N.m (16.8-4) 

Shear force at saddle i iQ  56846,2 N (16.8-5) 

Allow compressive stress (vessel mid span): 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Equation or Clause 

Assumed buckling 
l h

 3870,0 mm  

Ratio  a/ eD  761,200 -  

Factor K  1,831  (16.14-15) 

Factor α  0,177  (16.14-16) 

Ratio lw /  0,020   

Factor ∆  0,162  (16.14-18) 

Elastic limit stress eσ  168,000 MPa Clause 8, 
 paragraph 8.4 

Maximum allowable 
i

allc,σ  27,218 MPa (16.14-20) 

Shell stresses (between saddles): 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Equation or Clause 

Moment between 
saddle 1 and 2 12M  47840 N.m (16.8-6) 

Axial stress σ  32,45 MPa (16.8-10) 
Maximum 
allowable axial 
stress 

maxf  173,33 MPa  

Maximum 
allowable moment maxM  194044 N.m (16.14-3) 

The design is satisfactory:  

maxf≤σ  

0,1/ max12 ≤MM  

Computation of allowable loads (σb,all according to equation 16.6-6): 

Compute successively: 32allb,122121 ForFK ,,,,, συυυ   

ν  1 ν2,1 ν2,2 K1 σb,all F2,F3 

- - - - MPa   kN  

a) Saddle 1: Calculation 1 

Location 2 -0,048   -0,005  0,100  1,491  323,086  167,055 

Location 3    -1,481     0,000     0,209     0,540  117,029  144,207 

b) Saddle 1: Calculation 2 

Location 2     -0,142   -0,003   0,071  1,436  311,088  221,503 

Location 3    -1,477    0,000    0,148   0,541  117,273  109,169 

 ALLOWABLE LOAD    = 167055 N    (16.8-25)  max2,F
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 ALLOWABLE LOAD      = 109169 N    (16.8-26)  max,3F

RESULTING ALLOWABLE LOAD = 109169 N (multiplication factor = 1,0 ) 

Instability check (at saddles): 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Formula 
Ratio RL /  5,773 -  

Equivalent axial force eqF  90389 N (16.8-29) 

Ratio max/ PP  0  (8.4.2-5) 

Maximum allowable axial force maxF  407334 N (16.14-2) 

Ratio maxeq / FF  0,2219   

Maximum allowable moment maxM  194044 N.m (16.14-3) 

Ratio max/ MM  0,0369   

Maximum allowable  maxQ  179183 N (16.8-30) 

Ratio ( )2
max/ QQ  0,1006   

Summation load ratio  0,3594   

The design is satisfactory according to EN 13445. 

16E  Validation of the method 
The actual methods for dealing with non-pressure loads are based partially on simplified theoretical analyses and 
partially on existing standards. These standards, supported by the available experimental work have been used 
successfully for a long time.  

The methods used in the EN13445 for the problem of non-pressure loads on nozzles in both spherical and 
cylindrical shells are new. Comparisons with other existing design methods, found in ref. [2, 3, 18] indicate that 
the new design method is less conservative than BS 5500. A comparison with WRCB 107 is difficult, as the 
effects of pressure are not considered in the latter method. If omitting the pressure it appears that the new method 
is more conservative than WRCB 107. 

16F  Conclusion 
The European Design Code for dealing with the problem of external loads in combination with pressure provides 
a new set of rules. Generally those rules are based on limit analysis and as such a more consistent safety margin 
is obtained. 

With regard to nozzles in cylindrical shells, the new method is considered conservative. Additional 
improvements could be obtained as soon as results of theoretical analyses and non-linear FE calculations become 
available. 
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17 Simplified assessment of fatigue life 

17A Introduction 
In pressure vessel codes, assessment of fatigue loading is a matter for which generally only "extreme" solutions 
are given: on the one hand simplistic "exemption from fatigue analysis" conditions or "screening test" are 
proposed, which in most case are largely conservative, and on the other hand sophisticated rules for detailed 
fatigue analysis, which allow smaller conservatism but involve an important design effort due to the stress 
calculations and expertise they require. 

The rules for simplified assessment of fatigue life aim to offer to users an intermediate approach, which does not 
require any stress analysis but nevertheless can give a good approximation of the fatigue life, with a reasonable 
safety margin. 

The basic idea behind such rules is that the maximum stress in any component can be estimated knowing its 
actual thickness and the formula or rule which governs its design.  

This idea has been applied in the (East) German rules TGL 32903/31 [1] based on the East European Standard 
N° 3648-82 of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Comecon), and was improved and detailed in the 
RKF Catalogue [2]. In 1995, the AD code issued a revised version of AD-Merkblatt S1 "Simplified analysis for 
cyclic loading" [3] based on the TGL and RKF approach. The rules in clause 17 have been mainly based on 
these documents, with an adaptation to the context specific to EN13445-3, more particularly for consistency with 
the more general rules of clause 18 "Detailed assessment of fatigue life". Further to the CEN Enquiry on 
prEN13445, some input was also taken from the corresponding rules that had been issued in chapter C10.2 of 
CODAP [4] in the meantime. 

As a consequence of their principle and implicit reference to Design by Formulas (DBF), all these rules cover 
only pressure loading. However provision has been made in clause 17 to make possible the consideration, in a 
conservative way, of additional thermal or external loads, the determination of the corresponding stresses being 
left to the user's responsibility (see 17.1.2). 
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17B Background of the simplified fatigue assessment approach 
For assessing fatigue life at a potentially critical location in a vessel, two types of information have to be 
determined, whatever the method used, rough or refined: 

− the stress (or strain) cycles, which characterise the loading action at the location under consideration, 

− the fatigue strength of the material at same location. 

Regarding fatigue strength, clauses 17 and 18 refer to same data and use basically the same rules: 

―    same distinction between welded and unwelded regions, 

―    same stress types used for fatigue assessment: 

• structural stress in welded details, together with the nominal stress on weld throat for fillet welds, 

• effective notch stress in unwelded regions, 

― same classification of welded details, 

― same set of fatigue curves for welds, 

For details on all these aspects, see the paper by S. J. Maddox on clause 18. 

The only significant difference between clauses 17 and 18 as regards characterisation of fatigue strength 
concerns the fatigue curve used for the unwelded regions, which is more conservative in clause 17 than in clause 
18 (see 17B-2). 

So, what is essentially different between simplified and detailed fatigue assessment is stress evaluation. 

In the following, most of the comments are devoted to this subject, only a few of them being concerned with 
characterisation of fatigue resistance. 

17B-1 Stress range estimate 

In clause 17, the stress range σ∆  produced by a pressure fluctuation of range P∆  is given by: 

 f
P

P
⋅⋅

∆
=∆ ησ

max
 (17.6-1) 

where: η  is the stress factor applicable to the vessel detail under study 

  is the maximum permissible pressure of the component under consideration, maxP

  is the nominal design stress of the component, at calculation temperature. f

This formula is based on the following: 

− at the maximum permissible pressure , the maximum stress maxP maxσ  in the component is some multiple of 
the nominal design stress  . Let us designate this multiple by f η . So we have: 

  f⋅= ησ max  

− for a pressure cycle between  and 0=P maxPP = , the stress range σ∆  is then: 

  f⋅==∆ ησσ max  

− for a different pressure variation, the corresponding stress range is now: 

  f
P

P
⋅⋅

∆
=∆ ησ

max
 

 which is formula (17.6-1). 

For application of that formula, P∆ ,  and  are values that are known by the user. What is not know at 
first is the value of 

maxP f
η . This is the central input clause 17 brings. 
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17B-1a Stress factors 

The stress factor η  is defined as an upper bound of the following ratio: 

uren temperatcalculatioat  stressdesign  nominal
 pressureunder ion consideratunder  detailin  stress structural maximum maxP

 

A "detail" may be a component, a region in a component or a junction between adjacent components. If a unique 
value η  is proposed for a detail, it must conservatively cover all possible geometrical configurations the design 
rule allows, as well as all possible critical points where the maximum stress may occur. Better, different η  
values can in some cases be defined to cover different ranges of geometry or different locations within the detail. 

The structural stress mentioned in the above ratio is defined as the stress determined using a stress-
concentration-free model of the structure, i.e. a model which accounts for the global geometry of that structure 
but excludes the local discontinuities (notches). This type of stress is that which is naturally obtained when using 
plate or shell models, either through numerical or analytical calculations. According to these models, it has got a 
linear distribution across the thickness. 

In welded joints, the notch effects associated to the weld profile at toes or surface irregularities are (statistically) 
included in the relevant fatigue curve. Therefore the stress increase due to the notches need not to be taken into 
account in the stress range. 

In unwelded regions, whose fatigue curve does not include any notch effect, the stress range considered must be 
that of the notch stress; so when assessing unwelded regions, the stress range given by equation (17.6-1) shall be 
corrected with an appropriate stress concentration factor. The one used in clause 17 is , the same effective 
stress concentration factor as used in clause 18. 

fK

The values of η  are listed in Table 17-1, together with their conditions of validity (if any). These values have 
got different origins. In a few simple cases, they can straightforwardly be deduced from the design formula(s) of 
the component, but more commonly they are based on structural analysis results available in the literature. Most 
of them were taken from TGL 32903/31 [1] or the RKF Catalogue [2]. Detailed information on their derivation 
can be found in the paper by B. Gorsitzke [5], which was published in support to the new version of AD-
Merkblatt S1 [3] issued in 1995. Additional studies and calculations where performed by N. Kiesewetter when 
drafting EN13445-3, to complete the existing values or revise some of them for better adaptation to the 
EN13445-3 design rules. They are reported in CEN/TC54/WGC documents [6]. 

The structural stress that the factors η  reflect is supposed to be the equivalent structural stress, i.e. the stress 
calculated according to the Tresca or Von Mises criteria. This is the option used in the original German rules, 
and corresponds to the preference implicitly given to the equivalent stress option in clause 18 (the maximum 
principal stress option is also allowed in clause 18 but the associated tables for weld detail classification have 
been moved to an annex, Annex P). 

Some stress factor values are specific to clause 17, due to different design rules in EN13445-3 compared to that 
in TGL, RKF or AD-Merkblatt, or due to some refinement EN13445-3 has brought in their determination. The 
details concerned are mainly the following: 

• longitudinal and circumferential butt welds 
At these locations, the value of η  is the value which accounts for the true vessel shape, i.e. including the effect 
of the shape imperfections that may affect the stress at abutting walls: offset, ovality, and peaking. For 
conformity with clause 18, the corrections used have been adjusted to the values the general formulas of that 
clause give for calculation of the stresses due to shape imperfections (see 18.10.4). It must be noted that among 
these various types of imperfections, peaking is the most critical and results in a strong adverse influence on 
fatigue life of longitudinal welds; even when the tolerances are kept within the limits allowed in Part 4 the 
standard (see the comments on that point in S.J. Maddox's paper on clause 18). 

Due to the presence of the weld joint coefficient z  in the design formulas for shells, the stress at seam welds is 
proportional to this coefficient and this must be accounted in the value of η . Its is the reason why z  has been 
introduced into the expression of the stress factors for seam welds. 

• welded flat ends 
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In EN13445-3, the design rule for welded flat ends requires that the shakedown criterion (stress limitation to 3 ) 
is fulfilled. As a consequence, the stress factor 

f
η  cannot exceed 3 at the shell-to-end junction. In the German 

rules, this criterion is not considered and the stress factor may reach highest values, up to 5. 

It must be mentioned that in the amendments which are presently under study in TC54/WGC for next revision of 
EN13445-3, the possibility of designing welded flat ends with no consideration of shakedown will be made, 
under the condition that a simplified fatigue analysis is performed (the appropriate stress factor will be given). 
This will allow more economical design when possible. 

• fillet welded junctions of components 
At such junctions, two types of fatigue cracking may occur:  

− cracking from a weld toe: this is governed by the structural stresses at weld toes, whose maximum magnitude 
is normally accounted for in the applicable stress factor η ; 

− cracking from weld root: this is governed by the stress on the weld throat, which directly depends on the 
weld throat dimension (whereas the stresses at weld toes are only slightly influenced by the weld throat size). 
The problem is that no stress factors are presently available to account for this type of stress at the various 
junctions of components that can be found in pressure vessels. Only an empirical rule has been proposed, in 
general welded construction, to avoid cracking from weld root. It says that this type of cracking is not 
determinant in comparison with cracking from weld toe if the following condition is met: 

   min8,0 ea ≥

where: 

  is the weld throat size, a

  is the thickness of the thinner connected plate. mine

Although not proved, this assumption has been considered as acceptable for vessels under pressure loading, at 
least as a provisional rule for solving the problem in the context of clause 17. On that basis, the following 
reasoning has been made to establish stress factors values representing the stress on weld throat: 

− When a weld throat exactly meets the above condition, i.e. when min8,0 ea = , then the fatigue damage due to 
any given pressure cycle should be the same for both types of cracking. Knowing, that according to both 
clauses 17 and 18, the fatigue classes associated to weld toe cracking in fillet welds and root cracking are 63 
and 32 respectively, the following equation holds for that case: 

  
63
32 stress throat =

η

η
  which gives η⋅=

63
32

 stressη throat  

where η  (the structural stress factor known for the detail) is supposed to reflect the maximum structural 
stress at weld toes. 

− When the condition a  is not met, at least  holds, due to the requirements for minimum 
weld size given in Annex A (Design of welded joints) or in Part 4 (Fabrication) of EN13445. Therefore when 
a fillet weld has got this minimum throat size, the corresponding throat stress factor has the value: 

min8,0 e≥ min7,0 ea ≥

  ηη ⋅=
63
32

7,0
8,0

 stressthroat  or  ηη ⋅≈ 6,0stressthroat

This last equation allows defining a throat stress factor when knowing the "normal" stress factor (structural stress 
factor) applicable to the weld detail. 

Although these two stress factors have a fixed ratio, it is not possible to know in advance which of them will 
govern the fatigue assessment for a given weld, because the maximum permissible pressure  to be used 
with each of them is not the same. This is because the weld throat size depends on the thickness of the thinner 
connected component (through the rule ) and not on the strength of the detail under consideration as 
a whole. Therefore the appropriate value of  to be used with  is that of the vessel wall of 

thickness , not that of the detail as a whole. 

maxP

min7,0 ea ≥

maxP stressthroatη

mine
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Consequently, two fatigue checks are asked for in clause 17 for fillet welded details having welds with 
: min8,0 ea ≤

− one with η  associated with the value  of the detail as a whole (e.g. an opening, a flat end-to-shell 
junction, etc…), as for any other vessel detail; 

maxP

− one with η  associated to the value  of the wall of thickness  (e.g. nozzle wall or shell 
wall at an opening, shell wall at a flat end-to-shell junction). 

stressthroat maxP mine

The more penalising result must be retained for fatigue assessment. 

In practice, the specific notation  has not been introduced in clause 17. In Table 17-1, the details for 
which the double calculation has to be made are those where the box which gives the stress factor is divided into 
two sub-boxes by a dotted line. The upper sub-box gives the 

stressthroatη

η  value based on structural stress, and the lower 
one gives the η  value based on throat stress. The requirement about the need of a double check is given in note 
8) to that table. 

17B-1b Maximum permissible pressure 

According to its general definition (given in clause 3),  is to be determined using the analysis thickness of 
the component or detail (in the corroded condition), i.e. the thickness which includes the existing extra-thickness 
present in the component or detail, if any. 

maxP

This determination is straightforward when a formula for  is given in the design rule of the 
component/detail under consideration. When no formula is given (because no close-form expression can be 
proposed for ), then iterative calculations are needed to get . For sake of simplicity, clause 17 allows 
in all cases the use of the calculation pressure 

maxP

maxPmaxP
P  instead of , because always conservative. maxP

As a rule, η  is calculated for internal pressure with the pre-supposition that the design of the component is 
governed by gross plastic deformation. In cases where the design is governed by instability (which may be the 
case for thin dished ends under internal pressure, shells under external pressure), the allowable pressure is lower 
than it would be if gross plastic deformation only (which is controlled by the nominal design stress ) were 
considered. Application of equation (17.6-1) with  derived from an instability condition would then result 
in a higher 

f

maxP
σ∆ , although the stresses in the component are lower than they would be if this component were 

designed by gross plastic deformation. This is obviously wrong. In such cases, the correct way to apply equation 
(17.6-1) is to consider the  value determined ignoring the instability criterion. For dished ends, this is 
specified by note 7) in Table 17-1

maxP
(1). 

In some cases, e.g. at junctions, there may be a doubt about the design formula to be referred to for calculation of 
. So Table 17-1 gives for each case the relevant equation or design procedure that must be used. maxP

17B-1c Nominal design stress 

When calculating the stress range σ∆  for a detail whose design rule involves only one value of , equation 
(17.6-1) gives a result which is in fact independent from the particular value assumed for , because  is 

always proportional to the value assumed. In other words, the ratio 

f
f maxP

maxP
f  does not depend on , and 

consequently neither depends on the design temperature nor on the material. This is logical and reflects the fact 
that, for a given loading, the stresses in any structure are only dependent on the geometry of the structure, not on 
the resistance of the material (as far as elastic behaviour is concerned). 

f

However 17.6.1.1 states that  shall be taken at calculation temperature. This is only a practical rule which 
ensures that  and  do correspond in equation (17.6-1). 

f
f maxP

                                                           
(1) No such note is necessary to cover the case of shells under external pressure. The correct determination of  is 

always obtained using Table 17-1, because it makes reference to the equations for internal pressure design only. 
maxP
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When more than one value of  are involved in the design rule of the detail, then  becomes dependent on 

the various  values, and there is no particular ratio 

f maxP

f
maxP
f  which represents correctly the stress level in the 

detail. In that case, the only correct way to apply equation (17.6-1) is to use an arbitrary and unique value of  
for all parts of the detail, and derive the corresponding pressure . This is mentioned in 17.6.1.1. For users 
who would not like to perform this fictitious calculation and would only use the more "normal"  value 
based on real nominal design stresses, then the highest value of  among the different parts shall be used, to 
ensure conservatism. 

f

maxP

f
maxP

17B-1d Plasticity correction 

Whenever the stress range σ∆  calculated according to equation (17.6-1) remains below the shakedown limit 
, elastic cycling is ensured after a few first cycles. When the shakedown limit is exceeded, then elastic-plastic 

conditions occur and the proportionality between stress and strain is lost. In that case 
f3

σ∆ does not represent any 
longer the real strain range the material endures. To account for this effect, σ∆  shall be multiplied by the plastic 
correction factor  defined in clause 18. eK

In practice, no detail having a stress factor 3≤η  may be concerned by this correction, because the pressure 

range can never exceed the design pressure, resulting in a 
maxP
P∆  ratio never higher than 1(2). For the details 

having a stress factor 3>η  (e.g. nozzles with reinforcing plate, possibly longitudinal welds with peaking 
imperfection), the plastic correction will generally apply for full pressure cycles, except if extra thickness is 
enough to increases  to a level that can compensate the high value of maxP η . 

17B-2 Fatigue curves and fatigue corrections 

As already mentioned, the fatigue curves used in clause 17 for welded joints are the same as in clause 18. Their 
background and derivation is explained in the paper on that clause. 

The situation is different for unwelded regions. In Clause 18, the fatigue curve for an unwelded region depends 
on the tensile strength  of the material, and four different corrections factors have to be applied to account 
for conditions different from those the fatigue curve covers: temperature (if > 100°C), thickness (if > 25mm), 
mean stress (if ≠ 0), surface finish (if the roughness  is > 6µm). Moreover, the last three corrections depend 
on the allowable number of cycles. This makes the rules complex, and for application to clause 17 some 
simplification was deemed necessary. 

mR

zR

So, for unwelded regions, it was decided to base the fatigue curve on the lowest  value among all steel 
grades of EN10028-2 (i.e. P235GH), and to incorporate in this curve the maximum possible mean stress 
correction together with the surface finish correction based on rolled or extruded condition. The resulting curve 
is therefore a lower bound of the results that can be obtained with clause 18, and ensures a full consistency with 
detailed fatigue analysis. 

mR

A less conservative solution would have been to incorporate the corrections as explained above but in different 
curves for different values of , to reduce conservatism. Such an improvement should be considered for a 
future revision of clause 17. 

mR

As regards the other corrections, that for temperature is the same as in clause 18, whereas that for thickness has 
also been simplified with respect to clause 18: the correction specific to the unwelded regions has been waved, 
so that the correction defined for welded regions applies to all regions. 

                                                           
(2) Nevertheless, this may not be true if the pressure fluctuation occurs between a positive pressure and a negative pressure 

(vacuum). In this case, the ratio 
maxP
P∆

 may exceed 1. 
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17B-3 Weld details classification 

According to general philosophy of clause 17 and meaning of the stress factor η  (see 17B-1a above), the tables 
which give the weld details classification in clause 17 are the same as those given in clause 18 for fatigue 
assessment using the equivalent stress option. 

Only a few changes had to be brought to them: 

− the (few) cases showing unwelded details, e.g. crotch corner of openings with nozzles, were deleted, because 
no option for assessing unwelded regions with the fatigue class concept is made in clause 17. 

− for attachments, the only classification given is that to be used with structural stress. The option for use of 
nominal stress which is permitted in clause 18 is not consistent with use of stress factor and then is not 
proposed in clause 17. 

− class 32, which is to be used in conjunction with the stress on weld throat to assess fatigue failure from weld 
root in fillet welds, is never mentioned. This failure mode is dealt with through the double calculation 
required for fillet welded details, as explained in 17B-1a, third bullet point. 

17C Conditions of applicability − Relation to inspection 
The simplified fatigue analysis approach has been developed mainly to allow fatigue life assessment for vessels 
designed using the DBF rules of the Standard. Nevertheless its use is also permitted for assessment of vessel 
details designed via the DBA rules of Annex B or C, provided the stress range estimate given by equation (17.6-
1) is replaced by the true stresses resulting from a detailed stress analysis. 

Regarding inspection requirements and allowable defects, the conditions required in clause 17 are the same as in 
clause 18: 

− restriction to testing groups 1,2 and 3 only. This is justified by the absence of requirements for NDT of welds 
other than visual inspection in testing group 4. Without NDT, embedded defects as well as undetected 
surface breaking defects or flaws may exist in welds, making the reference fatigue curves non relevant.  

− mandatory application of Annex G of Part 5, which defines the additional prescriptions to be followed for 
vessels subject to cyclic loads. These prescriptions concern only the critical areas. These areas are defined 

(in both clauses 17 and 18) as those where the damage index  (D ∑
i

i
N
n

= ) exceeds a given value , 

which is a function of the cycle range in which the loading cycles act (low, medium or high cycle range): 

maxD

  = 0,8  for  maxD 000 1500 eq ≤< n

  = 0,5  for  maxD 000 10000 1 eq ≤< n

  = 0,3  for  maxD 000 10eq >n

where  is the number of equivalent full pressure cycles, defined in clause 5. eqn

The decrease of  with increasing  accounts for the larger scatter the fatigue results exhibit at higher 
number of cycles. 

maxD eqn

17D Future developments 
Examination of Table 17-1 shows that stress factors are missing for some vessel details, e.g. tubesheet-to-shell, 
tubesheet-to-channel and tubesheet-to-tube junctions, flange-to-crown junction in bolted domed ends, some 
types of jacket-to-shell junctions... Others have been set provisionally to very rough estimates, e.g. joggle joints, 
cylindrical shells at stiffening rings, set-in and set-on pads. One can imagine that more accurate factors could 
also be derived for the important case of openings, for which only a fixed value (3 or 4) is proposed. 

May be not all these details can easily be assessed through simplified fatigue analysis, but surely additional 
solutions can be expected to cover more of them or get improved stress factors. 

Progress on these points is not possible without further technical studies. Up to now they have not been placed in 
the list of work-items that CEN/TC54 intends to consider in a near future. 
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17E Concluding remark 
Yet called "simplified", the fatigue assessment rules given in clause 17 may finally appear as rather complex to 
apply, even if simple in their principle. This may particularly be the opinion of a user who would like to limit 
conservatism to the minimum. With that respect, one important good practise is to avoid using the calculation 
pressure P  of the component instead of its maximum permissible pressure , as permitted by the rules for 
easiness. But when doing so, the user must go through all  calculations, which are iterative in a number of 
cases. 

maxP

maxP

So it must be understood that practical application of clause 17 should preferably be made through dedicated 
software. The corresponding calculation sequences can easily be added to any computer programme which 
already handles the design rules of EN13445-3. Additional input from the user is then limited to the definition of 
the applied stress cycles, and to the fatigue class applicable to each welded details. With such well adapted tools, 
simplified fatigue assessment may become an easy task to perform. 
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18 Detailed assessment of fatigue life 

18A  Introduction 
Fatigue failures are comparatively rare in pressure vessels, as compared with most other structures subjected to 
fluctuating loading. However, the avoidance of fatigue is still an important design criterion and the fatigue 
design rules occupy around one sixth of Section 3 in EN 13445. 

 In common with other pressure vessel design rules, EN 13445 provides a 'screening test' to enable further 
fatigue analysis to be avoided, based on the limit of 500 to the number of pressure cycles expected during the 
design life of the vessel. If there are any sources of cyclic loading other than pressure, then either the simplified 
fatigue assessment procedure of Chapter 17 or the detailed procedure of Chapter 18 must be applied. The 
simplified procedure is based on assumptions about the loading, resulting stresses and fatigue resistance. The 
detailed fatigue analysis procedure is more comprehensive and adaptable. The background to this procedure is 
the subject of the present paper. 

The overall aim of this paper is to describe the procedure laid down in Chapter 18, its background and, where 
appropriate, to compare and contrast it with the rules in other Standards, particularly ASME VIII (1) , BS 
PD 5500 (2) and AD-Merkblatt (3) since these have been the main source of material used in drafting the 
European Standard. Validation of the new rules is discussed by reference to available experimental data and 
areas of the rules needing improved or new guidance are highlighted. Initially, general aspects of the rules are 
discussed and then attention is focused on the specific assessment of weld details, plain material and bolting. 

18B  Development of fatigue design rules for pressure vessels 
For many years all pressure vessel fatigue design rules followed the approach originally introduced by ASME in 
the early 1960s (4). They are based on the concept that the fatigue life of any component or structure can be 
estimated from the S-N curve for the material concerned, as obtained from fatigue tests on small polished 
specimens, by applying an appropriate fatigue strength reduction factor (Kf).  
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Initially, the design curves were obtained from low-cycle fatigue tests conducted under strain control and they 
covered lives up to only 106 cycles. Later, they were extended to very long lives 1011 cycles, presumably to 
enable potential fatigue damage from vibration to be assessed. Even so, the overall design approach is clearly 
directed mainly at high-strain low-cycle fatigue conditions. Furthermore, little attention is paid to weld details as 
sources of fatigue, implying that non-welded features, such as crotch corners in nozzles, are expected to be the 
most critical locations.  

It was this aspect of the ASME rules that, in the 1980s, led to a major departure from the approach used in their 
fatigue rules in BS 5500, the British Standard for the design of welded pressure vessels at that time (5). In 
particular, it was recognised that the original ASME concept, that the plain material S-N curve can be simply 
factored to produce a design curve for a structural detail, is not applicable to weld details (5,6). Consequently, 
completely different design data were provided for assessing weld details and plain material, with the former 
based on those developed for designing other welded structures (notably bridges and offshore structures). 
Subsequently, similar rules were adopted by AD-Merkblatt and CODAP, and finally also for EN 13445. 

The data used to derive the design curves for weld details relate more to high-cycle than low-cycle fatigue, but 
sufficient data are available to confirm that they can be extrapolated into the low-cycle regime (7), as illustrated 
in Fig.18B-1. A condition is that shakedown occurs such that the highly-strained region under consideration is 
constrained by the surrounding elastic material to cycle under strain control. Then, strains can be expressed as 
pseudo-elastic stresses to achieve continuity from the high-cycle to the low-cycle regime. Limited experimental 
data indicate that the S-N curve eventually becomes horizontal at very low endurances, less than 1000 cycles, at 
stress ranges of the order of twice the material's yield strength. Thus, the curves should be used with caution in 
this regime. 

 

Figure 18B-1  Low-cycle fatigue test results obtained under strain control from steel plate with 
longitudinal fillet welded attachments (7)  

compared with scatterband enclosing high-cycle fatigue data for the same weld detail. 

18C  Fatigue design in EN 13445 

18C-1  Basic method 

As with all other major design Standards (8), fatigue design in EN 13445 is based on S-N curves used in 
conjunction with Miner's rule to sum the cumulative damage due to the various stresses expected to arise in 
service. The rules are presented in such a way that the user is expected to consider any detail or feature of the 
vessel that could act as a site for fatigue cracking and then ensure that it has sufficient fatigue resistance to 
survive the required design life. Thus, typical steps in an assessment are: 

― Identify all potential sites for fatigue and undertake an assessment for each site 
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― Identify all sources of fatigue loading at that site and the corresponding stress history 

― Determine the cyclic stress ranges (∆σ1, ∆σ2,… ∆σi) from an analysis of the stress history 

― Determine the numbers of times (ni) each stress range occurs. 

― Deduce the limiting number of fatigue cycles (N i ) for each stress range from the design S-N curve 

― Calculate the fatigue damage from each stress range (ni/Ni) 

― Sum the fatigue damage and compare it with the damage that could cause failure to ensure that: 
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The Standard provides S-N curves for plain and welded steel, and for bolting, with instruction on how to use 
them. 

 18C-2  Derivation of Design Curves 

The S-N curves in EN 13445 are based on lower bounds to fatigue test results obtained from relevant test 
specimens. However, the method used to derive the design curves for assessing weld details and bolting was 
different from that used to derive the curves for plain material. In common with ASME, the curves for assessing 
plain steel were obtained by applying selected safety factors to the mean curves fitted to the test data (9,10). 
These factors were 1.5 on stress or 10 on life, compared with 2 on stress and 20 on life in the case of the ASME 
design curves. This approach results in curves that are non-linear even on a log-log basis, and the probability of 
survival they embody is unknown. 

 In contrast, the design curves for assessing weld details and bolting relate to statistical lower bounds to test data 
representing known probabilities of survival (11,12).  Mean S-N curves were fitted to each dataset by the method 
of least squares, assuming a linear relationship between log (stress range, S) and log (life, N) and taking log N as 
the dependent variable. The resulting standard deviation of log N (SD) was then used to establish a design S-N 
curve, set some number of standard deviations below the mean curve. This approach is more in keeping with the 
design data in most modern fatigue design rules than the use of arbitrary safety factors. In the case of EN 13445, 
the design curves are based on the mean - 3 SD curves, corresponding to 99.8% probability of survival. The 
corresponding ASME curves are still based on the application of safety factors. The probability of survival 
adopted for EN 13445 is higher than that embodied in most design rules for structures, including BS PD 5500, 
where the mean - 2 SD curves, corresponding to 97.8% probability of survival, is more widely adopted (8).  

18C-3   Material 

At present, EN 13445 covers only steels, both ferritic and austenitic, although there are plans to extend it to 
cover aluminium alloys as well. In comparison some of the other codes also cover nickel, copper and aluminium 
alloys. However, there is no doubt that the main background information in all cases comes from fatigue testing 
of steels, mainly ferritic.  

Apart from the material type, there might also be the need to consider the material's tensile strength. This is the 
case in EN 13445 in the assessment of plain steel and bolting, the basic assumption being that fatigue strength 
increases with increase in tensile strength. However, no such distinction is drawn in the assessment of weld 
details, as in most other fatigue design rules. This represents a major difference between the American and 
European codes for welded pressure vessels. It has been known for decades that the fatigue performance of a 
weld detail is not related to the S-N curve for the parent metal obtained from tests on small polished specimens 
by a simple fatigue strength reduction factor, as assumed by ASME (13,14). Indeed, such an assumption can be 
very misleading and result in unsafe fatigue life estimates for weld details, notably because it infers a beneficial 
effect of increased tensile strength when in fact no such benefit actually exists (5,6). The fundamental problem is 
that the fatigue life of the polished specimen is dominated by fatigue crack initiation process, whereas that in 
most weld details is dominated by fatigue crack growth from some pre-existing discontinuity, such as the minute 
intrusions that the welding operation leaves at the weld toe (14-16). The number of cycles needed to initiate a 
fatigue crack generally increases with increase in tensile strength. However, the rate of growth of the fatigue 
crack is independent of material tensile strength. Thus, observations of fatigue behaviour made using polished 
specimens can be very misleading when applied to situations where the fatigue life is dominated by crack 
growth, as in welded structures. Consequently, in common with most other design rules for welded structures 
(8), the European pressure vessel rules are based on fatigue test results obtained from actual welded specimens. 
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18C-4   Environment 

In common with all other pressure vessel rules, EN 13445 requires correction of the design curves for operation 
at elevated temperature. Rather similar values are also given for the upper limit temperatures to which the rules 
apply, all below the creep regime. However, this is achieved simply on the basis of the reduction in elastic 
modulus in the ASME and BS rules. Higher factors, consistent with AD-Merkblatt and resulting in larger 
reductions in the design curves, are required by EN 13445, as illustrated in Fig.18C-1. It is understood that the 
basis of the AD-Merkblatt factor is fatigue test results obtained from plain polished specimens at various 
temperatures (9,10,). Other data more relevant to weld details, bolting and severely-notched components, 
including fatigue crack growth data, support the less severe elastic modulus based correction factor (17). 
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Figure 18C-1 Comparison of temperature correction factors in EN 13445 and BS PD 5500. 

Although all the pressure vessel codes draw attention to the deleterious effect of a corrosive environment, none 
of them provides specific design data. Practical guidance from BS PD 5500 on the operation of vessels in 
corrosive conditions has been included in EN 13445, but the only specific guidance is reference to the need to 
maintain the magnetite layer in water conducting parts in non-austenitic materials at elevated temperature. 

18C-5   Section Thickness 

In line with most other modern fatigue design rules, EN 13445 recognises that fatigue strength tends to decrease 
with increasing section thickness, especially in the case of weld details. A size effect in fatigue resistance can be 
expected from statistical considerations, the larger the structure the greater the chance that a severe flaw will be 
encountered. However, more significant is the fact that a fatigue crack that is propagating through the section 
thickness from a surface stress concentration, notably from the toe of a weld, is affected by that stress 
concentration to a greater depth in a thick section than a thin one (14,18) Thus, correction factors are applied to 
the design curves when the section thickness exceeds a specified reference value. This reference value is usually 
the maximum thickness of the specimens used to generate the fatigue data used to derive the design curve, which 
is typically 12 to 25mm. The value specified in EN 13445 is 25mm, compared with 22mm in BS PD 5500. 
ASME requires no such correction. 

 18C-6   Stresses Used in Fatigue Design 

A particular effort was made in EN 13445 to include clear descriptions of the stresses to be used in fatigue 
assessments. Principal stresses are the basis, the full stress range being used in any assessment. The use of the 
full stress range contrasts with the 'traditional' approach originating from the ASME of designing pressure 
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vessels on the basis of the stress amplitude, which is half the range. Most assessments are performed using the 
structural stress, defined as the 'linearly distributed stress across the section thickness that arises from applied 
loads and the corresponding reaction of the particular structural part'. Thus, it includes all stress concentration 
effects, such as those due to nozzles, vessel/end junctions or misalignment due to deviations from design shape, 
but not the notch effect of local structural discontinuities that give rise to non-linear stress distributions. The 
exception is if the applied loading produces a non-linear stress distribution, as can be the case with thermal 
loads. Then, to be conservative the total stress is used instead. In practice, the regions most likely to need a 
fatigue assessment will be on the surface of the vessel or component, in which case it is the value of the 
structural or total stress on the surface that is used in the fatigue assessment. 

In some cases, including the assessment of bolting and some weld details, the nominal stress on the relevant 
section is used instead of the structural stress. 

In common with ASME and most other pressure vessel design rules, in general assessments are based on an 
equivalent stress, calculated from the principal stresses. Any examples given in the code use the Tresca 
equivalent stress, but use of the von Mises stress is permitted. However, as discussed later, there can be 
advantages in using principal stresses directly and, as in BS PD 5500, this is an option in EN 13445. 

18C-7    Mean stress 

A mean stress correction is applied to the design curves for plain steel, in line with the effect of mean stress seen 
in fatigue tests on plain polished specimens (9,10). However, as is usually the case with fatigue design rules for 
welded structures (8), there is no need to take account of the applied mean stress when assessing weld details, 
even if the stress range is partly compressive. In the context of high-cycle fatigue, at stress levels below yield, 
this reflects the presence of high tensile residual stresses due to welding or assembly. These result in high 
effective tensile mean stresses regardless of the applied value (13). However, even in the absence of residual 
stress, applied mean stress is irrelevant if the loading conditions give rise to strain cycling above yield (low-cycle 
fatigue conditions). In the case of bolting, the design S-N curve is based on test data obtained at high tensile 
mean stresses (12) and therefore, again, there is no need to take operating mean stress into account. 

18C-8   Complex Loading 

Essentially the same guidance on the derivation of the required stress amplitude or range for multi-axial or 
combined loading is given in all the main pressure vessel codes. There is very little experimental evidence to 
validate the methods specified. Indeed, recent research has shown that although the method for considering 
proportional loading, when the principal stress directions remain constant throughout the loading cycle, seems to 
be acceptable, that for considering non-proportional loading, where the principal stress direction changes during 
a cycle, can be unsafe (19,20). Alternative design methods are being developed and revision to the codes is likely 
in future. 

18C-9   Elastic-Plastic Conditions 

As noted earlier, there is some evidence to indicate that shakedown is unlikely to occur if the cyclic stress range 
exceed twice yield, and the S-N curve becomes horizontal. EN 13445 includes a correction to be applied to the 
estimated stress, which effectively lowers the design curve, if the range exceeds twice yield. The same correction 
procedure has been adopted in BS PD 5500, but a different procedure is given in ASME. References 9, 10, 21 
and 22 provide some background to these procedures, but there is still some doubt about their general 
applicability and they are likely to be reviewed in future. 

18C-10  Cumulative Damage Calculations 

As noted earlier, Miner's rule is the recommended approach for assessing the fatigue damage introduced under 
variable amplitude loading. An important step in applying this approach is conversion of the service stress 
history into recognisable cycles that can be compared with the design S-N curve. This is the process of cycle 
counting and the most widely used methods are 'Rainflow' or 'Reservoir' counting. EN 13445 provides guidance 
on the use of the Reservoir cycle counting method, which is also included in BS PD 5500 and other British 
Standards. 

Like BS PD 5500, EN 13445 acknowledges the need to modify the design S-N curve in the high-cycle regime 
when performing cumulative damage calculations. This is to allow for the fact that stresses below the original 
constant amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL) become damaging once a fatigue crack has initiated under higher 
stresses in the spectrum. The commonly used approach, originally proposed by Haibach (23), of extrapolating 
the S-N curve beyond the fatigue limit at a shallower slope is adopted. EN 13445 then introduces an absolute 
cut-off fatigue limit for any loading conditions at stress ranges corresponding to N=108 cycles. Other Standards 
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are less precise about extrapolation of the curve beyond this endurance, but in practice this regime is only 
significant for very high-cycle fatigue situations, for example when vibrations could give rise to 1010 or more 
cycles. Since the ASME curves do not include a sharp cut off at the fatigue limit, in a sense they are already 
suitable for cumulative damage calculations.  

It should be mentioned that there is now an extensive body of experimental data that throw doubt on the validity 
of Miner's rule and the method of allowing for the damaging effect of stress ranges below the fatigue limit (24). 
Clearly the latter is particularly relevant to high-cycle fatigue and may, therefore, be irrelevant for many pressure 
vessel assessments. However, the former is not restricted to any particular regime and so could be relevant to 
pressure vessel design. Present indications are that lives can be over-estimated by a factor of around two using 
Miner's rule (24,25). This is the subject of some research projects and revisions to the current cumulative 
damage approach may be introduced in future.  

18D Fatigue assesment of weld details 

18D-1   Design S-N Curves 

EN 13445 offers very detailed rules for assessing weld details, reflecting the view that most vessels will be 
welded and the weld details will tend to be the most critical locations for potential fatigue cracking. In contrast, 
ASME provides very little guidance on the assessment of welds, recommending just one value of the fatigue 
strength reduction factor, namely 4 for fillet welds.  

Eurocode 3 (26) and the IIW fatigue design recommendations (27) were the basis of the EN 13445 S-N curves 
for weld details. These were both developed largely on the basis of UK rules (8,24) and hence there are 
similarities with BS PD 5500. The design S-N curves were based on fatigue test data obtained from tests on 
actual welded joints (11,12). The specimens were mainly made from steel plate or I-section beams, typically 10 
to 25mm thick, tested under either axial, or in the case of beams, bending. The criterion of failure in the plate 
specimens was complete fracture, generally corresponding to the attainment of a through-thickness crack. Bend 
tests on beams usually stopped when the deflection had increased significantly as a result of the presence of a 
fatigue crack, but again this usually corresponded to through-thickness cracking. Thus, the failure criterion in the 
tests would correspond to leakage of a vessel. 

Although there are similarities between the new EN 13445 design curves and those in BS PD 5500, they are 
referred to differently. British Standards adopt an arbitrary lettering system (e.g. Class D, E, F etc.), but EN 
13445 refers to each S-N curve in terms of the fatigue strength in N/mm2 at 2 x 106 cycles, as illustrated in 
Figure 18D-1. As in the case of Eurocode 3, IIW and BS PD 5500, all the S-N curves for assessing weld details 
in EN 13445 are parallel with a slope m = 3. This choice arises partly because the statistical analysis of test data 
suggested such a value, but also because it is consistent with the slope of S-N curve expected from a detail in 
which the fatigue life is dominated by crack growth (8,11,14). In the statistical analysis discussed in Section 3.2 
the slope of m = 3 was imposed when deriving design curves. Thus, the design S-N curves are of the form 

, where ∆  is the appropriate stress range, N is the fatigue life in cycles and C is a constant 
dependent on the Class. These are based on fatigue data obtained from tests on actual welded specimens. Thus, 
the stress concentration effect of the weld detail in the test specimen is included in the S-N curve. 

CN.3
R =σ∆ Rσ
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Figure 18D-1 Fatigue design S-N curves for weld details in EN 13445 

18D-2   Classification System 

In their original form (i.e. British Standards, Eurocode 3, IIW) the design curves refer to particular weld details, 
modes of fatigue failure and directions of loading. Tables are then provided with sketches linking these features 
and the appropriate design Class. The S-N curves are then used in conjunction with the relevant principal stress 
range (i.e. that acting normal to the plane of potential fatigue cracking). However, an important feature of EN 
13445 is the preference for the use of the equivalent structural stress range, with direct use of the principal 
structural stress as an option. As a result, two tables are provided for classifying a weld detail, Table 18-4 for 
assessments made using equivalent stress ranges and the table in Annex P for assessments based on principal 
stress ranges. The disadvantage of the use of the equivalent stress is that no account can be taken of the weld 
orientation since, as a scalar quantity, the equivalent stress has no direction. This is important because the fatigue 
strength and hence design Class of a weld detail usually varies with the direction of loading. However, 
assessments based on equivalent stresses must make use of the lowest design Class for the detail concerned, 
which may be lower than the one most likely to govern the actual fatigue performance of the weld (see Figure 
18D-2). Thus, more precise and less conservative fatigue design is possible using the principal stress. However, 
it seems that industries in some European countries still prefer use of the equivalent stress range since this is the 
stress used for static design of the vessel. 
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Figure 18D-2 Effect of choice of stress, equivalent or principal, on weld detail classification in EN 13445 

18D-3   Derivation of Design Curves 

As noted earlier, the original design curves were approximately two standard deviations below the mean, 
representing 97.7% probability of survival. When deriving the higher survival probability S-N curves required 
for EN 13445 it was noted that the Eurocode 3 or IIW design curves were approximately one standard deviation 
of log N apart. Thus, unless there was new evidence to change it, the Class chosen for a given detail and 
potential failure site in EN 13445 was one Class below the Eurocode 3/IIW Class. 

18D-4  Fatigue Endurance Limit 

As in the case of the Eurocode 3 design curves, those in EN 13445 are assumed to reach the CAFL at N = 5x106 
cycles. In contrast, BS PD 5500 adopts the fatigue limit used in other British Standards, which corresponds to an 
endurance of 107 cycles and is therefore lower. There is plenty of experimental evidence to show that some weld 
details will fail at stresses below that corresponding to 5x106 cycles on the S-N curves (24). Thus, the BS design 
curves are considered to be more realistic than those in EN 13445, and indeed Eurocode 3, in the high-cycle 
regime. 

As noted earlier, the CAFL is ignored in cumulative damage calculations and instead the S-N curve is assumed 
to be extrapolated, to N = 108 cycles in EN 13445, at a shallower slope. In EN 13445, the slope changes from m 
= 3 to 5, the same as in Eurocode 3 and the IIW recommendations. This is also the case in BS PD 5500, but the 
slope changes at 107 cycles. However, as noted earlier, there are now serious doubts that this approach is 
sufficiently conservative, but this would only be relevant to high-cycle fatigue assessments of pressure vessels. 

18D-5  Misalignment of Welded Joints 

A feature of EN 13445, that follows BS PD 5500, is recognition of misalignment as a major source of stress 
concentration due to the introduction of local secondary bending when the misaligned joint is loaded. It was 
considered necessary to draw special attention to this because it was found that misalignment levels that were 
acceptable according to the manufacturing rules was sufficient to reduce the fatigue performance of a weld detail 
to a level below the design curve. In an extreme case, the local stress could be increased by a factor of 14 from 
secondary bending due to acceptable axial and angular misalignment. Guidance is therefore given on the 
calculation of the secondary bending stress due to the various types of misalignment relevant to pressure vessels 
(17,28). In contrast, an implicit assumption in rules that do not draw attention to this issue, including the ASME 
rules, is that allowable misalignment will not reduce the fatigue performance of a weld detail below that 
estimated using the rules.  

The guidance on misalignment is essentially an application of the so-called fitness-for-purpose philosophy, 
whereby an imperfection in the structure can be considered to be acceptable as long as it does not reduce the 
strength of the structure below that required. BS PD 5500 encourages use of this same philosophy for assessing 
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the significance of welding flaws in general, making direct reference to BS7910 (17), that provides guidance on 
the application of the approach. It is planned to develop special acceptance criteria for welding flaws related to 
fatigue performance for EN 13445 in future. 

18D-6  Weld Toe Grinding 

Another novel feature of both EN 13445 and BS PD 5500 is the inclusion of guidance on the improvement of the 
fatigue performance of some weld details by weld toe grinding. The technique aims to remove the minute sharp 
imperfections that are known to exist at weld toes (15) and to reduce the stress concentration effect of the weld 
profile by blending the weld smoothly with the adjacent plate. Specific guidance on application of the technique 
is given, developed on the basis of both high- and low-cycle fatigue tests of welded specimens (29). Correct 
application justifies an increase in design Class. Clearly, it is only applicable in the case of potential fatigue 
cracking from a weld toe and care should be taken not to overlook other potential sites for fatigue cracking that 
might result in only marginal overall improvement in fatigue life. 

18D-7   Structural Hot-Spot Stress 

An important development that is likely to influence all the pressure vessel design rules in future is use of the 
structural hot-spot stress for designing weld details from the viewpoint of potential fatigue failure from the weld 
toe (30). Indeed, it is understood that the approach is currently being developed to allow major revision of the 
ASME fatigue rules for weld details (31).  

The fatigue design curves given in EN 13445 are based on those given in fatigue design rules based on the so-
called 'nominal stress approach'. As already explained, they incorporate the stress concentration effect of the 
weld detail tested to generate the data from which they were derived. In those cases where the main potential 
failure mode is by fatigue cracking from the weld toe, this consists partly of the local notch effect of the weld toe 
but also that due to the overall joint geometry. Thus, in practice the design curves are used in conjunction with 
the nominal stress near the weld detail, increased if necessary to allow for any other source of stress 
concentration. In the context of a pressure vessel this might be a nozzle that introduces an extra stress 
concentration factor near the weld toe of Kt. Then, the design curve would be used in conjunction with Kt x 
nominal stress. However, without a precise definition of Kt there is no guarantee that it really does account for all 
differences between the stress concentration effects of the test specimen and the real structure. However, this 
should be possible using the structural hot-spot stress. 

The structural hot-spot stress is the structural stress at the weld toe. Since it includes all sources of stress 
concentration except that due to the local notch effect of the weld toe, it should be possible to correlate fatigue 
data obtained from any welded joint geometry that fatigue cracks from the weld toe. Such correlation has already 
been demonstrated for tubular joints and the hot-spot stress used in conjunction with a single design S-N curve 
has been the basis of their design for offshore applications for over 20 years. Some progress has been made in 
developing the same approach for other types of structure, but proposals are still tentative and awaiting further 
validation (32). 

Preliminary guidance on the use of hot spot stress is given in EN 13445, based directly on that developed by the 
IIW (30). However, in view of the lack of experience in the use of the hot-spot stress approach or calculation of 
the structural hot-spot stress in pressure vessels, the cautious decision was made to use it in conjunction with the 
'nominal stress approach' design S-N curves. This means that, with confidence from more experience and further 
experimental validation, it should be possible to use higher design curves for some details.  

18D-8   Validation 

Validation of the design method for assessing welds on the basis of fatigue data obtained from actual pressure 
vessels was an important step in the adoption of the method in BS PD 5500 (5,6). The original validation 
exercise was repeated recently and was extended to consider the EN 13445 rules (29,33). Again, the BS PD 5500 
rules were validated, but limited evidence suggested that some small changes should be made to EN 13445. In 
particular, Class 100 should be reduced to Class 71 for assessing nozzle welds from the point of view of 
potential radial fatigue cracking from the root using the equivalent stress; Class 63 should be reduced to Class 50 
for circumferential seam welds between the shell and vessel end; Class 36 should be reduced to Class 32 for 
assessing load-carrying fillet welds from the viewpoint of potential fatigue cracking in the weld throat. However, 
on the positive side the review showed that both fillet welded nozzle joints could be designed as the same Class 
as full penetration welds from the viewpoint of fatigue cracking from the weld toe. In the context of the 
structural hot-spot approach, it proved difficult to determine hot-spot stresses accurately from the information 
provided in the references available. This might explain why the data did not justify use of a higher design curve 
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than the 'nominal stress approach' one currently recommended in EN 13445. Ideally those data need to be re-
analysed, preferably using finite element stress analysis. 

Most of the pressure vessel fatigue data presented in the review were obtained around 30 years ago. A 
particularly valuable conclusion drawn in the review was that there was no evidence to indicate that those test 
vessels were unrepresentative of pressure vessels designed and manufactured to modern Standards. Thus, the 
fatigue test data they provided were suitable for validating the EN 13445 design S-N curves.  

18E Fatigue assessment of plain material 

18E-1   Design S-N Curves 

EN 13445 provides a group of design curves, which come from the AD-Merkblatt code (3). They were originally 
derived from data obtained in fatigue tests of small-scale polished steel specimens, under stain control in the case 
of low-cycle fatigue data (9,10). It is reported that although most of these data relate to fatigue lives 
corresponding to complete failure of the test specimen, as in the case of the data for welded joints, those 
endurances correspond to crack initiation, or the presence of a 'technical incipient crack' in a real vessel, but the 
argument for this is unclear (10). The design curves were obtained by applying factors of 1.5 on stress and 10 on 
life to the mean curves fitted to the data. The corresponding probability of failure is unknown. Since the test 
database obtained from polished specimens showed an increase in fatigue life with increase in steel tensile 
strength, this has been reflected in the design curves. When applying the design curves, account must be taken of 
differences between the polished specimens and real structures. Thus, allowance must be made for all stress 
concentration effects, steel UTS, surface finish and applied mean stress, as well as thickness, temperature and 
plasticity. 

The design curves are compared with the ASME curves, which also distinguish between low and high-strength 
steels, in Figure 18E-1. They are seen to be higher than the corresponding curves in ASME, but in practice 
would usually be lowered to allow for surface finish and for mean stress if this is not zero, whereas the ASME 
curves would not.  
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Figure 18E-1 Comparison of pressure vessel design curves for plain steels (intermediate CEN curves for 
UTS of 600 and 800 N/mm2 not shown) 

The EN 13445 and ASME curves are used in conjunction with equivalent stresses, the stress range in EN 13445 
or the stress amplitude (half the range) in ASME. Both codes refer specifically to that based on the Tresca yield 
criterion (i.e the maximum shear stress, although twice its value, referred to as the 'stress intensity', is actually 
used in ASME). Any equivalent stress that 'produces the same fatigue damage as the applied multi-axial stress' is 
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allowed by EN 13445. However, an implicit assumption is that this is not the maximum principal stress and 
therefore that the direction in which it acts is not known.  

With regard to the need to allow for all sources of stress concentration, plain steels are assessed using 'effective 
equivalent total stresses. This is obtained either by detailed stress analysis or by applying an appropriate fatigue 
strength reduction factor to allow for the notch effect of the local discontinuity to the equivalent structural stress 
range. The fatigue strength reduction factor given in EN 13445 (equation 18.7-2) is novel and was developed 
specially for the Standard. 

BS PD 5500 provides a single design curve for assessing plain material, independent of UTS, surface finish and 
mean stress. In contrast to the other codes, it is used in conjunction with the maximum principal stress range. 
This curve was originally derived from fatigue test results obtained from welded specimens (11) and it is used in 
other British Standards to assess longitudinal welds as well as plain steel. A similar curve is provided in EN 
13445, but only for use in a Simplified Fatigue Assessment using Chapter 17. 

18E-2   Validation 

The experimental data obtained from fatigue tests on actual pressure vessels used to validate the design curves 
for weld details also included many results for vessels that failed in plain steel. In the review referred to earlier 
these were compared with the EN 13445 design curves, as shown in Figure 18E-2. The EN 13445 curves include 
the maximum correction factor for surface finish; they would be higher for good surface finish. The lowest EN 
13445 curve is the one that would be used in a Simplified Fatigue Assessment. Also shown for comparison is the 
BS PD 5500 design curve; the ASME curves included in Figure 18E-1 are omitted for clarity. It was surprising 
to find that whilst the lowest EN 13445 design curve, and indeed the lowest ASME, is consistent with this 
database, the EN 13445 curves for use in a Detailed Fatigue Assessment are not. The same is true for the ASME 
curve for high strength steels. It may also be noted that the database included vessels made from steels that 
ranged in tensile strength from 370 to 850 N/mm2 but provided no evidence to support the distinction between 
different strength steels in the design curves (29,33). Thus, at this early stage in the life of the new European 
Standard, there is a clear need for review of the design curves for assessing plain steel. The single curve used for 
Simplified Assessments, or that from BS PD 5500, looks to be more suitable than those related to UTS. 
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Figure 18E-2 Fatigue test results from actual pressure vessels failing in plain, unwelded steel compared 
with EN 13445 and BS PD 5500 design curves (29). 

18F Fatigue assessment of bolts 

18F-1   Design S-N Curves 

The design curve for steel bolting in BS7608 (12), lowered to correspond to mean - 3 standard deviations of log 
N, was adopted for EN 13445. This was based directly on fatigue data obtained from actual (steel) bolts, some 
under moderately high tensile mean stresses. Thus, in this case, the design curve already incorporates the stress 
concentration effect of the thread root. Therefore, it is used in conjunction with the nominal axial stress on the 
minimum bolt cross-section due to applied tension and bending. In practice, the actual fluctuating stress in a pre-
tensioned bolt may be lower than that applied, due to the need to overcome the resulting compressive stress that 
clamps together the parts joined.  

ASME VIII and BS PD 5500 provide essentially the same rules for assessing bolts. In contrast to EN 13445, the 
ASME and British Standard design curves were obtained from tests on polished steel specimens. Therefore they 
must be used in conjunction with a fatigue strength reduction factor, 4 unless a lower value can be justified, to 
allow for the stress concentration effect of the thread root.  

In all cases, it is assumed that the fatigue strength of a bolt increases with increase in material UTS, up to 
specified limits. 

18F-2   Validation 

The S-N curve for bolting in EN 13445 is expressed in terms of stress range/UTS. However, recent data (34) 
show that the fatigue lives of bolt threads are independent of the tensile strength of the steel. Therefore, there is 
no justification for assuming a higher design curve for higher strength bolts. However, the new data also suggest 
that the present design curves in EN 13445, BS PD 5500 and ASME are over-conservative, as seen in Figure 
18F-1. A preliminary analysis indicates that a better design approach would be to have a conventional S-N curve 
(29,33); corresponding to Class 50. 
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Figure 18F-1 Comparison of fatigue test results obtained from steel bolts in tension and pressure vessel 
design curves 
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18G Design by experimental methods 
Only ASME provides guidance on the use of special fatigue testing to prove a particular vessel or part, as a 
substitute for design. Plans are in hand to provide a similar route in EN 13445. Meanwhile, EN 13445 provides 
similar guidance to that in BS PD 5500 on the use of special fatigue tests to validate or change a design curve for 
a particular detail. However, the factors to be applied to the fatigue life obtained from the tests, which depends 
on the number of tests performed, come from AD-Merkblatt (10). They are claimed to embody the same level of 
safety as the official design curves for plain steels with 95% confidence.  

18H Fatigue design of expansion joints  
Special rules are provided for the design of expansion joints, including consideration of fatigue, in Chapter 14. 
These follow the route originally proposed by the Expansion Joints Manufacturers Association (EJMA), which 
presents design S-N curves modelled on those in ASME. However, for EN 13445 use has been made of the 
larger database from fatigue tests now available. These were analysed to produce the same form of S-N 
relationship incorporating safety factors on the fitted mean S-N curve of 1.25 on stress and 3 on life. The stress 
used with the S-N curves is the equivalent stress range arising from cyclic pressure and deflection of the 
convolutions. As distinction is drawn between austenitic stainless steel, nickel alloy and copper-nickel alloy 
expansion joints that have or have not experienced cold work. On the basis that cold work increases the yield 
strength of the steel, the fatigue resistance of the latter is assumed to be higher than that of the former. However, 
no distinction seems to be drawn between joints that do or do not include longitudinal weld seams. Even so, both 
design curves are within the band of curves provided in Chapter 18 for assessing plain steels. In the case of 
expansion joints made from ferritic steel, the user of Chapter 14 is directed to Chapter 18. However, it is not 
clear if in the case of a welded component, he should use the appropriate S-N curve for welded joints or plain 
steel. 

18I Future work 
The following list reflects known deficiencies in the current EN 13445 rules, as discussed above, together with 
areas where new guidance is needed: 

- 'Marriage' of stress analysis, especially FEA, and fatigue data. 

- Generation of parametric hot-spot SCFs for pressure vessel details 

- Revised rules for threads and bolts 

- Treatment of elastic-plastic fatigue 

- Effect of environment (corrosive, elevated temperature, hydrogen) 

- Improved cumulative damage method 

- Closer link between design and fabrication quality 

- Guidance on experimental methods for design. 
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Annex A Design requirements for pressure bearing welds 

Annex A aims at gathering in a single text all that the designer must know when he designs a pressure weld. 
Although this Annex cannot be exhaustive, it tries to cover the maximum of joints used in practice in the 
pressure vessel industry. A special attention has been brought to welded joints for tube to tubesheet (Table A-5).  

The following details the content of the columns: 

1. Design requirements are mainly dimensional requirements known to limit stress concentrations. Joints 
are represented in the finished condition. 

2. The applicable weld testing group is related to non-destructive testing (NDT) and influences the design 
through the weld joint coefficient. Welds for which all testing groups can be used are given first. Then 
welds with partial penetration are given. For these, in general, the last two testing groups 3 or 4 or 
testing group 4 alone are permitted. 

3. Fatigue class is that of the weld detail of Table 18-4 of Clause 18 having the same fatigue behaviour. It 
is the class for use with the structural equivalent stress range. 

4. Lamellar tearing susceptibility considers two cases: A = no risk and B = possible risk. 

5. If there is risk of corrosion, the letter S indicates that the joint is not permitted, while the letter N 
indicates normal conditions. 

6. Help to the joint preparation is provided by a reference to prEN 1708-1. 

Annex B Design by Analysis - direct route  

BA General 
The Design By Analysis (DBA) route is included in the standard 

• as a complement to the common (and easy) Design By Formulae (DBF) route, 
for cases not covered by the DBF route, but also as an allowed alternative, 

• as a complement for cases where superposition (of pressure actions) with environmental actions – wind, 
snow, earthquake, etc. – is required, 

• as a complement for fitness-for-purpose cases where (quality related) allowed manufacturing tolerances 
are exceeded, 

• as a complement for cases where local authorities require detailed investigations, e. g. in major hazards' 
situations or for environmental protection reasons.  

Within this DBA route, there are two possibilities available: 

• The so-called Direct Route (DR), and  

• the Stress Categorization Route (SCR) 
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The second, the SCR, is the one, well-known from many national standards and technical regulations [1 ÷ 10], 
which requires categorization of stresses, or parts of stresses, into primary, secondary, and peak stresses. 
Because of the "familiarity" with this route, it is included in this standard as well, despite its also well-known 
drawbacks and problems – the problems associated with non-uniqueness of the choice of stress classification 
lines [11], and the problems associated with the categorization, the non- uniqueness of the determination of 
primary stresses [12 ÷ 14]. 

This approach, derived for assessing the results from thin shell theory, cannot easily be applied to results from 3-
D (continuum) Finite Element Analyses, but it requires only linear-elastic analyses, with the advantages of 
uniqueness in the determination of stress results and the possibility of (linear) superposition of these results for 
different actions. 

Because of the familiarity with this route, and with published problems, this route is not discussed here further. 

BB Direct Route - General 
The main advantages of this route are: 

• it overcomes all of the problems associated with the stress categorization route, 

• it addresses failure modes directly, and, thus, gives better insight into critical failure modes and the 
corresponding safety margins – of special importance for in-service inspections – and thus, it may lead 
to improved design philosophy,  

• it allows for direct incorporation of other actions than pressure, especially thermal and environmental 
ones, 

• it is stated generally in general terms, allowing for different approaches 

The disadvantages of this route are: 

• non-linear calculations are required, leading to more computation time, and, because of this non-
linearity,  

• linear superposition is, in many checks, not possible anymore, 

• quite often requires a good knowledge of the underlying theories. 

To allow for easy incorporation of other actions than pressure, and especially the environmental ones – usually 
prescribed by local codes or regulations – this route follows, quite closely the Eurocode (for steel structures); 
like the Eurocode, it uses a multiple safety factor format (partial safety factor format). 

BC Direct Route - Notions 
As in the Eurocode, distinction is made between principles and application rules: 

Principles comprise general statements, definitions and requirements for which there is no alternative, and 
requirements and analytical models for which no alternative is permitted, unless specifically stated. 

Application rules are generally recognised rules which follow the principles and satisfy their requirements; 
alternatives are allowed provided it is shown that they accord with the relevant principle.  

Typical examples of application rules are the well-known primary, and primary plus secondary stress criteria of 
the SCR, which are stated, in slightly modified forms, as application rules. 

As in the Eurocode, the old term loadings is consistently replaced by the term actions, which denotes all 
thermomechanical quantities imposed on the structure causing stress or strain, like forces (including pressure), 
temperature changes and imposed displacements. 

Actions are classified by their variation in time: 

• permanent actions (G), 

• variable actions (Q), 

• exceptional actions (E), 

• operating pressures and temperatures (p, T). 
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Although pressures and temperatures are variable actions, they are considered separately to reflect their special 
characteristics – variation in time, random properties, limits influenced by safety devices. 

The characteristic values of an action – there may be more than one for one action – depend on the action's 
statistical properties, and on the considered design check.  

The characteristic values of permanent actions are usually their mean values (or extreme values) that can 
occur under reasonably foreseeable conditions. 

The characteristic values of variable actions are defined as mean values or p % - percentiles of extreme values, 
or values specified as characteristic values (or extreme values) in relevant codes, e. g. national codes for wind, 
snow, earthquake. 

The upper characteristic value of pressure shall not be smaller than the lesser of the set pressure of the 
(pressure) protecting device or the highest (credible) pressure that can occur under normal and reasonably 
foreseeable upset conditions; the upper characteristic value of temperature shall not be smaller than the 
highest reasonably foreseeable temperature (under the same conditions). There may be more than one pair of 
upper characteristic values for pressure and corresponding temperature. 

The characteristic values of exceptional actions are not defined, leaving their determination open to the 
discretion of the interested parties. 

The characteristic values of actions are used in the determination of the design values of actions.  

The selection of the characteristic values must be done judiciously to ensure that a near-constant reliability can 
be obtained, care is required when incorporating actions from environmental codes, especially if these are not 
based on a partial safety factor format. 

BD Direct Route – Partial Safety Factors 
To allow for an easy, straightforward incorporation of environmental actions into the design calculations, and, 
especially, to give the flexibility expected from a modern code to be able to adjust safety margins to differences 
in actions' variations, likelihood of combinations, and also to consequences of failure, differences in structural 
behaviour and consequences in different failure modes, and to uncertainties in analyses and material properties, a 
(multiple – factor format) or (partial safety format) was introduced. 

The partial safety factors of actions depend on the action considered, on its combination with other actions, 
and on the considered failure mode – the considered design check. 

The partial safety factors of resistances depend on the material – taking into account the dispersion in material 
parameters, the uncertainties of the relationship between material test parameters and those in the real structure, 
and the uncertainties due to the use of vicarious material parameters. They also they depend on the considered 
failure mode and the consequences of failure, and they depend, in principle, on the degree of inspection and 
control – of the material and of the structure. 

To take into account 

• the possible consequences of failure in terms of risk of life, injury, potential economic losses and the 
level of social inconvenience, 

• the expense and effort to reduced the risk of failure 

• the cause of failure 

in the Eurocode the usage of the following classification is suggested: 

• Classe 1: Risk to life low, economic and social consequences small or negligible 

• Classe 2: Risk to life medium, economic or social consequences considerable 

• Classe 3: Risk to life high, economic or social consequences very great,  

and it is suggested to use additional adjustment factors, with which the partial safety factors of actions shall be 
multiplied, the "usual" one being 1.0 for Class 2 (0.9 for Class 1 and 1.2 for Class 3). 

This notion of risk or reliability classes was not carried over into the pressure vessel standard explicitly, or, to 
put it in a different way: All pressure vessels were considered to be in Class 2. 

This fact requires consideration when characteristic values or partial safety factors for actions are carried over 
from one standard, e. g. an environmental one, into a pressure vessel design investigation. 
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BE Direct Route – Design checks 
Design checks are investigations of the structure's safety under the influence of specified combinations of 
actions with respect to specified limit states; they are designated by the (main) failure mode they deal with. 

The specified combinations of actions are called design load cases. 

The specified limit states may represent one or more failure modes. For example, the design check against gross 
plastic deformation, which deals mainly with the failure mode gross plastic deformation, is intended to 
encompass also the failure mode of excessive local yielding – design details with possible strain concentration 
may require special consideration in the analysis' model. 

In the design checks the effects of design values of actions (or of design functions) on design models (of the 
structure) are determined and compared with allowable values, or, in some cases, with design resistances. 

Design effects are usually the stresses, maximum equivalent stresses, etc. in the structure, evaluated as response 
of the structure's model to design actions, or combination of design actions. 

The expression for design effects 

.).....,,,(...),,( ddQGPddd XaQGPEaAEE ⋅⋅⋅== γγγ  
is a very general, symbolic one: 

dE  stands for an equivalent stress, a principal stress, a normal stress, a stress resultant, or even for an action 
itself. 

The "variables" , etc., stand for possibly many different actions, or combination of actions, depending 

on the design load cases; 

QGP ,,

QGP γγγ ,, , etc. stand for the corresponding partial safety factors of the actions. 

The "variable"  stands symbolically for design dimensions, and the "variable"  for design material 
properties, essential in the model used for the determination of the design effect. 

da dX

For design values of geometrical data (in the model) nominal values may be used. For design values of 
material properties (in the model), like modulus of elasticity, coefficient of linear thermal expansion, etc. 
nominal or mean values may be used. For strength related data design values are used, obtained by dividing 
material strength parameters, like , by the relevant partial safety factor. For  the characteristic 
values of the material strength parameters the minimum guaranteed values specified in the material codes or 
material data sheets shall be used. 

mpeH RRR ,,

The design values of actions are obtained by multiplication of the actions’ characteristic values with the 
relevant partial safety factors (of actions). In the case of design load cases involving combinations of actions of 
stochastic nature, the products of characteristic values and partial safety factors of actions may for stochastic 
actions additionally be multiplied by a combination factor (<1). 

Within one design check, consideration of one design load case or more than one design load case may be 
required. In some cases, the design resistance may be obtained directly as (limit) response of the structures' 
model to the relevant combination of actions using for material strength parameter of the model not the 
characteristic values – given by the minimum guaranteed ones – but the design values (of material strength 
parameters), which are obtained by dividing the characteristic values by the partial safety factor of the resistance: 

.)..,,/( dRdd aXRR γ=  
The following design checks are included 

• gross plastic deformation (GPD) design checks, with corresponding failure modes ductile rupture and 
excessive local strains 

• progressive plastic deformation (PD) design checks  

• instability (I) design checks 

• fatigue (F) design checks 

• static equilibrium (SE) design checks 

In the fatigue design check the fatigue clauses of the DBF part of the standard are referred to as application 
rules, but the intention is that these DBF fatigue clauses should be used principally. In following this intention, 
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results of linear-elastic calculations are required only, which can then be used directly in the fatigue calculations 
in accordance with the procedures of these DBF fatigue clauses. In some cases, with dominant pressure action 
and negligible other actions, it may be possible to use only the rules of DBF's simplified fatigue analysis, but, of 
course, with loss of detailed knowledge of (fatigue) safety margins, and loss of knowledge of critical points – 
important for manufacturing, for pre-service checks, and especially for in-service inspections. 

In the instability design checks details are given on partial safety factors and on reduction factors – often called 
knock-down factors, which relate the results of theoretical models to experimental results. Nevertheless, it is 
expected that the normal approach to the instability design check, used whenever structure and actions permit, 
will be via the instability clauses of the DBF part of the standard, referred to as application rules. 

In the static equilibrium design checks details are given on partial safety factors, design load cases, i. e. actions' 
combination rules, for the usual investigation of the static equilibrium of the structure as a rigid body – safety 
margins against overturning and rigid body displacement. The obvious results of these checks are the required 
bolting and the maximum pressure on the foundation; investigations of the admissibility of design details – 
brackets, feet, rings, saddles, etc. -, via DBF rules for non-pressure loadings –, or via other DBA checks, may be 
part of these checks. 

BF Gross plastic deformation design checks 
In these design checks the design models and the application of the actions are specified in detail: 

The design actions shall be carried by the design model with 

• proportional increase of all actions considered in the design load case under investigation 

• a linear-elastic ideal-plastic constitutive law 

• first-order theory 

• Tresca's yield criterion and associated flow rule 

• specified design strength parameters, obtained from minimum guaranteed values (in the material 
standards or material data sheets) of the yield or proof strength at specified temperature divided by the 
appropriate partial safety factors of resistances 

with the maximum absolute value of principal structural strains less than a load case dependent limit value. 

The partial safety factors are calibrated such that, for "normal" steels and pressure loading only, the same 
results as for the DBF route are obtained for cylinders and spheres. For high strength steels with a ratio of  

or to  at ambient temperature above 0.8 the partial safety factors are increased in such a manner that at 

ambient temperature the "effective" value of  or  is given by 80% of  

eHR

2.0pR mR

eHR 2.0pR mR

Because of this strain limitation, it was necessary to specify the increase of actions as proportional – the limit 
action itself without this limitation is independent of the action path. 

There are cases where this proportional increase seem to be inappropriate, or at least cumbersome, e. g. in cases 
of multiple actions where some actions are constant and one is interested only in maximum values of the others. 

Tresca's yield criterion was specified for safety reasons, but especially to guarantee the calibration effect 
mentioned above – in the DBF route Tresca's yield criterion is used everywhere. 

It is recognized that software allowing for Tresca's yield criterion is not, or not readily, available, and it is also 
well known that this criterion may lead to numerical (stability) problems, and that it is (computation) time 
consuming. Mises' yield criterion may be used instead, but then the design strength parameter shall be decreased 
by multiplication with 2/3 , i. e. decreased by 15.5%. 

BG Progressive plastic deformation design checks 
For these checks the goal is specified: 

On repeated application of specified action cycles progressive plastic deformation shall not occur for 

• a linear-elastic ideal-plastic constitutive law 

• first-order theory 
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• von Mises' yield criterion and associated flow rule 

• specified design strength parameters (equal to the characteristic ones, the minimum guaranteed ones of 
material standards or material data sheets) 

Here, Mises' yield criterion is allowed, in recognition of the fact that, because of material hardening, a less 
stringent criterion is deemed to be justified. 

Here, the design strength parameters are equal to the materials' characteristic values – the partial safety factor of 
the resistances is in these design checks equal to unity. 

Only the goal is specified, to use all the possibilities a (cumbersome) cycling of actions may be necessary, with 
all the numerical problems to show that definitely no further progressive plastic deformation occurs after a few 
cycles. 

To prove that the structure shakes down under the cyclic action, e. g. using Melan's shakedown theorem, can in 
many cases be a way out of this dilemma. In applying Melan's shakedown theorem, solutions already obtained in 
the GPD design check together with corresponding linear-elastic ones can be used to obtain the self-equilibrating 
stress fields required in this approach [16]. 

Unfortunately the ratcheting criterion [15 et loc. cit], a variant of Melan's shakedown theorem stated in 
generalized stresses – the familiar stress resultants of the technical theories for beams, plates, shells – , is not a 
generally valid sufficient condition for non-occurance of progressive plastic deformation. It seems to be that it is 
not valid in cases where during unloading plastic strains occur. 

On the other hand, this criterion uses the notion of generalized stresses – appropriate in technical theories – and, 
thus, leads to the very same problems of determination of stress classification lines encountered in the stress 
categorization route – this criterion belongs to the SCR, but there it is (usually) not used. 

Modifications of the "usual" 3f-criterion, well known from the stress categorization route, are given as 
application rules. That these are based on a necessary condition only is recognised explicitly; they should be 
used with care. Unfortunately, these application rules treat (instationary) thermal stress problems very 
conservatively – to avoid problems associated with stress classification lines (and with stress linearization) the 
notions of (thermal) peak stresses and of equivalent linear stress distributions were not used. An improvement 
seems to be necessary, at least for thermal stresses. 

BH Remarks 
Experience has shown that, with presently available software, it is quite easy to obtain Finite Element results, but 
to obtain reasonably correct ones is not so easy – the setting up to the appropriate model and the appropriate 
boundary conditions requires experience, know-how and good knowledge of the theory of structures. 

Experience has also shown that it requires even more experience and know-how to evaluate obtained results. 

DBA is a powerful tool in the design of pressure equipment, but like other powerful tools, it has to be used with 
care. This had been stated, and agreed upon by all experts, in the first drafts of this DBA route. This warning 
note could not be carried over into the (draft) standard, but it is repeated here: 

Design by analysis requires a great amount of expertise, in the analysis or the experimental stage, but 
especially in the evaluation stage. This route (DBA) should be used with care. 

If the DBA route is chosen, all of the stated design checks shall be considered – not all will require detailed 
calculation, some can be quite simple, with an obvious answer, but still all need consideration. 

DBA is a powerful tool, giving much insight into the structural behaviour, into the safety margins against failure 
modes, but it is a pre-supposition that materials, manufacturing procedures and testing guarantee the required 
quality of the structure. 

The Design By Analysis routes are contained in normative annexes. Because of the advanced approach of the 
Direct Route, a warning remark had been introduced at the beginning: 

Due to the advanced methods applied, until sufficient in-house experience can be demonstrated, the involvement 
of an independent body, appropriately qualified in the field of DBA, is required in the assessment of the design 
(calculations) and the potential definition of particular NDT requirements.  
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Annex C Design by Analysis - Method based on stress categories 

CA Introduction 
"Design by Analysis" (DBA) is an approach which was first introduced in 1963 in Section III (Nuclear 
components) of the ASME Code [1], followed by Section VIII Div.2 (Pressure Vessels) in 1968 [2]. With time it 
has got a large success, so that today most of the national pressure vessel codes have incorporated such rules, 
always in a form very similar to that given in the ASME Code. This success has been favoured by the 
tremendous progress performance of computers has made in the last three decades, allowing a large development 
of structural analysis techniques and the coming on the market of user-friendly structural analysis software. 

For pressure vessel designers familiar with "Design by Analysis", DBA is implicitly understood as design based 
on elastic stress analysis and classification of stresses into categories. 

However, prior to starting examination of what are the corresponding rules in EN13445-3, it is important to 
mention that "DBA" has got a more general meaning in this Standard, because two different DBA routes have 
been introduced in EN13445-3. The first, which is that considered in this paper, keeps in line with the original 
ASME approach. The second, given in Annex B "DBA – Direct route", is based on individual checks of the 
relevant failure modes and is a novel one. 

EN13445-3 does not give any precedence to one of these two routes. The choice between them is left to the user, 
depending on his specific needs, and within the respect of their respective scope. The intention of the EN13445-3 
writers was to offer a standard that allow users, on one hand to apply rules with which they feel familiar and in 
which they can take advantage from their past experience (this apply to Annex C), and on the other hand to 
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benefit from more advanced design methods (this applies to Annex B). Doing so, when implementing the rules 
of the "classical" DBA method of Annex C, no particular effort was made to try to solve or overcome some of 
the well known difficulties encountered when facing the stress classification problem (definition of the reference 
plane or stress classification line, three dimensional stress classification, linearisation procedure, and mainly 
distinction between primary and secondary stresses). Only established solutions were adopted, with their 
advantages and drawbacks. It was considered that if applied by sufficiently trained users, these rules are reliable 
enough. In order to ensure that application of Annex C will really be made under that condition, a statement was 
placed to require that design by DBA shall be assessed by a qualified independent body (last paragraph in C.1). 

CB Origin of the rules 
The rules in Annex C have been essentially taken from CODAP, the French Pressure Vessel Code [3]. Basically, 
they are in line with those that can be found in ASME VIII Div.2, PD5500, AD-Merkblatt S4 , the Dutch Code, 
the Swedish Code…, and more generally speaking in all codes that have implemented ASME-like DBA rules. 

The background of these rules has been largely presented and discussed in the literature, and is now well known 
by pressure vessel designers. It will not be explained again here. The historical reference for it is the ASME 
criteria document published in 1969 [4], while a more recent presentation can be found in [5]. 

Although essentially conform to the ASME design by analysis concepts, the French rules and thus the European 
EN13445-3 rules exhibit some (slight) differences with them on some aspects. These differences are reviewed in 
the detailed comments on Annex C which are presented at point C-4 below. 

CC Scope and field of application 
Sub-clause C.1 states that Annex C may be used either: 

− as an alternative to Design by Formula (DBF), 

− as a complement to Design by Formula for cases (structural shapes, loading) not covered by DBF, including 
cases where manufacturing tolerance according to Part 5 of the Standard are exceeded, 

− as an alternative to the Design by Analysis direct route (Annex B). 

An important difference with DBF lies in the fact that nowhere in Annex C the weld joint coefficient z is 
considered. Consequently, to keep consistent with the basic shell design according to DBF, and to respect the 
general philosophy of the Standard, it has been required that whenever Annex C is used, the minimum thickness 
for pressure loading only shall not be less than that required by the DBF rules for shells and dished ends. The 
higher thicknesses that DBF requires, when values of  lower than 1 apply, are thus maintained. z
Annex C applies to all testing groups, including testing group 4 whose characteristic is that no NDT of the welds 
other than visual examination is required. For vessels which fall in the domain where that testing group may be 
used (i.e. vessels working essentially under static loading conditions, with not more than 500 full pressure 
cycles), this provision allows such vessels to be designed with account given to possible additional loads other 
than pressure. 

As in all corresponding rules of other codes, fatigue failure, buckling and creep are not covered by Annex C.  

As regards fatigue, although total stresses (i.e. primary + secondary + peak stresses) are considered in Annex C , 
the design criteria that are imposed concern only limitation of primary and primary + secondary stresses. The 
peak part is left apart, for possible use in fatigue assessment if required. Note that in EN13445-3, the 
consideration of peak stresses is only necessary when assessing unwelded zones, welded zones being assessed 
using structural stresses (see Clause 18). 

As regards creep, no general temperature limit (by family of materials) has been imposed. Annex C is applicable 
as far as the nominal design stress based on time-independent characteristics governs upon that based on creep 
characteristics (the latter being defined in the amendment on creep design in preparation in CEN/TC54). 

CD Detailed comments on rules of Annex C 
In the following, the comments are presented in the order in which the rules appear in Annex C, using the sub-
clause numbering of the Standard. 

C.2 Specific definitions  

Only a few definitions are given. 
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They are those of structural discontinuities:  gross structural discontinuity, 

  local structural discontinuity, 

and stress categories: primary stress ( , , ), mP LP bP

  secondary stress ( Q , Q ), m b

  peak stress ( F ). 

All these definitions are very close to that of all other codes. The only difference which must be mentioned 
concerns the secondary stress: although the general definition given for the secondary stress is the usual one, 
Annex C makes a formal distinction between the membrane and bending parts of that stress, denoting them with 
separate symbols  and . But a note has been placed which explains, that except for particular cases, only 
consideration of the sum Q  is needed. The particular cases where a distinction is required are those where 
instability is likely to occur and has to be checked. In such cases, classifying membrane thermal stresses as 
secondary could result in membrane yielding, which would invalidate the elastic stress pattern on the basis of 
which the instability check is normally made. 

mQ bQ

m + bQ

Other basic terminology (equivalent stress, equivalent stress range, supporting line segment) is introduced 
further on in the rules. 

C.3 Specific symbols and abbreviations  

Nothing worth mentioning for that point, except that two different symbols have been introduced to allow a 
distinction the stress components due to an individual load ( ) from those resulting from superposition of all 

loads acting simultaneously at a given instant ( ). This helps for expressing the successive steps of the detailed 
stress analysis procedure described at point C.6 of Annex C. 

ijσ

ijΣ

C.4 Representative stresses  

Annex C calls "representative stresses" all those stress quantities that are used in the method, from the initial 
decomposition of the stress into parts, up to the final checks against allowable limits. 

• equivalent stress and equivalent stress range: 
− the equivalent stress  is the "stress intensity" according to the ASME terminology, eqσ

− the equivalent stress range  is the "stress intensity range" according to the ASME terminology again. eqσ∆

In EN13445-3, these stresses may be determined using either the maximum shear stress theory (Tresca criterion) 
or the maximum distortion energy theory (Von Mises criterion). Formulas for calculation according to both 
criteria are given. 

In the ASME code, the rule for calculation of the stress intensity range (which is a misleading word since the 
value calculated is not the range of the stress intensity!) is not given in the appendix on DBA but in that on 
fatigue analysis, and there two different calculation procedures are defined, depending upon whether the 
principal stress directions change or not from one extreme load condition to the other. In EN13445-3, only one 
calculation procedure is given: the most general one, which covers all cases. 

• total stress, elementary stresses, decomposition of stresses: 
These sub-clauses describe in which way the membrane, bending, linear and non-linear parts of the stresses have 
to be determined from the stresses obtained by elastic calculations. For this, Annex C defines: 

− the supporting line segment  

− the system of axes attached to it, in which the elementary stresses (i.e. the stress components) are expressed. 

Figures are given to illustrate the notion of supporting line segment and of stress decomposition into parts. 

Each stress part is given a precise mathematical definition, in the form of an integral of the stress distribution 
through the thickness. The linearisation method used in Annex C asks for linearisation of all stress components, 
regardless of their type (normal stress or shear) or their direction with respect to the vessel wall. Other types of 
linearisation have been proposed in the literature, where the shear stresses and the direct stress normal to the wall 
are treated differently. That of Annex C is not better than the others, but has the advantage to be simple. 
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In addition to the linearisation problem, the problem of giving a non ambiguous definition of the supporting line 
segment is also a problem not well solved in Annex C, just like in all other similar rules. Annex C defines the 
supporting line as "the smallest segment joining the two sides of the wall" and states that "outside the gross 
structural discontinuities, the supporting line segment is normal to the wall mean surface". In fact, these two 
definitions do not always coincide. 

Linearisation and selection of appropriate supporting line segments must be seen as weak points of the method. 
The problem is particularly complex when the structure has no rotational symmetry and/or when stresses are 
calculated using solid finite element models. These problems have generated a number of studies and some 
practical recommendations have been published, but with limited practical guidance. An interesting review and 
discussion of all these matters can be found in chapter 2 of the "DBA Manual" [6] the European Commission 
published to make available the results of the European research project "DBA" undertaken in parallel with the 
work of CEN when preparing EN13445. 

One can imagine that more hints should probably have been given in Annex C for a proper selection of the 
supporting line segment in gross structural discontinuities, despite no rigorous answer can be proposed. Here 
experience and expertise really help for making reasonable choices. 

To finish with decomposition of the stresses, let us add that a figure (C-3) has been placed especially to prevent 
users from making confusion between wall bending and global bending of a whole component, the latter 
resulting in negligible wall bending. 

• requirements relating to the methods for determining stresses: 
This sub-clause is intended to give some guidance about selection of appropriate models for performing stress 
calculations to be used in the frame of Annex C. 

C.5 Classification of stresses 

• stress classification table: 
As in all other codes, the general definitions which are given for the various stress categories are completed by a 
classification table (Table C-2, reproduced herein) that gives the correct interpretation which must be made of 
these general definitions, for a set of vessel locations/load cases which covers most of the usual vessel details 
and loading. 

This table has been built on a logic different from that which is behind the well known ASME table. 

The ASME table lists those types of stress that have to be considered for a given component and location, 
depending on the load source, and allocate to them the stress category which has to be used. Doing so, not all 
possible types of stress are mentioned for the different cases (component + location), and not all load sources are 
always taken into account. In addition, the types of stress used are sometimes confusing. As an example, this is 
the case for the ASME stress classification for nozzles, in which two different types of "bending" stresses are 
considered: wall bending (for the location "nozzle wall") and global component bending (for the location "cross 
section perpendicular to nozzle axis"). 

The EN13445-3 logic is to present a stress classification which, at each considered location, systematically 
associates a stress category to both membrane and bending parts of the stress, as resulting from the general 
decomposition scheme given in the rules (C.4.4) and as obtained from finite element calculations (either readily 
from shell/plate models, or through the linearisation procedure if solid elements are used). With that 
presentation, users always know how to do with those two stress parts. 

This table assigns categories only for membrane and bending stresses. It has been considered, as a rule, that the 
peak stress is always the non-linear part of the stress distribution, and never needs to be taken into account, 
because having an influence only on fatigue behaviour (not covered by Annex C). 

• stress categories assignments specific to EN13445-3 (and to CODAP as well): 
In the classification table C-2, it can be seen that a stress classification has been proposed for cases which are not 
considered in the ASME table. The added cases concern: 

− stresses due to external local loads (in all vessel regions, far from discontinuities or not), 

− stresses in plane walls (not only circular flat ends), including the vicinity of openings. 

For the first case, the category proposed for the bending part of the stress is basically , for conservatism, but a 
note states that Q  is also permitted, provided the local plastic deformation that may result from using that 

bP

b
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category is acceptable for the service of the vessel. This leaves some flexibility to the user, allowing him to 
decide for a more economical design, when possible. 

The second case is one for which the classification to be proposed is not obvious at all, particularly at the vicinity 
of edges. At edges of plane walls, bending stresses due to pressure have been classified as Q  (while bending 
stresses due to external loads are classified 

b

bP (3) as in all other vessel discontinuities, with a possible change for 
 as explained just before). This is based on the following reasoning: bQ

−  for circular flat ends, which are usually much thicker than the connected shell, the bending stress at edge is 
always lower than that at centre, and then cannot govern the end thickness; so classifying it as  is not a 
problem. What matters is the classification assigned to the bending stress at the end of the connected 
cylindrical shell: if classified as Q , yielding of the end-to-shell junction is possible; when it occurs, it would 
tend to increase the bending stress at the centre of the end above the value obtained from the elastic stress 
calculations, and then would render the evaluation of  non conservative at that point

bQ

b

bP (4). Despite this 
difficulty, the classification of bending stresses into category Q  at edge can be considered as acceptable. An 
estimate of the possible effect of that choice can be got by studying the two extreme boundary conditions that 
may exist at the end-to-shell junction:  

b

• for built-in conditions (shell thickness > end thickness): the criterion fP 5,1b ≤  at centre leads to an 
under-thickness of ≈ 4,5% compared to the limit load criterion with a safety factor of 1,5; the criterion 

 at edge does not govern. fQP 3≤+

• for simply supported conditions (no connected shell): the criterion fP 5,1b ≤  at centre leads to an over-
thickness of ≈ 11% compared to the limit load criterion with same safety factor. 

Since the true boundary conditions are in most case closer to simply support edge than to built-in edge, it can 
be assumed that the design resulting from the classification proposed is correct. It is only when the shell 
thickness is close to that of the flat end that this classification could result in some (very limited) under-
conservatism. 

− for rectangular vessel walls, where the thickness of all sides is generally similar, classifying the edge bending 
stresses as  leads to producing plastic bending deformation along the edges. As a result, the shape of the 
cross section of the vessel is modified in such a way that second order geometrical effects become 
significant: the plastic deformation at edges induces a curvature of the walls, which allows them to develop 
some membrane resistance in addition to their initial bending resistance. This effect has been studied (see e.g. 
[7]) and the conclusions driven tend to justify that a less conservative classification than  can be proposed 
in practice for these cases. 

bQ

bP

Even if questionable on some aspects, these proposals for stress classification in flat walls were considered as 
acceptable. 

In fact, the difficulty comes mainly from the different behaviour bending stresses exhibit in plates and shells: in 
shells, the bending stresses which occur at component discontinuities (junctions, openings) are produced by 
discontinuity forces and moments and they naturally vanish when increasing the distance from the discontinuity, 
whereas in plates the bending stresses which occur at edges and gross discontinuities like openings always 
correspond to bending moments which propagate over the whole plate. So the DBA classification concepts are 
better adapted to shell structures than to plate structures. 

C.6 Stress analysis procedure 

This sub-clause describes step by step the sequence of successive operations the user must follow when applying 
Annex C. It has been written with the aim to be as clear and comprehensive as possible, in order to avoid 
misapplication of the method. 

                                                           
(3) For that case, table C-2 presently indicates Q . This is an editing mistake, which should be corrected b
(4) In the ASME code, note [2] in the classification Table 4-120.1 relates to this problem. But since it is attached to the case 

"Flat end − Junction to shell", the bending stress concerned may be understood as that in the end instead of that in the 
shell. This is misleading. 
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C.7 Assessment criteria 

The assessment criteria of Annex C are those given in all DBA rules based on stress categories. The limits on 
, ,  and  are of course the same as in all these rules. Note that the limit on 

 is 3 , with no possibility for using the alternative value  permitted in the ASME code when 

the material has a 

mP
Pm

LP
Pb

bm PP +
Q f

QPP ++ bm
++ tRp/2

mp RR  ratio lower than 0,7. Apart from this, what is different and particular to Annex C is: 

− the temperature at which the nominal design stress  shall be taken for assessment of the primary + 
secondary stress range; this temperature is not the mean temperature of the cycle, but a weighted average 
temperature t  defined by: 

f

*

   minmax 25,00,75  * ttt +=

−  the criterion for prevention of the risk of brittle fracture attached to tri-axial stress states is: 

    , ( ) tRp/321 ;;max ≤σσσ

and shall apply when the smallest tensile principal stress exceeds half the highest principal tensile stress. 

This criterion has been taken from AD-Merkblatt S4 [8]. It is different from the ASME one, which is limitation 

of the hydrostatic component of the stress 
3

321 σσσ ++
 to the maximum value m3

4 S . 

In addition, it is worth noticing that for assessment of local primary membrane stresses, a detailed explanation is 
given (through figure C-4) to describe how the extent of a primary membrane stress region shall be measured 
when the two sides of the vessel discontinuity have got different shell radius (  and ) and different 

thickness (  and ). The principle is that this extent is not limited by fixed distances (like 
1R 2R

1e 2e 11 eR ⋅  and 

22 eR ⋅  on each side), but only by its total allowable length 
2

2211 eReR ⋅+⋅
. This gives more flexibility to 

the rule. 

The possibility of using the so-called simplified elastic-plastic analysis also exists in EN13445-3, under the same 
conditions as in all similar code rules. Yet the plasticity correction to be applied in conjunction with this analysis 
is not defined in Annex C, but in clause 18 on detailed assessment of fatigue life. Two corrections factors are 
defined:  applicable to stresses of mechanical origin, and  applicable to thermal stresses. The latter plays 
the same role as the Poisson's ratio correction required in the ASME code when plastic analysis is chosen. The 
former is different from that of ASME and gives less conservative values (see paper on clause 18). 

eK νK

Simplified elastic-plastic analysis is the only alternative to the fulfilment of the normal assessment criteria which 
is detailed in Annex C. For users who would like to deviate from these criteria by using plastic or limit load 
analysis, the logic of EN13445-3 would normally be to skip to Annex B "Design by Analysis − Direct route". 
However application of Annex B is not strictly required. Annex C only states that the alternative method used 
shall prove the same safety margin against gross plastic deformation and progressive deformation as required in 
Annex B. 

Lastly, the rules for prevention of thermal stress ratchet given in Annex C are those commonly known. 

CE Future developments 
For the need of the additional rules which are under study in CEN/TC54 to extend the scope of EN13445 to the 
creep domain, design criteria for assessment of creep behaviour using stress categorisation are in preparation. 
They will complete Annex C in the near future. 

May we foresee other improvements or complements to the stress categorisation approach? For the majority of 
the CEN/TC54 experts who are in charge of the evolution of EN13445-3, further development of that approach 
is not a priority. Two main reasons can explain this position: 

− firstly, nobody is expecting solid improvements of the method. The fact that no significant change has been 
brought to its practical rules since they were first proposed tends to confirm this point of view. In any case, if 
progress can still be made, it could only result from important research programmes. This is outside the goal 
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of normal standardisation work, which can only establish rules of industrial practice using up-to-date but 
available technical knowledge. 

− secondly, all experts are convinced that the highest potential for innovation and possible progress in direction 
of more advanced design rules lies in the DBA−Direct route of Annex B, even for deriving revised DBF 
solutions. 

Then it can be anticipated that Annex C will not be given particular interest in the near future. This tool was 
necessary in EN13445-3, because world-wide known and applied. It is a useful tool having some limits and 
should be used within these limits. 
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Annex D Verification of the shape of vessels subject to external pressure 

No comment. 

Annex E Procedure for calculating the departure from the true circle of 
cylinders and cones 

No comment 

Annex F Allowable external pressure for vessels outside circularity 
tolerance 

The method leads to Pq, a theoretical lower bound of the collapse pressure. Equation (F-1) merely provides a 
smooth transition with the rules in clause 8: 

( ) a
max

qaqra
 , P

w
RPPPP ≤−+=

0050  (F-1) 
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Annex G Alternative design rules for flanges and gasketed flange 
connections 

GA  Introduction 
Since more than sixty years the traditional calculations of flange connections are based on estimated required 
gasket forces for assemblage and working conditions; and it is assumed that the actual forces are equal the 
required forces (c.g. AD-Merkblatt B8, ASME VIII, PD 5500 and EN13445-3, Clause 11). 

Already in 1951 in [1] it was stated " ... that the actual conditions existing in a bolted joint will be considerably 
different from those assumed ... "; but there was not detected a consequence of this knowledge in an official 
flange calculation method. Similar knowledge was found in [2]; however the planned norms was realised for 
several parts of vessels, but not for flange connections. 

The works [4] to [8] consider both essentials for the calculation of flange connections: 

(1) The actual forces shall be not greater than the allowable forces (usual strength calculation). 

(2) The actual forces shall bc not less than the required forces (required for leak tightness). 

Both conditions may bc written as the following general condition for bolted connections: 

Required forces  ≤  Actual forces  ≤  Allowable forces  (GA-1) 

The required forces are determined for no loss of contact (force greater equal zero) or for a minimum gasket 
pressure necessary for tightness. 

The actual forces may be calculated under the assumption of elastic deformations between assemblage and 
subsequent load cases, where only the assemblage condition may be assumed. 

The allowable forces in all cases are limited by an assumed safety against the limit load, where the limit load 
should be calculated for ductile materials of flanges and bolts. 

These principles were applied in the calculation methods [4], [6], [8] with convincing success: At no of the so 
designed (and correspondingly manufactured) flange connections untightness occur. For some cases of 
untightness at existing flange connections (designed anyhow) the calculation methods show possible reasons for 
the untightness, and these reasons was justified in practice. (An example for the latter was a heat exchanger, 
designed for ca. 40 bar and ca. 400 °C according to AD-Merkblatt. Calculation with [8] shows it should be tight, 
although some times it was untight: The flange to gasket surfaces was not correct flat. After re-machining these 
surfaces was flat enough and since this time the untightness is removed.) 

NOTE: The methods [4], [6], [8] do not include modern tightness parameters. Its tightness criterions are no other 
than e.g. in DIN 2505 [3]. Untightness there is e.g. an acoustic or optic phenomenon. 

GB Elasticity of flange connections 

GB-1 Axisymmetric shell 

The most flanges are ring like parts welded to an axisymmetric shell. The shell may be cylindrical, conical 
or spherical. Figure GB-1 shows such a system. 
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Figure GB-1 Flange ring and shell 

Coordinates are u (meridional), v (circumferential) and w (normal to the middle surface) or r (radius) and z 

(axial distance) respectively. 

U, V, W are displacements corresponding to u, v, w. Θ = W' = dW/du is an inclination. 

Forces per length unit are Nuu, Su and Nvv; Moments per length unit Muu and Mvv. 

Values at the end of the shell are designated by a subscript S (shell). (In the case of SS - to avoid negative 

signs - the direction is assumed opposite to Su .) 

Geometry: 

ϕsin/ −==′ dudrr ;     ϕcos/ +==′ dudzz  (GB.1-1) 
ϕdrdu K ⋅=        rK = const . (GB.1-2) 

Equilibrium conditions:  

( ) 0/sin =⋅+⋅+′⋅ Kuvvuu rSrNNr ϕ  (GB.1-3) 

( ) 0/cos =⋅+⋅−⋅−′⋅ rPrNrNSr Kuuvvu ϕ   (GB.1-4) 

( ) 0sin =⋅−⋅+′⋅ uvvuu SrMMr ϕ  (GB.1-5) 
Elastic relations: 
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( )[ ] ( )21//cos/1/sin' νϕνϕν −⋅⋅⋅+⋅+⋅⋅−+= SSKuu eErrWrUUN   (GB.1-6) 

( )[ ] ( )21//cos//sin' νϕνϕν −⋅⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅+= SSKvv eErrWrUUN  (GB.1-7) 

[ ] ( )[ ]23 112//sin νϕν −⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅′+′′−= SSuu eErWWM  (GB.1-8) 

[ ] ( )[ ]23 112//sin νϕ −⋅⋅⋅⋅′+⋅′′−= SSvv eErWvWM  (GB.1-9) 
From equations (GB.1-5, -8, -9) the shear force is: 

( )( )[ ] ( )[ ]2322 112//sin/cos/sin νϕϕνϕ −⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅′+⋅′′+′′′−= SSKu eErrrWrWWS  (GB.1-10) 
From the given equations are derived two differential equations for the displacements U and W. These are solved 
approximately with the following general result: 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )SSSS luluAluAluAAU /exp/sin/cos/ 3210 −⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+=  (GB.1-11) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )SSSS luluCluCluCCW /exp/sin/cos/ 3210 −⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+=  (GB.1-12) 

( )[ ]
4/1

22

22

cos112
4













⋅−

⋅
=

ϕν
S

S
erl ( SSrr )ϕϕ ≈≈ ;  (GB.1-13) 

With the given deformations WS and ΘS at the boundary u = 0 (r=rS; boundary conditions), and writing 
r=rS=dS/2, the following results were found: 

 ( ) ( )[ ] 222
2010 /cos22 SSSSSSSSS deElklkWWS ϕΘΘ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅−+⋅⋅−=   (GB.1-14) 

( ) ( )[ ] 223
30

2
20 /cos2 SSSSSSSSS deElklkWWM ϕΘΘ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅−+⋅⋅−=   (GB.1-15) 

( ) ( )
S

SRSSS
S

dFFSN
ϕ

πϕ
cos

/sin ⋅++⋅
=  (GB.1-16) 

4
2 π

⋅⋅= SS dPF  (preliminary abbreviation)  (GB.1-17) 

S

SSS

SSS

RS dT
eE

kFkFW
ϕ

∆α
ϕπ cos2cos2
64

0
⋅⋅

+
⋅⋅⋅

⋅+⋅
=  (GB.1-18) 

SSSS

RS

leE
kFkF

ϕπ
Θ 2

75
0

cos⋅⋅⋅⋅

⋅+⋅
=  (GB.1-19) 

The additional coefficients k1 to k7 and the value Θ0 are included to facilitate numerical comparison with the 
analytical solution, for which: 

k1 = k2 = k3=1;   k5 = k7 = 0;   (Θ =0)  (GB.1-20) 0
( )k4 = 1+ k6;    2

cos/
6

SKS rrk ϕν ⋅+
−=  (GB.1-21) 

GB-2 Conical hub with cylindrical shell  

The elastic stiffness of the system sketched in Figure GB-2 has been calculated numerical. (Computer program 
ROSCHA, TU Dresden).  
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GB-2 Conical hub with cylindrical shell 

For simplicity it was assumed that the system could be represented by an equivalent cylindrical shell as follows: 

e1 = eE= e2;            rE = r0+eE/2 
From equations (GB.1-14,-15) with cosϕS = 1 and W0 = 0, Θ0 = 0 it follows: 

[ ] [ ] 2
2

222
1

12
1221122

2
2

2
2

E

E
SEES

r
eEllW

r
eElklkWS ⋅⋅⋅+⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅= ΘΘ  (GB.2-1) 

[ ] [ ] 2
3

2
2

22
1

13
132

2
122

22 E

E
SEESS

r
eEllW

r
eElklkWM ⋅⋅⋅+⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅= ΘΘ  (GB.2-2) 

( )
4/1

2

2
1

2
1

1
112

4













−

⋅
=

ν
erl            ( )

4/1

2

22

112
4













−

⋅
=

ν
EE

E
erl     (GB.2-3) 

Calculations were performed for the following values: 

d1/e1=10 … 1000;                   .0,6;0,4;0,3;0,2;5,1
1

2 ==
e
eβ  

ν=0,30;                                   .40,4;20,2;10,1;55,0
2 11

=
⋅

=
er

lHχ  

From the results the factors k1, k2, k3 are obtained. 

Then by comparison of the coefficients in equations (GB.2-1, -2) it follows: 

3/2
1

11
k

r
r

e
e EE = ;        2/1

2

2/1

11
k

r
r

e
e EE









= ;       5/2

3

5/1

11
k

r
r

e
e EE









=  (GB.2-4) 

Each set of parameters gives three different results for eE/e1. However the differences are not large and therefore 
neglected. All results are fitted approximately by the following formula: 

( )
χβ

χβ
+

−+=
3/

11
1e

eE  (GB.2-5) 

For β = 1 and for χ = 0 this formula gives 1
1

=
e
eE ; for ∞⇒χ β=

1e
eE , all as required. 

The effective diameter dE is limited as follows: 

{ EEE eedeedd −++−= 2211max, ;min }
}

 (GB.2-6a) 
{ EEE eedeedd +−−+= 2211min, ;min  (GB.2-6b) 

For all cases shall be used the mean value: 
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2
min;max; EE

E
dd

d
+

=  (GB.2-7) 

This may be shown to be exact for cylindrical inner surface, cylindrical outer surface and cylindrical middle 
surface also. 

GB-3 Flange ring without shell 

For simplicity is assumed that the radial section of the flange ring remains undeformed. Its total radial 
displacement UF and rotation ΘF (Figure GB-1) cause a tangential stress vvσ with a resultant force and a resultant 
moment in the radial section as follows: 

( ) ( )FSFFFFFSFvv xrEzTarU +⋅⋅−⋅⋅−= /Θ∆σ  (GB.3-1) 

( ) FFFFFFFFFSFvvF rBErAETarUdAR // ⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅⋅−+=⋅+= ∫∫ Θ∆σ  (GB.3-2) 

( ) FFFFFFFFFSFFvvF rCErBETarUdAzM // ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅−−=⋅−= ∫∫ Θ∆σ  (GB.3-3) 

∫∫ +
= dA

xrr
A

FSF

F 1  (GB.3-4a) 

∫∫ +
= dA

xr
z

r
B

FS

F

F

F  (GB.3-4b) 

∫∫ +
= dA

xr
z

r
C

FS

F

F

F
2

 (GB.3-4c) 

Equilibrium conditions ring: 

( ) ( ) FFSSSSSF dzzrPrSNR ∫⋅++−= ϕϕ cossin  (GB.3-5) 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }FFFeG
G

SSHSSSSSF dzzzrrdrrrPhFrMhrSNM ⋅−⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅⋅−+= ∫∫ 32
sincos

π
ϕϕ  

 (GB.3-6) 

Integration regions: PF ez ≤≤0 ; 
22

0 Gedrd
≤≤ . 

Equilibrium conditions shell: 

( ) ( )
8
cos

2
sincos

2
sSSR

SSSSS
edPFrSN ϕ

π
ϕϕ −

+=−  (GB.3-7) 

Using 

4
2 π

⋅⋅= GeQ dPF  (GB.3-8) 

the following equations are found (with minor simplifications): 

( )
2

cossin
2

S
SSSS

P
PF

dSNdePR ϕϕ +−⋅⋅+=  (GB.3-9) 

( )
22
S

S
PHQHRGG

F
dM

hhFhFhF
M ⋅−

−+⋅+⋅
+=

π
 (GB.3-10) 

For a flange ring with rectangular cross section the following holds (with 
2
F

FS
dx ≈+r ): 

( ) FFQPFF ebeebA ⋅=+=  (GB.3-11a) 

( )
2
21

2
2

22 λ−
⋅⋅=

−
= FF

QP
FF eb

ee
bB  (GB.3-11b) 

( )
3

331
3

2
3

33 λλ +−
⋅⋅=

+
= FF

QP
FF eb

ee
bC  (GB.3-11c) 

QPF eee += ;                 
P

Q

e
e

=λ  (GB.3-12) 
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Within the flange width bF the bolt holes are subtracted partially by 

B
e p

ddd 5
55 = ;                  

B
B n

dp 3⋅
=

π  (GB.3-13) 

This is based on a proposal in DIN 2505 in 1972 [3]. It is exact in both extreme cases 05 ⇒
Bp

d and 0,15 ⇒
Bp

d ; 

therefore it is assumed general. 

The effective bolt circle diameter d3e<d3 takes account of the difference between chord and arc in the calculation 
of lever arms. A simple geometric estimation gives: 











−= 233

21
B

e
n

dd  (GB.3-14) 

GB-4 Flange ring connected to shell 

To connect flange ring and shell the following conditions are to be realized (Figure GB-1): 

S

F
S

UW
ϕcos

= ;                      FS ΘΘ =  (GB.4-1) 

Equations (GB.3-2,-3,-9,-10) and (GB.1-14,-15,-16) then gives two equations for UF and ΘF. Their solution for 
ΘF (UF later is not required) is: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }
F

F
FFSSSSSSRHRQPHQGGF E

ZTaTaherEhhFhhhFhF ⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅++⋅++−⋅+⋅= ∆∆πΘ  

 (GB.4-2) 
In the method Annex J (with respect to the equivalent cylindrical shell, see GB-2) is simplified: 

FFSS TaTa ∆∆ ⋅=⋅              and                 ES=EF 

(These simplifications in a future edition should be waived.) Note that the parameters hQ and hR (defined in the 
method) contain some effects of deformation without a moment on the flange ring.  

The simplified equation (GB.4-2) is presented also in the method (equation (G.8-16)). It is basically for the 
calculation of forces in the different load cases. For a flat closure (blank flange, plate with flange ring) an equal 
equation may be derived, where only some parameters are different (given in the method). 

A loose flange and its stub or collar may be calculated also with the same equation, again with slightly different 
parameters only. For the loose flange the equation is more simple: 

{ } FFLBL EZhF /⋅⋅=Θ  (GB.4-3) 

GB-5 Elastic stiffness of bolts 

The axial elastic elongation of the bolts shall be: 

B

BB
B E

XFU ⋅
=  (GB.5-1) 

Here is (see Figure G.3-2): 

BBBe

e

Bs

s
B ndd

l
d
lX

⋅
⋅













++=
π

48,0

0
22  (GB.5-2) 

The last term in the brackets is an approximation for the elastic deformation of the two nuts or one nut and bolt 
head. 

GB-6 Elastic stiffness of the gasket 

The axial elastic diminution of the thickness of the gasket shall be: 

G

G
GG E

XFU ⋅=  (GB.6-1) 

Here as an approximation was found: 
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( ) ( )
2/

2//

GGe

GGtGtG
G eb

ebAeX
+

+⋅
=  (GB.6-2) 

The last factor is based on the assumption that the axial compressed width of the gasket is linear increased (with 
an angle of 45°) from the effective width bGe maximum up to the theoretical width bGt. 

The possible creep of the gasket is approximately taken into account by a "creep factor" gC, using EG ⋅ gc instead 
of EG . Always EG = Eo + K1 · Q is the unloading modulus of the gasket after being taken to pressure load Q. 
(This is for unloading of the gasket after assemblage is typical for flange connections.) 

GB-7 Elastic deformation of the whole flange connection 

In the assembly condition all parts of the flange connection are coupled by internal forces (assembly bolt load). 
For no loss of contact is allowed in all subsequent load conditions the following geometric relation must be hold 
(see Figure G.3-1 and Figure GB-1): 

[ ] [ ]{ }( )
[ ] [ ]{ }( )021

021

≠

=

+++⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅

=++⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅

IIGBFlangeLLGFFlangeLLGF

IGBFlangeLLGFFlangeLLGF

UUUhhhh

UUhhhh

∆ΘΘΘΘ

ΘΘΘΘ
 (GB.7-1) 

(For integral flanges and for blank flanges is 0=⋅ LL hΘ .)  

The equations for ΘF and ΘL (given above) and the global equilibrium condition for all load cases (all I) 

RQGB FFFF ++=  (GB.7-2) 
then give: 

)()()()()()()()0()0()0()0()0()0( IIRIRIQIQIGIGRRQQGG UYFYFYFYFYFYF ∆+⋅+⋅+⋅=⋅+⋅+⋅  
 (GB.7-3) 

This is the fundamental equation relating force changes in the flange connection.  

The flexibility parameters YG, YQ, YR are positive; they (and ∆UI,) are defined in Annex G. (Slightely deviating 
from Annex G here the load condition identifier I (or 0) is written in brackets. This seems to be more clear and it 
announces that this information may be waived - as done in G.7.)  

In general is FQ(0) = 0 (no fluid pressure in assemblage). If preliminary all loads additional to the fluid pressure 
are ignored (FR(0) = FR(I) = 0 and ∆U(I) = 0) then it follows (assume FQ(I) > 0 for P(I) > 0): 

)0()0( GB FF = ;    (GB.7-4) )()()()()0()0( IQIQIGIGGG YFYFYF ⋅+⋅=⋅

This equation shows, that with an increasing internal fluid pressure the gasket force always decreases. 

For traditional flange connections in general is > and Y > . Then it follows: Hh Gh )(IQ ( ) ( )0GIG YY ≈

( ) ( ) 









−⋅+⋅=+=

)(

)(
)(

)(

)0(
0)()( 1

IG

IQ
IQ

IG

G
GIQIGIB Y

Y
F

Y
Y

FFFF <  (GB.7-5) ( )0BF

In these cases with an increasing internal fluid pressure the bolt load also decreases. (This is not general, but 
often so.) 

If (to ensure leak tightness) the required gasket force in a subsequent condition FG(I) is known, then from the 
general equation (GB.7-3) follows a required gasket force in the assembly condition: 

( ) ( )
)0(

)(00)()()()()()(
)0(

G

IRRIRIRIQIQIGIG
G Y

UYFYFYFYF
F

∆+⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅
≥  (GB.7-6) 

(Here is included the usual presupposition FQ(0)=0.) This corresponds to equation (G.6-10).  

Annex G, equation (G.6-9) defines the required force FG(I) by the maximum of two values. The first represents 
the tightness at the gasket, the second is to avoid loss of contact at the bolts. (The bolt load theoretical 
could be FB(I) < 0 for cases with negative fluid pressure and/or external load.) 
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GC Limit loads of flange connections 

GC-1 Axisymmetric shell 

Description and figure see Annex GB-1. Only different is the following task: instead of the elastic deformation 
now shall be calculated the load carrying capacity, which is given by the limit load. 

Dimensionless forces and moment are used as follows: 

( )SS

uu
uu ef

Nn
⋅

= ;   ( )SS

vv
vv ef

Nn
⋅

= ;   ( )SS

u
u ef

Ss
⋅

= ; (GC.1-la) 

( )24
SS

uu
uu

ef
Mm

⋅
= ;   ( )24

SS

vv
vv

ef
Mm

⋅
= ; (GC.1-lb) 

As in EN13445-3 defined here fS is the nominal design stress of the shell, used for allowable loads instead of the 
yield stress for the real limit loads. 

If the fluid pressure is small (P/fs « 1) the following limit load condition shall be fulfilled for all sections in all 
axisymmetric shells. (It is based on the Mises criterion): 

( )[ ] ( ) ( ) 0
4
331 2222222 ≥+⋅−−⋅−⋅+++⋅−−= vvvvuuuuuuvvvvuuuvvvvuuuu mmmmnmnmsnnnnψ  (GC.1-2) 

To write the equilibrium conditions equation (GB.1-3 to -5) for the dimensionless forces and moments equation 
(GC.1-la, -lb) the following dimensionless coordinate and modified notation is used: 

( ) 2/1
SS er

u
⋅

=ξ ; 
Sr
r

=ρ ;  
Sk

S
r

r
ϕ

κ
cos⋅

=  (GC.1-3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2/1// SS erdddud ⋅⋅′==→=′ ° ξ  (GC.1-4) 
Equations (GB.1-3 to -5) now become: 

( ) ( ) 0cossin =⋅⋅⋅+⋅+⋅⋅ °
Suvvuu snnw ϕκρϕρ  (GC.1-5) 

( ) ( ) 0coscos =⋅+⋅⋅⋅−⋅−⋅⋅ °

SS
Suuvvu e

r
f
Pnnsw ϕκρϕρ  (GC.1-6) 

( ) ( ) 04sin 2 =⋅⋅−⋅+⋅⋅ ° wsmmw uvvuu ρϕρ  (GC.1-7) 

The parameter indicates which terms are important.  
S

S
e
rw =

With these equations nuu, nvv and su can be expressed by muu and mvv (including derivatives). For the shell is not 
very flat (sinϕ/w « 1 is negligible) and the plastic zone is small ( 1≈ρ  and Sϕϕ ≈ ) were found the following 
approximations: 

R
Q

uun δ
δ

+=
2

 (GC.1-8) 

S

uu
uuQvv

mnn
ϕ

κδ
cos4

°°
+⋅−=  (GC.1-9) 

The here used loading parameters correspond to Annex G, equations (G.7-10, -11): 

SSS

S
Q ef

rP
ϕ

δ
cos⋅⋅

⋅
= ;  

SSSS

R
R erf

F
ϕπ

δ
cos2 ⋅⋅⋅

=  (GC.1-10) 

Equations (GC.1-8, -9) are based on the equilibrium conditions and they do not include mvv. 

For such case this value may be determined by optimisation of the limit load condition equation (GC.1-2): 

( )
( ) 22/32
2/310

uu

vvuu
uuvv

vv n
nnmm

m ⋅−

⋅⋅−
⋅=→=

∂
∂Ψ  (GC.1-11) 

Substitution of this mvv into equation (GC.1-2) and neglecting su gives the following limit load condition: 
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([ 2222 1
4
31

3
4

vvvvuuuuuuuu nnnnnm +⋅−−⋅





 −⋅≤ )]  (GC.1-12) 

Solving equation (GC.1-12) for nvv and equating equation (GC.1-9) gives a differential equation for 
(depending on  and ) which despite its complicated form can be integrated analytical with the 

following result (j = ±1 is determined later): 

°°
uum 2

uum 2
uun

( ) ( )[ ] .
4
31

3
4cos8 ***

3
22

constmnmfjnm uuSuu +⋅−⋅⋅





 −=° ϕ  ( GC.1-13) 

2
*

4
314

3

uu

uu

n

mm
−

=

( )

 (GC.1-14a) 

2
*

4
31

2/1

uu

uuQ

n

n
n

−

+−
=

κδ
 (GC.1-14b) 

( ) ( ) 



 −+= 2

**** 1arcsin
2
1 mmmmf  (GC.1-14c) 

( ) 2
*

*

* 1 m
m
mf

−=
∂

∂  (GC.1-14d) 

Equation (GC.1-7) with the mentioned simplifications gives 

( ) ( )
S

S
uuu e

rsm ⋅⋅=° 22
16  (GC.1-15) 

Equations (GC.1-13, -15) give the shear force su, as a implicite function of the coordinate ξ. The plastic 

zone may have the following boundaries: 

0=ξ :   ;    (GC.1-16a) Smmm *0** == Suu sss −== 0

1ξξ = :    m ;     (GC.1-16b) 1** m= 01 == uu ss

The value su0 shall be maximum. The unknown value m*1 is determined from 
( ) 0

1*

2
0 =

∂
∂

m
su , giving: 

01 *
2
1* =+−⋅− nmj ;   2

*11* 1 nkm −⋅= ;   11 ±=k  (GC.1-17) 
Then for the changed direction sS = -su0 (see figure GB-1) and with js = sign(sS) it was found: 

MM
SS

S
S ck

ef
Mm ⋅=
⋅

= 2
4 ;     (GC.1-18) 11 +≤≤− Mk

( )MSSMS
S

S
S

SS

S
S kjcc

d
ej

ef

Ss ⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅=
⋅

= 1cosϕ  (GC.1-19) 

The variable kM (-1 ≤ kM ≤ +1) is defined by 2
**0* 1 nkmm MS −== . The factor cM then follows immediately from 

the above formulae; cS is found after some simplifications. 

It is used κ = 0 for conical and cylindrical shell; κ = 1 for spherical shell. 

(For more details may be asked the CEN REPORT [9] to EN 1591-1.) 

GC-2 Cortical hub with cylindrical shell 

To obtain an equivalent cylindrical shell thickness eD such that its limit load is equal to the real shell e1 with hub 
e2, 1H, the system in Figure GB-2 is analysed.  

For very small hub length 
11

1
ed

H
⋅

=χ « 1 based on the foregoing was found the following: 
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χ33,21
1

+≈
e
eD  (GC.2-1) 

For median hub length a numerical procedure gave some results as follows: 

1

2

1 m
m

e
eD = ;     

3
2

1

2

1








=

s
s

e
eD  (GC.2-2) 

For very large hub length the asymptotic result is known: 

β==
1

2

1 e
e

e
eD  (GC.2-3) 

All these results finally are represented by the following approximation (similar equation (GB.2-5)): 

( )
( )[ ] 4/1441 3/

11
χβ

χβ

+

⋅−
+=

e
eE  (GC.2-4) 

GC-3 Flange ring without shell 

The ring to be calculated is shown in Figure GB-1; it is assumed to have a rectangular cross section. Its 
allowable design stress is fF, and the assumed stress distribution is as follows: 

Fvv f±=σ    for    (GC.3-1a) 0zze FQ ≤≤−

Fvv fm=σ    for    PF ezz +≤≤0  (GC.3-1b) 
The coordinate for the sign change  zF = z0 is yet unknown. 

The resultant force and the resultant moment in the rectangular radial section are as follows: 

(∫∫ −+⋅⋅±=+= PQFFvvF eezbfdAR 02σ ) (GC.3-2) 

( )[ ]∫∫ −+⋅⋅±=⋅−= 2
0

22 2/ zeebfdAzM PQFFFvvF σ  (GC.3-3) 
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⋅
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=  (GC.3-4) 
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FF
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FFF
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R

ee
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Ree
bfM m  (GC.3-5) 

With and a sign variable FPQ eee =+ 1±=mj this gives the limit load condition for the ring: 
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2 ≤
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e
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ebf
Mj  (GC.3-6) 

The actual loadings are given in equations (GB.3-7,-9,-10) and may be written as follows: 

( )












⋅+⋅










 ⋅−⋅
+−⋅⋅+=

S

S
SS

SSSRP
PF

dSedPFdePR
ϕ

ϕ
ϕ

π cos
tan

8
cos

22

2
 (GC.3-7) 

( )
22
S

S
PHQHRGG

F
dM

hhFhFhF
M ⋅−

−⋅+⋅+⋅
+=

π
 (GC.3-8) 

GC-4 Flange ring connected to shell 

Equations (GC.1-18,-19) give: 

( ) MMSSS ckefM ⋅⋅⋅= 4/2 ;   11 +≤≤− Mk  (GC.4-1) 
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( ) ( )MSSMS
S

S
SSSSS kjcc

d
ekjefS ⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= 1cosϕ  (GC.4-2) 

Here is introduced a new factor kS ( 0 1≤≤ Sk ). This is for equation (GC.1-19) calculates the maximum or 
minimum possible shear force in the shell, but equation (GC.4-2) represents the actual force between shell and 
ring, which need not to be a maximum or minimum. 

For use of equation (GC.3-6) a new parameter Ψ is defined and with equation (GC.3-7) written as follows: 
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Equation (GC.3-6) now may be written: 
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The left side of this equation may be understand as the load and right side as the resistance. Variation of Ψ 
increasing from zero increases the resistance up to a maximum at optΨΨ = (optimum value): 









−= 12
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P
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ejΨ  (GC.4-6) 

As Ψ depends on parameters jM, jS, kM, kS, the method Annex G gives some rules to find the best values. The 
load ratio ΦF is the ratio of actual load to resistance. Since the resistance is influenced by the load, there is no 
exact proportionality in the sense  

(Permitted load) = (Actual load)/ ΦF. 
Only for ΦF = 1,0 such an equation is always true.  

For a flat flange (blank flange, plate with flange ring) comparable limit load equations are derived, where the 
influence of the shell (if it exists) is ignored. However an additional check is provided for a potentially critical 
section with a thickness eX < eF. (For integral flanges in general may be presupposed eX > e2; then such a check 
is not necessary). 

For loose flanges and their stub or collar the calculation as for integral flanges is applicable (some parameters 
correspondingly changed). An question is the actual diameter d7 for the load transfer between loose flange and 
stub or collar. For this is proposed to apply the optimum value for each load condition.  

This not agrees with the diameter d70 being applied in the calculation of forces; however the calculated forces 
may be approximations only, the load carrying capacity should be calculated as correct as possible. Especially 
for thin walled collars an possible improvement of the load carrying capacity is presented by equation (G.7-31), 
taking account of a supporting moment from the clamping on a flat gasket. 

GC-5 Limit load of bolts 

The maximum permissible tensile force of the bolts (sum for nB equal bolts) is: 

BBB AfF ⋅=  (GC.5-1) 

( ) ( ){ 2;min4/ BsBeBB ddnA ⋅⋅= π }  (GC.5-2) 

2
32 BB

Be
ddd +

=  (GC.5-3) 

The last equation represents ISO effective diameter. 

Bolt tightening by torque-wrench causes a torsion moment in the bolt. In the usual design of bolted joints 

this torsion moment is neglected. However in the discussion to EN 1591-1 and EN 13445-3, Annex G, it 

was demanded to respect this torsion moment minimum for the assemblage. This is done and explained in 

subclause G.8.4. 
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GC-6 Limit load of the gasket 

The gasket is assumed to be a plastic deformable strip (design stress fG) between two rigid planes. For eG « bG the 
stresses  and yyxx σσ = Qzz −=σ  are functions of x only, independent of y and z. The system is sketched in 
Figure GC-1.  

 

Figure GC-1 Limit load of a gasket 

Dimensionless force-values are defined as follows: 
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Qp = ;   

G
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=  (GC.6-1) 

In the given case is nyy = nXX and the limit load condition becomes: 

1≤+ pnxx ;    (GC.6-2) xxnp −≤ 1
Equilibrium condition: 
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Surface condition (Coulomb friction and Tresca shear limit): 
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First solution of equations (GC.6-3,-4): 
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This solution includes the boundary condition  . (Always is ( ) 00 ==xxxn 0≤xxn and .) It is valid for 0≥p
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Second solution of equations (GC.6-3, -4): 
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This solution is valid for 
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≥ or 
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For 20,0=Gµ the limit between both solutions is at x/eG = 2,29. Therefore for µG ≤ 0,20 the second solution occurs 
only for bG/eG > 4,5, and for µG ≤ 0,10 it occurs only for bG/eG > 16. 

The average pressure over the whole gasket width is: 

∫= pdx
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0 Gbx  (GC.6-9) 

The first solution gives: 
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 (GC.6-10) 

The linear term for µG = 0,10 gives the factor cG in Annex G. For µG < 0,50 it is always conservative. It is of practical 
importance e.g. for thin aluminium gaskets in high pressure vessels at high temperatures. 

GD Diverse special effects 

GD-1 Effective width of gaskets 

If a flat gasket with a large width is used in a connection with thin flanges (e.g. traditional piping flanges) the 
gasket pressure (compressive stress on the gasket surfaces) varies over its width; partially the gasket pressure 
may be zero, for the gasket surfaces are separated from the flange surfaces. The calculation of this effect in the 
following is shown for the assemblage condition. 

The calculated effective gasket width then is assumed to be unchanged for all subsequent load conditions. This is 
not exact but for simplicity it is assumed to be a reasonable approximation. (For this assumption full face gaskets 
are excluded.) 

(a) For a flat gasket the calculation model is shown in Figure GC-2. 
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Figure GC-2 Effective width of a flat gasket between two flanges 

Notation: bGa = contact width; bGi = interim (ideal, calculated) width; 

bGe = effective width; bGt = theoretical width; 

Q = gasket pressure = comprssive stress. 

Elastic rotation of both flanges: 
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Elastic deformation of gasket (for ): Gabx ≤≤0

( ) ( )( )
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e
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G

FF ⋅=
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= 21 ΘΘ
ε               (k = abbreviation) (GD.1-2) 
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The resultant gasket force is  

( )∫⋅⋅= dxQdF xGeG π           (  (GD.1-5) )

)

Gabx ≤≤0

acting at x = c, given by: 

( ) ( )∫∫ ⋅⋅=⋅ xdxQcdxQc xx     (GD.1-6) ( Gabx ≤≤0

From this follows step by step: 
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For «1 is  GabkK ⋅⋅1
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With , where Q is an average value, equation (GD.1-7) gives  QbdF GeGeG ⋅⋅⋅= π
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This value is required only in F(k) and connected to the (not very essential factor) K1. Therefore the only rough 

approximation QbkE Ga ≈⋅⋅0 may be accepted. Further is simplified 1
9
8

≈ . Then: 
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This is the equation for the elastic behaviour of the gasket, where ( ) ( )( )21 FF Θ+Θ  are to be substituted by equation 
(GD.1-1). For the plastic behaviour is assumed: 

( )
maxQd

F
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Ge

G
plGe ⋅⋅

=
π

 (GD.1-14) 

True elasto-plastic deformation gives an effective width greater than for pure elastic and pure plastic 
deformation; approximately:  

( ) ( ) GiplGeelGeGe bbbb =+= 22  (GD.1-15) 

The denomination bGi is used for the real effective width is limited as follows: 

{ }GtGiGe bbb ;min  (GD.1-16) 
Note that the elastic modulus EG = E0 + K1 Q it is defined and measured for unloading/reloading (see GB-6). 
Here it is used for initial loading also, because validated data for loading are missed.  

(b) For a gasket with curved surfaces (simple contact) the following was calculated: 

 For elastic deformation (Hertzian contact) the contact width and the maximum contact pressure are: 

GeG
GGa dE

rFb
⋅⋅

−
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π
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π
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2
2 132  (GD.1-17) 
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It is assumed this maximum contact pressure Qmax within the contact width bGa is equal the mean contact 
pressure Q over the effective gasket widt bGe: 
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Therefore: 
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⋅= GaGe bb  (GD.1-20) 
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⋅=  (GD.1-21) 

Finally here is simplified ( ) 61 2 ≈−νπ2  (similar to 8/9 ≈1 for flat gaskets). The plastic effects are assumed equal 
as for flat gaskets. 

GD-2 Required internal forces 

The required internal forces in flange connections are given by two general requirements: 

(1) No loss of contact at all contact surfaces in all load conditions. 

(2) Sufficient gasket pressure to prevent leakage in all load conditions. 

In all subsequent conditions both requirements are represented by the following formula (G.6-9): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }IRIQIGeIG FFQAF +−⋅= ;max minmin  (GD.2-1) 
In the assembly condition with I = 0 this formula also should be respected (although Q(0)min is under discussion), 
however it is not sufficient: 

Only by a sufficient large bolt load in assemblage the required gasket forces in the subsequent conditions can be 
guaranteed. Therefore it must be {Formulae (GB.7-6) and (G.6-10), (G.6-11)}: 
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or 

( ) ( ){ } ( )reqGGGG FFFF 0min00 ;max =≥ ∆  (GD.2-3) 

GD-3 Scatter of bolt-load in assemblage 

All bolt-tightening methods involve some degree of inaccuracy. The real bolt load in the assemblage load 
condition (after bolt-tightening) therefore more or less deviates from the intended bolt load. The deviations have 
a statistic character. The scatter-values are named by ε. They are assumed to decrease if the number of bolts 
increases. Possibly the scatter values +ε  above the nominal load are different from the scatter values −ε  below 
the nominal load.  

For a connection with nB bolts the scatter depending relations are (see G.6.5.2): 

max,0,0min,0 BnomBB FFF ≤≤  (GD.3-1) 
( − )−⋅= nnomBB FF ε1,0min,0 ;          ( )++⋅= nnomBB FF ε1,0max,0  (GD.3-2) 
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To ensure that the flange connection is tight (also for the minimum forces) and not overloaded (also for the 

maximum forces) the following relations should be met (compare (GA-1)): 

allowableBBnomBBreqB FFFFF ,0max,0,0min,0,0 ≤≤≤≤  (GD.3-4) 
Therefore the bolting up parameters are to be defined for FB0,nom with the following conditions: 
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( −−≤ nnomBreqB FF ε1,0,0 )  (GD.3-5) 

GD-4 Plastic deformation after assemblage, multiple assemblages 

Due to the foregoing requirements {equations (GD.2-3) and (GD.3-5) } the real bolt load in assemblage always 
is higher (may be considerably higher) than that required for the subsequent load conditions. Therefore a limited 
lowering of the bolt load due to small plastic deformations may and shall be permitted. The design for 
subsequent load conditions could be based on FG(0) = FG∆. However repeated plastic deformation due to repeated 
dismounting and reassemblage must be avoided. To avoid progressive distortion the plastic deformation is to be 
limited: The design for subsequent load conditions should be based on FG(0) = FG(0)d, where the design assembly 
gasket load FG(0)d may be greater than FG∆.  

The following considerations gives an estimation for FG(0)d : 

Assemblage with a bolt load FB(0)max produces a maximal strain εmax. (Do not interchange εmax and the scatter 
value ε±). NR -times change of the bolt load from FB(0)max to a lower actual bolt load FB(0)act and back, in the worst 
case is connected with a cumulative strain change: 
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It should be limited 

maxεε∆ ⋅≤ CR  (GD.4-2) 
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For usual materials the nominal design stresses are such that εmax≤ 0,001 … 0,002, while the elongations 

at rupture are εrupt≥ 0,1 … 0,2. Therefore the factor C could be assumed (conservative) as follows: 

10≈C       (  (GD.4-4) )20...5≈C
If for subsequent load conditions is used a design load FB(I)d, the usual safety factor 1,50 against yield stress 
guarantees that plastic deformations will not occur for FB(I)act < 1,5 FB(I)d. Therefore the minimum design 
assembly bolt load to define the calculation bolt load in subsequent load conditions is assumed: 
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This gives immediately: 
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Based on the foregoing considerations an important hint to useful application of the method shall be given: 

Normally for flange connections three or more load conditions are considered: Assemblage-, Test- and Operating 
(one or more) conditions. The test pressure is higher than the operating pressures and therefore (by FG∆) it 
determines the required bolt load in assemblage. If one calculation is made for all three or more load conditions, 
the test condition may be applied at any time, also after some operating cycles; the high bolt load required for 
test is conserved over the operation cycles. This however in general is not necessary. 

Normally the test pressure applies only once after assemblage, not after operating cycles. Therefore it may be 
useful to make two calculations as follows: one for assemblage and all operating conditions, and a second for 
assemblage and test condition. The second gives the more strong and therefore governing assemblage 
requirements. During operating conditions possibly (not necessary) the bolt load lowers and the test pressure 
then should not be allowed. However - if FB(0)d,min is met - this is no problem: After dismounting and 
reassemblage all requirements are fulfilled! 

GD-5 Load transfer diameter for loose flanges 

The load transfer diameter d7 is the diameter of the circle where the resultant force (FB) between the loose flange 
and the stub or collar acts. The value d7 is yet undetermined but limited: d7,min≤ d7 ≤ d7,max. For large internal 
fluid pressure P and/or positive additional force FR obviously d7 will be near d7,min. For assemblage without P 
and FR may be expected d7 near d7,max. If there is a flat soft gasket over the whole width of the stub or collar, the 
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diameter d7 may be calculated for equal rotation of loose flange and stub or collar: FL ΘΘ = . In assemblage 
with FQ = FR = 0 it follows: 
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ZhF ⋅⋅=Θ ;     ( )
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0
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In equation (G.5-63) this equation is combined with the basic limits d7,min≤ d7(0) ≤ d7,max. 

GD-6 Conditions of applicability 

The method Annex G gives many restrictions and validity limits. Some of them are short repeated and explained 
in the following: 

- The whole assembly is axisymmetric. Small deviations such as those due to a finite number of bolts are 
permitted. There are four or more identical, uniformly distributed bolts. 

• Axisymmetric geometry and loading are basically for all included calculations. 

• Identical bolts are normally in use. The minimum number four is a compromise. 

- The circular gasket is located entirely within the bolt circle on plane surfaces and compressed axially. Its 
modulus of elasticity may increase with the compressive stress Q on the gasket. 

• Full face gaskets (bolt holes within the gasket width) for simplicity are not taken into account. 
Otherwise it would be necessary the effective gasket width to determine different for each load condition. 
Gaskets outside the bolt circle are omitted for their only exceptional use. 

• Gaskets on plane surfaces are mentioned for possible unexpected leakages at uneven surfaces. 

• Gaskets compressed axially are mentioned for e.g. radially tightening gaskets are not 
respected. 

• The variable modulus EG = E0 + K1 Q is an approximation for a more general behaviour. 

It is necessary to respect that in each case always must be EG > 0. (E0 < 0 is unacceptable!). 

- The flange dimensions met the following conditions: 

0,2 ≤ bF/eF ≤ 5,0; 0,2 ≤ bL/eL ≤ 5,0 and eF ≥ max {e2 ; dB0; pB· {(0,01 ... 0,10) ·pB/bF }1/3 

• The first limits are estimated for the acceptance of the ring with an undeformed cross section. 
For bF/eF ≤ 0,1 commonly are assumed calculations for shells; for 10 ≤ bF/eF those for plates. 
The reduced allowable load ratio maxΦ  < 1,0 for d4/d0 > 2,0 equation (G.7-2) has a similar 
reason. 

It was introduced in TGL 32903/13 [8] for safety reasons; probably it can be waived.  

• The last limit (more precise in G.8.1) is intended to restrict the non-uniformity of the gasket 
compressive stress. It is based on a conservative estimate for the non-axisymmetric 
deformation of the flange ring. It was included after discussion in CEN; probably it can be 
waived. An alternative could be a comparable estimate to include in the check for tightness. 

- The shell met the condition cosφS ≥ 1/{ 1+0,01 · } ss ed /

• This limit is introduced for the analytic solution for the elastic shell is approximately only (see 
Annex GB-1 here). A numerical verification with two different computer programs shows no 
serious contradictions, but it gave no better or more general solution. 

GD-7  Experimental verification 

The CEN REPORT [9] to EN 1591-1 in its Annex B gives information about measurements for bolt load and/or 
tightness of nearly 20 flange connections (diameter 50mm, 100mm, 400mm, up to 1200mm). All measurements 
more or less precise verify the basic calculations for required and actual forces. 
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GE  Future work 
(1) The simplification of equal elastic moduli and equal temperatures for flange and shell shall be omitted. 

Different materials and temperatures of flange and shell should be respected. This requires (instead of the 
used equivalent cylindrical shells) more precisely to investigate conical hub and shell, both for elastic 
deformation and for limit load. 

(2) Possibly present washers shall be explicitly included in the calculation. This includes to define dimensions 
and material properties of the washers, but it is no problem. 

(3) Some corrections could be recommendable to be compatible with future "Heat exchanger tubesheet flange 
connections" (see Annex J-5). This includes e.g. to calculate a circular plate with a thicker flange at the outer 
diameter, where the midplane of the plate is not those of the flange. 

Also flange connections with non axisymmetric loadings could be calculated (also Annex J-5). 

Instead of the limitation G.8.1 this effect then could be included in the check for tightness. 

(4) It will be necessary to update the method so that the results of new gasket investigations may be applied (e.g. 
[11], probably a new edition of EN 1591-2 [10]). However surely then again new gasket parameters will be 
required which are not available, e.g. data for irreversible deformation. 

(5) Possibly the effective gasket width could be calculated variable with the loading and depending on the load 
cases. Then the to day open questions for full-face flanges and for spacer-seated flanges may be solved. 
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Annex H Table H-1 Gasket factors m and y 

No comments. 

Annex I Additional information on heat exchanger tubesheet design 

No comments. 

Annex J Alternative methods for the design of heat exchanger tubesheets 

JA Introduction 
The calculation of heat exchanger tubesheets in the last sixty years in Germany mainly was based on 
semi-empirical formulae [1]. Some trials to use modern theory of elasticity ([2], [3]) gave results contradicting to 
long experiences. Therefore limit load calculations was tested and gave excellent results corresponding to the 
experiences ([3], [4]). These methods are used in a Standard of COMECON and in TGL 32903-23 [5]. An 
improved form is given in EN 13445-3, Annex J. 

JB Basic assumptions 

JB-1 Design principles 

The assumed design principles corresponds to EN 13445-3, Annex B. Especially this means: 

- Design for maximum static loads in any load condition (load case) is based on limit load analysis. 

 Slightely generalized here is included design against instability. It uses the design loads. 

- Design for cyclic load changes is based on linear elasticity. This is provided similar to fatigue 
assessment in clauses 17 and 18. It uses the operating loads (not the design loads). 

JB-2 Design details 

Main components of all tubular heat exchangers are the tubebundle, shell and channels, including connected 
vessel flanges. Mainly considered is the tubebundle, consisting of the following parts:  

-  Tubesheets (Plates, subscript P), per heat exchanger in general two, in U-tube-types only one. 

-  Tubes (Subscript T), a large number ; equal dimensions dTN TTT Le ⋅⋅ . 

-  Baffles; their distances define the buckling length of the inner tubes. 

The tubesheets are calculated as flat plates with a constant thickness . The tubed region is nearly 

homogeneous weakened by a large number of tube holes (diameter , equal pitch p). Outside the tubed region 

is an untubed rim with the same thickness , and outside this may be a flange. The tubesheets may be 
supported (connected) by the inner tubes. All mentioned parts are assumed to be axisymmetric. 

pe

0d

pe

The method applies to the following loads: 

- Fluid pressures tube side ( ) and shell side ( ), both arbitrary internal or external; TP SP

- Boundary moments at the outside boundary of tubesheets; 

- Weight of the vertical tubebundle; 

- Axial thermal expansion (to be calculated only for fixed tubesheets without expansion bellows). 

JB-3 Notations 

The explanations in Annex J are to be completed as follows:  

Allowable loads (and otherwise load limited single values) are indicated by inclusion in square brackets. 
Examples: [F] = allowable force; [M] = allowable moment; [P] = allowable pressure. 
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JB-4 Tubes as plate supports 

The boundary between the tubed and the untubed region is approximated by a circle with the diameter . This 
should be not the outermost circle around all tubes but a "realistic" average. It is calculated by use of the real 
number of tubes  and an additional number of ideal possible tubes  as follows: 

1d

TN IN

( ) ( )}{ 2/1
1 /2 Θπ ⋅+⋅⋅= IT NNpd  (JB.4-1) 

The determination of NI is not easy and requires some judgement. For safety reasons is proposed to calculate two 
or more variants using different values , where the most unfortunate is to be used. (Such strong requirement is 
necessary while no calculation for a non-axisymmetric tubed region is available.) 

1d

For tubebundles having two tubesheets and straight tubes between them, within the tubed region an effective 
fluid pressure  is used. It is less than the direct difference of both pressures : EP DP

SPPP −= TD ;                 (JB.4-2) ST STE xPxPP ⋅−⋅=

The values and are also contents of the subclauses 13.5 and 13.6. 
T

x
S

x

The tube support per area unit is determined by the relative tube cross section area within the tubed region: 

( ) 2
1TT /4 TTST deedNxx ⋅−⋅⋅=−=ϑ  (JB.4-3) 

The support force per area unit is named by Q and limited as follows: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]max x,tχmin, σϑσϑσϑ ⋅+=+≤⋅+=≤⋅+=− QQQ xc  (JB.4-4) 

[ ]The maximum allowable tensile stress in the tubes tT,max, fx +=σ  is limited by the Tresca criterion. 

The minimum allowable compressive stress in the tubes [ ] cT,min, fx −=σ ( )0cT, >f  also respects the Tresca 
criterion, however govern is the elastic buckling:  

Elastic buckling of tubes was investigated in a special work: 

The calculation system is shown in Figure JB-1. The tube between the two clamped ends has a total free length 
 effective supporting baffles and eB,T , NL 1eB, +N  regions. The cross section d  and all material 

properties are constant. 
TT e⋅

The tube is loaded by an axial compressive force , an internal fluid pressure cF Ti PP = , and an external fluid 

pressure . The total bending deformation of the (theoretical straight) axis is V . Se PP = ( )zV=

The unloaded tube has an initial deformation V  which shall meet the same boundary conditions as the final 
total deformation V.  

( )0

The elastic deformation is calculated generally for arbitrary lengths l . The required minimum eigenvalues are 

numerical calculated for equal distances between the baffles, q.e. 
j

== 32 ll

C

... ; only and  may be 
different. (These lengths in Annex J are denominated by  and , l .) From the eigenvalues are derived the 
effective bucking lengths, which are given by a simple approximation formula (Table J-1).  

1l 1Ne+l

Bl Al

Based on assumed initial deformations (Herve, see clause 13) the total stresses in the tubes are calculated. 
Between the both asymptotes "Plastic limit" and "Elastic instability" then is applied an asymptotic exact 
quadratic interpolation. If the asymptotes are correct, then all values between it are good approximated. This are 
the basics for Annex J, equation (J.7.3-2). 

The strength of the connection between tube and tubesheet may be less than the strength of the tube itself. Such 
situation is unfortunately allowed, so it must be taken into account. For this reason is defined a fictitious nominal 
design stress for the connection, to be used as follows: xf

[ ] { }cT,;min ffQ Xc ⋅+= ϑ  ;   [ ] { }tT,t ;min ffxQ ⋅+= ϑ  (JB.4-5) 
The calculation of  is based on limit load approximations with the models of Figure JB-2. Xf
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For expanded and welded tubes the rule XEXWX 6,0 fff ⋅+=  is taken from TGL 32903/23 (based on a 
COMECON-Standard). 

JB-5  Tubesheets as weakened plates 

An effective diameter of tubeholes in some tubesheet calculation methods is assumed either by the outside tube 
diameter  or by the inside tube diameter dTd TT 2 e⋅− . The first assumption may be unsafe, if the tubes are 

welded only and the gap  is not small; but it may be too conservative also, if the attachment length l  
is large or the tubesheet thickness is very small. In the applied final assumption the second assumption is 
accepted as a limit for safety reasons: 

T0 dd − X

{ }TTpXX0e0, 2;/2max edeAdd ⋅−⋅⋅−= δ  (JB.5-1) 
The perforated tubesheet is calculated as an unperforated plate with reduced strength. The ratio of the reduced to 
the non reduced strength is the "ligament efficiency", in Germany called "weakening factor". Figure JB-3 shows 
the calculation model used in the following, where 0,eE dd = . 

Limit loads for one ligament in the perforated tubesheet are calculated as follows: 

Allowable limit bending moment for one ligament: 

[ ] [ ] 4/2
EPb PebM ⋅⋅= σ  (JB.5-2) 

Allowable limit torsion moment for one ligament as a long beam (Figure left): 

[ ] [ ] ( ) 4/3/ 2
ppEpt eebM ⋅−⋅= τ       for b  (JB.5-3a) pE e≥

[ ] [ ] ( ) 4/3/ 2
EEppt bbeM ⋅−⋅= τ       for b  (JB.5-3b) pE e≤

[ ] ( ) [ ]pp 577,0...500,0 στ ⋅=        (Tresca…Mises) (JB.5-4) 
Allowable limit torsion moment for one ligament as a short beam (Figure right): 

[ ] [ ] [ bp
2

pEt 4/ MebM Q ⋅=⋅⋅= κτ ]
)

 (JB.5-5) 

( ) ( pbpb /1/ EE
2

p −⋅=κ                 for 5,0pE ≤b  (JB.5-6a) 

4/12 =pκ                                         for 5,0E ≥pb  (JB.5-6b) 
The last equations are found from the worst section y = constant in Figure JB-3. 

The allowable limit torsion moment for a short beam (JB.5-5) in nearly all practical cases is greater than those 
for a long beam (JB.5-3a,b). Both are static admissible; therefore the better remit is used always. (If in 
exceptional cases the long beam gives the better result, then the used result is conservative and also acceptable).  

Limit loads for the equivalent quasi homogeneous plate are calculated as follows: 

For a really homogeneous plate the following limit load condition is valid (Tresca): 

{ } [ ] [ ] 4/;;max 2
pepP2121 ebMMMMM ⋅⋅=≤− σ  (JB.5-7) 

For the perforated plate with an arbitrary orientation of the ligament (Figure, angle ψ ) the following 

equilibrium conditions hold: 

( )ψψ 2
2

2
1b sincos ⋅+⋅⋅= MMpM  (JB.5-8a) 

( ) ψψ cossin21t ⋅⋅−⋅= MMpM  (JB.5-8b) 
The general limit load condition for the ligament is (Tresca and/or Mises): 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } 1// 2
tt

2
bb ≤+ MMMM  (JB.5-9) 

Substitutions and abbreviations: 

[ ] [ ] EPb bMM ⋅=  ;    [ ] [ ] pEPt κ⋅⋅= bMM  (JB.5-10) 

pdpb EEp /1/ −==ϕ ;      (JB.5-11) [ ] [ ]pQp σκκ /=

([ ]( )P11 / ϕ⋅= PMMm  ;         [ ] )pP22 / ϕ⋅= MMm  (JB.5-12) 
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( 2/21m mmm += )  ;             m  (JB.5-13) ( ) 2/21d mm −=
From the given equations is evaluated the solution for the worst orientation of the ligament. However for 
realistic plates the governing solution is not that for the worst orientation of the ligaments but an average 
between the worst and the best. Such a solution is given by the following limit load equation: 

max ( ){ } 12/;; p2121 ≤⋅− κmmmm  (JB.5-14) 
Figure JB-4 shows examples of these results and those for the worst orientation. 

 
One tube with 4eB, == MN  effective supporting baffles 

 
One region of the tube between two supporting baffles 
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Details within one region of the tube 

Figure JB-1: Tube loaded by axial compressive force  cF

 
Tube-to-tubesheet-connection welded only 
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Tube-to-tubesheet-connection expanded only 

Figure JB-2: Tube-to-tubesheet-connections  

 

Figure JB-3: Weakened plate/Ligaments 
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Figure JB-4: Limit load curves for weakened plates 

JC Limit loads of the tubebundle 

JC-1 Limit load of the axisymmetric tubed region 

The geometric axisymmetric tubebundle is axisymmetricly loaded by the boundary shear force , the boundary 

bending moment M  and the effective fluid pressure . 
1S

1 EP

Figures JC-1 and JC-2 show the calculation model for the whole tubebundle (two tubesheets and many tubes) 
and for a single tubesheet. First is calculated its central tubed region 10 rr ≤≤ . 

The reactions of the tubes are ; they are assumed to be constant within each of two zones: XQ

10 rr ⋅<≤ ζ :          Q IX Q=  (English: Inner zone; German: Innen-Zone) 

11 rrr ≤<⋅ζ :          Q AX Q=  (English: Outer zone; German: Auβen-Zone) 
The parameter ( 10 ≤≤ )ζζ  defines the boundary between both zones. It will be calculated below. 

Resultant tubebundle loads (forces per area unit): XEX QPP += : 

10 rr ⋅<≤ ζ :          II QPPP +== EX  (JC.1-1) 

11 rrr ≤<⋅ζ :          AEAX QPPP +==  (JC.1-2) 
Equilibrium conditions : 

Forces :     ( ) 0Xrr =⋅−⋅ rPSr  (JC.1-3) 

Moments : ( ) ( ) 0rrrr =⋅+−⋅ SrMMr ϕϕ  (JC.1-4) 

NOTE: The symbol ( ) r means the differentiation ( ) drd /  

Limit load conditions : 
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Tubes:    [ ] [ tXc QQQ ]+≤≤−  (JC.1-5) 

Plates:     ( ){ } [ ]pPprrrr 2/;;max MMMMM ∗≤⋅− ϕκϕϕϕϕ  (JC.1-6) 

Allowable (limit) bending moment (unpierced, non-weakened plate): 

[ ] 4/2
PPP efM ⋅=  (JC.1-7) 

The tube reactions from the limit load condition of the tubes and looking at Figure JC-6 follows: 

For : [ ] [ cEt QPQ +≤≤− ]

E1 PQ −=           → 01 =P      (optimum case) (JC.1-8) 
Then: 

For  :   (JC.1-9a) 01 >S [ tA QQ += ]
]

]

]

For  :   (JC.1-9b) 01 <S [ cA QQ −=
For : [ ] Ec PQ ≤+

[ cQQI −=            (JC.1-10) → 0I >P
Then for equilibrium it is necessary    01 >S →

[ ]tA QQ +=  (JC.1-11) 
For : [ ]tE QP −≤

[ tI QQ +=           → 0I <P  (JC.1-12) 
Then for equilibrium it is necessary   0I <S →

[ ]cA QQ −=  (JC.1-13) 
Dimensionless basic equations are used for the following solutions: 

Parameters: 

1/ rr=ρ        ( 10 ≤≤ )ρ        ( ζ and are special values of ρ ) (JC.1-14) η
[ ]PXXXX / MMm =        (Subscript X here is used as a general subscript) (JC.1-15) 

( [ ] )p1XX 2/ MrSs ⋅⋅=  (JC.1-16) 

[ ]( p
2

1 4/ Mrpp XX ⋅⋅⋅= )
)

; (JC.1-17) 

[ ]( PMrQq ⋅⋅= 4/2
1XX  (JC.1-18) 

Equilibrium conditions: 

( ) 02 Xr =⋅⋅−⋅ ρρ ρ ps  (JC.1-19) 

( ) 02 rrr =⋅⋅+−⋅ smm ρρ ϕϕρ  (JC.1-20) 

Limit load conditions: 

[ ] [ ]tqqxq ≤≤− c  (JC.1-21) 

( ){ } prrrr 2/;;max ϕκϕϕϕϕ ≤⋅− pmmmm  (JC.1-22) 

General solutions: 

First equilibrium condition for  :.constpx =

( ) .2
x constpsr +⋅+=⋅ ρρ  (JC.1-23) 

Centre of plate ( ) :0=ρ        →  ( ) 00r ==ρs

: ζ0 ≤≤ ρ           (JC.1-24) ( ) 2
Irs ρρ ⋅+=⋅ p

: 1ζ ≤≤ ρ          ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22
IA

2
I

22
A

2
Ir ζζζs −⋅−+⋅+=−⋅+⋅+=⋅ ρρρρ pppPp  (JC.1-25) 

Boundary ( )1=ρ  ( ) ( ) ( ) R
2

IAI1 ζ111 pppps =−⋅−+⋅+=⋅    →

( ) ( ) ( ) ( IARAIA1A
2 //ζ ppppppsp −−=−−= )  (JC.1-26) 
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The here introduced equivalence 

R1 ps =  (JC.1-27) 
replaces the shear force  by a corresponding pressure . 1s Rp

The parameter  is independent of the design (thickness e ) of the tubesheets and also of the edge moments 
applied to them. This independence is what makes it possible to calculate each tubesheet separately and give 
them different thicknesses. 

ζ p

From the obviously general requirement 1ζ0 ≤≤  it follows 

either     0    or     ARI ppp ≤≤≤ 0IRA ≤≤≤ ppp  (JC.1-28) 
By use of a sign variable 

( ) ( ) 1RA ±=== psignpsignj  (JC.1-29) 
equation (JC.1-28) becomes : 

ARI0 pjpjpj ⋅≤⋅≤⋅≤  (JC.1-30) 
From the second equilibrium condition and from the limit load condition for the plate it follows: 

ηρ ≤≤0  :      and      Pϕϕϕ ⋅= jm ( ) ( )00rr == = ρϕϕρ mm →

( ) ( ) ρρϕρρ djmrr ⋅⋅∫⋅−⋅⋅=⋅ rP s2  (JC.1-31) 
1≤≤ ρη  :       and         Pprr 2 ϕκϕϕ ⋅⋅⋅+= jmm ( ) 11rr mm +==ρ →

ρρϕκ dsjm ⋅∫⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= rPprr 2-ln2  (JC.1-32) 

Further details depend on the relation between the parameters ζ , , and 1. (At η ζ  =ρ  is the boundary between 
the tube reactions Q  and Q  and at I A ηρ =  is the boundary where the second respective third term of the limit 
load condition (JC.1-22) is valid.) 

Results (without details of the derivation)are given in the following cases 1 to 3. 

Case 1 : ηξ ≤≤≤ 10 : (Whole plate (tubed region) with ) Pϕϕϕ ⋅= jm

: ζ0 ≤≤ ρ     (JC.1-33) ( ) 2
Ir ρρ ⋅+=⋅ ps

( ) 2
IPrr 3/2 ρϕ ⋅⋅−⋅= pjm  (JC.1-34) 

1ρζ ≤≤ :     ( ) ( ) ( )22
IA

2
Ir ζ−⋅−+⋅+=⋅ ρρρ ppps  (JC.1-35) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ρρρϕ /ζ2ζ33/23/2 322
IA

2
IPrr ⋅+⋅−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅−⋅= pppjm  (JC.1-36) 

At the boundary 1rrm 1, m==ρ   →

( ) ( ) ( ){ } P1I
32

IA ζ2ζ313/2 ϕ⋅=++⋅+⋅−⋅−⋅ jmppp  (JC.1-37) 
This is the limit load equation of Case 1. 

Case 2 : 10 ≤≤≤ ηζ : (Characteristic of  changes at ϕϕm ηρ = ) 

: 0 ζρ ≤≤     (JC.1-38) ( ) 2
Ir ρρ ⋅+=⋅ ps

( ) 2
IPrr 3/2 ρϕ ⋅⋅−⋅= pjm  (JC.1-39) 

:ηρζ ≤≤    ( ) ( ) ( )22
IA

2
Ir ζρρρ −⋅−+⋅+=⋅ ppps  (JC.1-40) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ρζζρρϕ /233/23/2 322
A

2
IPrr ⋅+⋅−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅−⋅= Ipppjm  (JC.1-41) 

:1ρη ≤≤      ( ) ( ) ( )22
IA

2
Ir ζρρρ −⋅−+⋅+=⋅ ppps  (JC.1-42) 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]222
IA

2
I

2
Pp1rr ln11ln ρζρρρϕκ ⋅+−⋅+−⋅+⋅⋅⋅+= − pppjmm

( )
 (JC.1-43) 

Equal values PPrr 21 ϕκ ⋅⋅−⋅= jm  at ηρ =   →

( ) ( ) 2
I

322
IA /23 ηηζζη ⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅− ppp PP3 ϕκ ⋅⋅⋅= j  (JC.1-44) 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] P
2

P1
2

I
222

I ln211ln1 ϕηκηηζη ⋅+⋅−⋅=+−⋅+⋅+−⋅− jmpppA  (JC.1-45) 
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( ) [ ] ( )[ ] P
2

P1I
2232

IA ln11ln/ζ231 ϕηκηζηζ ⋅−⋅+⋅=++⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅− jmppp  (JC.1-46) 
The last equation is the sum of the first two ; is the limit load equation of Case 2. 

The parameter η is as yet unknown. It is calculated from the first of these three equations, which is independent 

of the edge moment : 1m

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
IPP

2
IA

322
IA 3/21-/ζ23 ηϕκηζζηηζη ⋅−⋅⋅⋅=⋅+⋅⋅−=⋅+⋅−⋅− pjpppp  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ηζζηηϕκζη /21/3 22
IP

222
IA ⋅++⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅=−⋅− pjPp P )  

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]({ } ( ) ( ) ( ){ }ζηζηζζηζζηϕκζη ⋅++⋅⋅+−⋅+−⋅−⋅⋅⋅=−⋅− 2/23 222222
1PP

222
IA pjpp  

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) wpjwppjp ⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅−⋅−⋅⋅⋅⋅−−⋅− 22
1PP

2
I

2
IPP

22
A

222 33ζη ζζϕκζζϕκζη  
 (JC.1-47) 

( ) ( ) =⋅++⋅= ζηζη 2/2w 2,000…1,333      for     =ζ 0…1 (JC.1-48) /η

( ) ([ ]) +⋅⋅−⋅−⋅⋅⋅=⋅− 2/3 2
I

2
IPp

22 wppjp A ζζϕκζη  

( ) ] ( ){ } 2/1
A

22
IPP

22
I

2
IPP 34/3 pwpjwppj ⋅⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅−⋅−⋅⋅⋅± ζζϕκζζϕκ  (JC.1-49) 

For  and 0A >p ζη >  the positive values always are true. 

For 0=ζ  and for ηζ = respectively it follows immediately from equation (JC.1-44) that : 

2
minAPP

2 /3 ηϕκη =⋅⋅⋅= pj  (JC.1-50a) 
2
maxIPP

2 /3 ηϕκη =⋅⋅⋅= pj  (JC.1-50b) 
Case 3: 10 ≤≤≤ ζη : (Characteristic of  changes at ϕϕm ηρ = ) 

ηρ ≤≤0 :    (JC.1-51) ( ) 2
Ir ρρ ⋅+=⋅ ps

( ) 2ρ3/2 ⋅⋅−⋅= IPrr pjm ϕ  (JC.1-52) 

:ζρη ≤≤     (JC.1-53) ( ) 2ρρ ⋅+=⋅ Ir ps

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]222
IA

2
I

2
PP1 ln11ln ζζζρρϕκ ⋅+−⋅−+−⋅+⋅⋅⋅+= pppjmmrr  (JC.1-54) 

( )1ρζ ≤≤ :     ( ) ( ) 222
r ζρρsρ −∗−+∗+=⋅ IAI ppp  (JC.1-55) 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]22222 ρlnζρ1ρ1ρln ⋅+−⋅−+−⋅+⋅⋅⋅+= IAIPPIrr pppjmm ϕκ
( )

 (JC.1-56) 
Equal values PPrr 21 ϕκ ⋅⋅−⋅= jm  at ηρ =   →

PP
2

I 3 ϕκη ⋅⋅⋅=⋅ jp  (JC.1-57) 

( )[( ) ] ( ) ( )[ ] P
2

P1
2

I
222

IA ln211ln1 ϕηκηζζζ ⋅+⋅−⋅=+−⋅+⋅+−⋅− jmppp  (JC.1-58) 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]( ) P
2

P1I
222

IA ln11ln1 ϕηκζζζ ⋅−⋅+⋅=++⋅+−⋅− jmppp  (JC.1-59) 
The last equation is the sum of the first two; it the limit load equation of Case 3. 

The parameter  is as yet unknown. It is calculated from the first of these three equations: η

( )max
2

IPP
2 /3 ηϕκη =⋅⋅⋅= pj  (JC.1-60) 

Summary for Cases 1,2,3: 

The following definitions for a new resultant effective “pressure” shall be used: 

Case 1:   ( ) ( ) ( ) I
32

IA1 231 pppPQ +⋅+⋅−⋅−= ζζ  (JC.1-61) 

Case 2:   ( ) ( ) [ ] I
2232

IA2 ln/231 pppPQ +⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−= ηζηζζ  (JC.1-62) 

Case 3:   ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] I
222

IA3 ln1 pppPQ +⋅+−⋅−= ζζζ  (JC.1-63) 
For Case 2 and Case 3 define a new parameter: 

( )2
P ln1 ηκ −⋅=Pk  (JC.1-64) 
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Then for these three cases the following limit load equations are valid : 

Case 1: 

( ) ( ){ } P113/2 ϕ≤+⋅⋅ mpj Q  (JC.1-65) 
Case 2 and Case 3: 

( ){ } ( ) PP13,2 1 ϕ⋅+≤+⋅ kmpj Q  (JC.1-66) 
Boundaries between these three cases are as follows: 

Case 1 / Case 2:   1=η         → ( ) PP1 21 ϕκ ⋅⋅−=⋅ mj     (JC.1-67) →

( ) ( ) PP21 3 ϕκ ⋅⋅=⋅=⋅ QQ pjpj  (JC.1-68) 

Case 2/Case 3:    ζη =    →      (JC.1-69) PP
2

I 3 ϕκζ ⋅⋅=⋅⋅ pj
Case 3/Case 1: No common boundary, except for IA pp = , where . ( ) ( ) ( ) I321 pppp QQQ ===

The following boundary condition applies for all cases: 

P1 ϕ≤m  (JC.1-70) 
Special case without tube support: 

Without tube support (“tubesheets unsupported by tubes”): 

0IA == QQ       and (JC.1-71) 

DIA PPP ==      (not = , for the tubes are effective closed by their curvature). (JC.1-72) EP
Then due to  and  it follows: DIA PPP == DIA Ppp ==

( ) ( ) ( ) D321 pppp QQQ ===  (JC.1-73) 

If  it follows that  and the parameter AI pp = AR pp = ζ  is not defined, whereas the parameter η  is required. 

It may be assumed that ηζ = . Then the most complicated Case 2 may be waived and from Case 1 and Case 3 it 
follows that 

{ IPp
2 3;0,1min pj ϕκη ⋅⋅⋅= } (JC.1-74) 
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Figure JC-1: Tubebundle (two tubesheets) with untubed rims  
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Figure JC-2: Calculation model local axisymmetric tubesheet  
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Figure JC-3: Calculation model local untubed region (strip)  

JC-2 Limit load of the axisymmetric untubed rim 

Dimensionless basic equations are based on those in JC-1.  

Special parameters: 

( ) 112R / ddd −=λ  ; 0,1P =ϕ  ; 5,0P =κ  (JC.2-1) 

DX PP =  ;   (JC.2-2) → DX pp =
Equilibrium conditions: 

( ) 02 Dr =⋅⋅−⋅ ρρ ρ ps  (JC.2-3) 

( ) 02 rrr =⋅⋅+−⋅ smmp ρϕϕρ  (JC.2-4) 

Boundary conditions: 

:1=ρ              ;  (JC.2-5) 1r ss = 1rr mm =
:1 Rλρ +=     ;  (JC.2-6) 2r ss = 2rr mm =

Limit load condition: 

{ } 1 ;  ; max rrrr ≤− ϕϕϕϕ mmmm  (JC.2-7) 

Solutions 

For = const. from the equilibrium conditions and the boundary conditions at ϕϕm 1=ρ it follows that: 

( )12
D1r −⋅+=⋅ ρρ pss  (JC.2-8) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )213212 2
D11rr +−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅−+=⋅ ρρρρ ϕϕ psmmm  (JC.2-9) 

Boundary conditions at R1 λρ += : 

( ) ( )2
RRD12R 21 λλλ +⋅⋅+=⋅+ pss  (JC.2-10) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R
2

RDR112R 33221 λλλλ ϕϕ +⋅⋅−⋅⋅−+=⋅+ psmmm  (JC.2-11) 
Definition: 

( ) ( )31221 R
2

RDR1R2R λλλλ +⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅++⋅= psmm  (JC.2-12) 
Then the limit load equation of the untubed rim is: 

RR1 λϕϕ ⋅−= mmm  (JC.2-13) 

The value const. =ϕϕm ( rr1 ...  1 m+± )±=  shall be determined below. 

NOTE: A variable moment  here is not considered (for simplicity) but approximated by a 

constant value, because within the small range 
rr1 mm +±=ϕϕ

R1... 1 λρ +=  the moment varies only not considerable 
between  and  and it may approximated by 

rrm

1m 2m ( ) 221 mmmrr += . 

JC-3 Limit load of the whole axisymmetric tubebundle 

Basis relationships, taken from the foregoing subclauses: 

( ) ( ){ } PQ mpj ϕ≤+⋅⋅ 1132  (JC.3-1) 

{ } ( )( ) PpQ kmpj ϕ⋅+≤+⋅ 113,2  ..(JC.3-2) 

pm ϕ≤1  (JC.3-3) 

RR1 λϕϕ ⋅−= mmm  (JC.3-4) 

A given boundary moment corresponds to a given value . 2m Rm

The moment  is to be determined optimum for the desired limit load as follows: 1m

(1) For  ⇒ Max! (Axial force is desired to be maximum.): Qpj ⋅

( ) ( ) 1132 mjpj PQ ⋅−≤⋅⋅ ϕ  => Max!   mj→ !1 Min=>⋅  

( ) ( ) 13,2 1 mjkpj ppQ ⋅−⋅+≤⋅ ϕ  => Max!   mj→ !1 Min=>⋅   →

{ }RRP1 ;max λϕ ϕϕ ⋅⋅−⋅−=⋅ mjmjmj    j ϕϕ   → !Maxm =>⋅ →

The limit load condition of the untubed rim gives the possible maximum of  as follows: ϕϕmj ⋅

;1 Rkmj +=⋅ ϕϕ    { };;0min rrR mjk ⋅=    ( )RR kk  of definition ;0≤  (JC.3-5) 

( ){ RRRP1 1;max }λϕ ⋅+−⋅−=⋅ kmjmj     (JC.3-6) →
( ) ( ) ( ){ RRRPP1 1;2min32 mjkpj Q ⋅−⋅++⋅=⋅⋅ λϕϕ }  (JC.3-7) 

( ) ( ){( ) ( ) }RRRPPp3,2 11;2min mjkkkpj pQ ⋅−⋅++⋅+⋅+=⋅ λϕϕ  (JC.3-8) 

(2) For  or !2 Maxmj =>⋅ !R Maxmj =>⋅  (Boundary moment is desired to be maximum.): 

    !1R Maxmjmjmj =>⋅+⋅=⋅ ϕϕ →

(a)   !1 Maxmj =>⋅ →

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }3,211 1;32;min QpPQPP pjkpjmj ⋅−⋅+⋅⋅−+=⋅ ϕϕϕ  (JC.3-9) 

(b)  →  !Maxmj =>⋅ ϕϕ

For P1 ϕ+=⋅mj  is  and therefore  →  0rr >⋅mj 1+=⋅ ϕϕmj

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }3,2RRPRPR 11;321;min QRRPpIQ pjkkpjkmj ⋅−⋅++⋅+⋅⋅−⋅+++=⋅ λϕλϕλϕ (JC.3-10)  

The foregoing limitations for ,  and  are equivalent to the following five conditions: ( )1Qp ( 3,2Qp ) Rm

( ) ( ) P1 232 ϕ⋅≤⋅⋅ Qpj  (JC.3-11) 
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( ) ( ) Pp3,2 2 ϕ⋅+≤⋅ kpj Q  (JC.3-12) 

{ }( ) ( ) ( ) RRPR1 132 λϕ ⋅++≤+⋅⋅ kmpj Q  (JC.3-13) 

{ } ( )( ) ( ) RRPpR3,2 11 λϕ ⋅++⋅+≤+⋅ kkmpj Q  (JC.3-14) 

RPR λϕ +≤⋅ mj  (JC.3-15) 
The first two conditions correspond to P1 ϕ−=⋅mj . However Case 1 is valid for ( ) PP1 21 ϕκ ⋅⋅−≥⋅mj

0
 ≥ 0 only. 

Therefore the first of these conditions is waived, and in the third it follows R =k . 

For  the third and the fifth condition may be connected as follows: 0R =k

( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) RPR1R1RR1 3131;32max λϕ +≤+⋅++⋅=+⋅ mpmpmmp QQQ  (JC.3-16) 

The fourth condition (JC.3-14) requires a value for , which is estimated as follows: Rk

{ }rrR ;0min mjk ⋅= ; ( ) 221rr mjmjmj ⋅+⋅=⋅ ; 

RR1 λϕϕ ⋅⋅−⋅=⋅ mjmjmj ;   rr1 mjmj ⋅+=⋅ ϕϕ →

[ ] ( ){ RR2RR 2;0min }λλ +−⋅+⋅= mjmjk . (JC.3-17) 
IF  THEN 0rr >⋅mj

0R =k  

( )( ) ( ) RpR3,2 P1 λϕ +⋅+≤+⋅ kmpj Q . (JC.3-18) 

ELSE  0rr <⋅mj

( )[ ] ( )RR2RR 2 λλ +−+⋅= mmjk  

( )( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( )R
2

RRPRR2RR3,2 212 λλλϕλλ +−+⋅+≤+⋅+−+⋅ pQ kmmmpj  

Slightly simplified for  « 1 and 2
Rλ RRR2 λλ ⋅≈⋅ mm : 

( )( ){ } ( ) RPRRR3,2 1 λϕλ +⋅+≤⋅−+⋅ PQ kmmpj  ..(JC.3-19) 
END 

Both results (JC.3-18) and (JC.3-19) connected: 

( ) ( ) ( ) RPpRRRR3,2 1221 λϕλλ +⋅+≤⋅+−⋅+ kmmpQ  (JC.3-20) 

All results {conditions (JC.3-12), (JC.3-16) and (JC.3-20)) together: 

( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )( ) [ ]

1
3131

;1221;2
max

RPR

RPpRRRRpp
≤













++⋅+⋅

+⋅+⋅+−⋅+⋅+

λϕ

λϕλλϕ

mpp

kmmpkp

QQ

QQ
 (JC.3-21) 

This limit load condition for the whole axisymmetric tubebundle corresponds to the limit load condition 1B ≤Φ  
(eq.(J.9.1-14)) in Annex J . 

For thick tubesheets an additional check shall be made by a load ratio for shear: 

The shear force 21R1 rPS ⋅=  at r  is divided by the corresponding allowable shear force (Tresca) 1r=

[ ] Pp1 p500,0 ϕ⋅⋅⋅= efS : 

( ) 12 Ppp1RS ≤⋅⋅⋅⋅= ϕΦ efdP  (JC.3-22) 

As usual there is assumed no interaction between the load ratios SΦ  and BΦ . 

JC-4 Additional effect of weight 

Tube support moments per area unit: 
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The tube support forces per area unit are very efficient against axial forces, but nearly without effect to cover the 
weight of the vertical tubebundle. Contrary, the tube support moments per area unit are less effective against the 
axial forces (therefore neglected for these cases), but important to cover the weight: 

The allowable reactive axial tensile force of one tube is [ ] ( ) [ ]TTTTTx σπ ⋅⋅−⋅= eedF . 

Similar the allowable reactive bending moment of one tube (linear elastic limit) is: 

[ ] ( ) [ ] 4TT
2

TTT σπ ⋅⋅−⋅= eedMb  (JC.4-1) 
From this may be defined an allowable reactive bending moment per area unit: 

[ ] [ ] ( ) [ ] ( ) 44/ TTTtpa TT ededQM −⋅⋅=−⋅= σϑ  (JC.4-2) 
Here (for simplification) the influences of fluid pressures are ignored. 

Axisymmetric tubed region: 

The calculation model Figure JC-2 and subclause JC-1 are to be modified as follows: 

0AI == QQ ; 

WEX PPP =>=  (weight per area unit) 

paM  (additional moment per area unit, directed as ) rrdM

Equlibrium conditions: 

Forces:      ( ) 0Wr =⋅−⋅ rPSr r  (JC.4-3) 

Moments:  ( ) ( ) 0parrr =⋅+⋅+−⋅ MrSrMMr r ϕϕ  (JC.4-4) 

General solutions for =WP const., const., =ϕϕM 1papa rrRM ⋅−=  for the whole tubed region: 

2Wr rPS ⋅=  (JC.4-5) 

( ) 32 2
W1parr rPrRMM ⋅−+= ϕϕ  (JC.4-6) 

If the assumed reactive moment per area unit  is less than the allowable paR [ ]paM , then it may be 

02W1pa =− PrR  and  const., for the whole tubesheet 0== ϕϕMM rr 1rr ≤≤ . If at  is 1rr =

[ ] PPrr ϕϕϕ ⋅≤= MMM  (JC.4-7) 
(limit load condition), then this may be true for the whole tubed region if 

[ ]( ) 02W1pa ≥− PrM  (JC.4-8) 

Calculating the weight only for the tubes (densitiy Tρ ; weight of the tubesheets comparable small and 
neglected) then this condition becomes: 

[ ] [ ] ( ) ( ) 0222 TT1TTTW1pa ≥⋅⋅⋅−⋅−⋅⋅=− LgdedPrM ρϑσϑ  (JC.4-9) 
By application of equation (J.5.1-3) to eliminate d1 from this follows: 

( ) [ ] ( ){ } { }[ ]2T 2ρ/π pLgedNN TTTTIT ⋅⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅≤+ σΘ  (JC.4-10) 
If this condition is met, the bending strength of the tubes covers their own weight (as desired above). 

Numerical values for usual tubular heat exchangers: 

( )63,3...14,3=⋅Θπ  [ ] ( )MPa160...80≈Tσ  

3323
T MN/m080,0N/m80000m/s81,9kg/m8000 =≈⋅≈⋅ gρ  

( )m12...6LT ≤   ( ) ( 8,1...4,1ed/p TT ≤− )
The condition then gives: 

51000...1700≤+ IT NN  (JC.4-11) 
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Only for very large exchangers with very low tube strength this condition possibly is not met. Therefore this 
condition is been presupposed, and in "Conditions of applicability" is introduced the following simplified and 
more conservative condition: 

( ) ( ){ 2///30 mLMPafN TTT ⋅≤ }

)

 (JC.4-12) 
Axisymmetric untubed rim:  

Corresponding to JC-2 with the small simplification = 0 results: Dp

( ) RRRR mmsmm λλλ ϕϕ ⋅+=⋅⋅++⋅= 112 21  (JC.4-13) 

[ ]( ) [ ]( PWP FMrSs Mπ4/2/111 ⋅=⋅⋅= ... (JC.4-14) 
[ ] PPMMm ϕ+≤= /11  (JC.4-15) 

[ ] 1/ +≤= PMMm ϕϕϕϕ  (JC.4-16) 

( RRPR mS )λλϕλ +⋅−+≤⋅⋅ 12 21 . (JC.4-17) 
Any active boundary moment  (e.g. due to flange bolting) is already covered in subclause JC-2. Possible 
reactive moments for simplicity and safety will be neglected, q.e. 

0m2 ≠
0m2 < 0m2 = . Then for the whole 

tubebundle follows: 

( ) RPPW fpF λϕλ +≤⋅⋅⋅⋅ 2
Peπ/2 . (JC.4-18) 

or a load ratio WΦ  for the additional effect of weight: 

( ){ } 1/2 2 ≤+⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= RPRWW epfpF λϕπλΦ   (JC.4-19) 

JC-5 Limit load of local untubed regions  

Definition of the problem (task): 

To be calculated is a "long" strip of a plate. Its geometry and loading is variable only in one direction. 
Figure JC.-3 shows the calculation model. It is very similar to Figure JC-2: 

Instead of the one coordinate r now are used different coordinates  (J = 0, 1, 2). Jx

Instead of now is used  (This untubed region  is investigated more extensive than the former ) and 
now  is used instead of the former 

Rb Ub Ub Rb

Ab ( ) 1rζ1 ⋅− . 

Instead of , S  now are used , S , and  is to be dropped. rrM r xxM x ϕϕM

An essential presupposition is (sufficient high load carrying capacity of the central tubes). 0PI =

If for the untubed width  is assumed the maximum width, this calculation model is always conservative. Ub

Original basic equations. 

Resultant tubebundle loads: 

Region of :      (essential presupposition) (JC.5-0) 0x ( ) 00 =+= IEX QPP

Region of  :    (JC.5-1) 1x ( ) AAEX PQPP =+=1

Region of :    (JC.5-2) 2x ( ) DX PP =2

Equilibrium conditions: 

Forces:       0=− Xxx PS  (JC.5-3) 

Moments:  0=+ xxxx SM  (JC.5-4) 

Limit load conditions: 

Tubes:     [ ] [ tAc QQQ ]+≤≤−  (JC.5-5) 
Plate region :  1x [ ]PPxx MM ⋅≤ ϕ  (JC.5-6) 

Plate region :  2x [ ]Pxx MM ⋅≤ 1  (JC.5-7) 
Solutions of the equilibrium conditions: 
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Region of :    (JC.5-8) 0x 00 =S

Region of :    (JC.5-9) 1x 10 xPSS Ax ⋅+=

2/2
1100 xPxSMM Axx ⋅−⋅−=  (JC.5-10) 

Abx =1 :       (JC.5-11) AA bPS ⋅=1

2/2
01 AA bPMM ⋅−=  (JC.5-12) 

Region of :      (JC.5-13) 2x 21 xPSS DX ⋅+=

2/2
2211 xPxSMM Dxx ⋅−⋅−=  (JC.5-14) 

Ubx =2 :      (JC.5-15) UD bPSS ⋅+= 12

2/2
112 UDU bPbSMM ⋅−⋅−=  (JC.5-16) 

Within  an extremum of  is possible: Ubx ≤≤ 20 xxM

( ) 0/ 2 =dxMd xx         →    DE PSxx /12 −==    →  (JC.5-17) 

( ) ( ) ( )DExx PSMMxM ⋅+== 2/2
113  (JC.5-18) 

This last equation is valid only if . An other of these equations gives the support width: UE bx0 ≤≤

AA PSb /1=  (JC.5-19) 
Dimensionless special equations: 

[ ]PJJ MMm /=       for J = 0, 1, 2, 3. (JC.5-20) 
[ ]PU MbSs /1 ⋅=  (JC.5-21) 

[ ]PUD MbPp /2⋅= ;      (JC.5-22) [ ]PUA MbPq /2⋅=
Bending moments (by elimination of the width ): Ab

( qsmm ⋅−= 2/2
01 )  (JC.5-23) 

spmm −−= 2/12  (JC.5-24) 

( )psmm ⋅+= 2/2
13    {valid only if ( ) 1//0 ≤−=≤ psbx UE } (JC.5-25) 

Limit load conditions plate: 

Pm ϕ≤0  (JC.5-26) 

Pm ϕ≤1  (JC.5-27) 

12 ≤m  (JC.5-28) 

13 ≤m  (JC.5-29) 
Solutions: 

(0) General 

The boundary moment  is assumed to be admissible. Then  may be substituted as follows: 2m 1m

spmm ++= 2/21     →  (JC.5-30) 

( ) Pqsspmm ϕ≤⋅+++= 2/2/ 2
20  (JC.5-31) 

Pspmm ϕ≤++= 2/21  (JC.5-32) 

( ) 12/2/ 2
23 ≤⋅+++= psspmm  (JC.5-33) 

(1) Case 1: For p => Max ! 

There are to be expected the following signs (Figure JC-3): 

p > 0;   q < 0;   s < 0 (JC.5-34) 
From this follows 310 mmm <<  and  P0m ϕ−=  and either P1m ϕ+=  or 1.3 +=m    →

( ) Pqsspmm ϕ−=⋅+++= 2/2/ 2
20  (JC.5-35) 
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( ) Pspmm ϕ+≤=++= 2/21  (JC.5-36) 

( ) ( ) 12/2/ 2
23 +=≤⋅+++= psspmm  (JC.5-37) 

Without  it follows: 3m

( ) Pqsmm ϕ⋅−=⋅=− 22/2
10   →

{ 2/14 Pqs ϕ⋅⋅−−= }
}

(

]}

 (JC.5-38) 

{ 2/1
22 42/ PPP qmsmp ϕϕϕ ⋅⋅−+−+=−−+=  (JC.5-39) 

Without  it follows 1m

( ) ( ){ } Ppqsmm ϕ+−=⋅−⋅⋅=− 12/12/12
30 ) →  

( ) ( )[{ 2/1/1/12 qpps P −+⋅⋅−= ϕ  (JC.5-40) 

( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ] 1/1/1/1/122/ 2/1
23 +=−++−+⋅⋅−+= qpqpppmm PP ϕϕ   →

( ) ( )[ ] ( ){ 22/1
2

2/1 1/1/12/ mqpp P −+−+−= ϕ }  (JC.5-41) 
(2) Case 2: For p => Min! 

There are to be expected the following signs (Figure JC-3): 

p < 0;   q > 0;   s > 0 (JC.5-42) 
From this follows  and 310 mmm >> Pm ϕ+=0  and either Pm ϕ−=1  or 13 −=m    →

( ) Pqsspmm ϕ+=⋅+++= 2/2/ 2
20  (JC.5-43) 

( ) Pspmm ϕ−≥=++= 2/21  (JC.5-44) 

( )psspmm ⋅+++= 2/2/ 2
23  

 (JC.5-45) 
( ) 1−=≥

Without  it follows: 3m

( ) Pqsmm ϕ⋅+=⋅=− 22/2
10   →

{ } 2/14 Pqs ϕ⋅⋅+=  (JC.5-46) 

{ } 2/1
22 42/ PPP qmsmp ϕϕϕ ⋅⋅−−−=−−−=  (JC.5-47) 

Without  it follows 1m

( ) ( ){ } Ppqsmm ϕ++=⋅−⋅⋅=− 12/12/12
30 ( )

]}

  →

( ) ( )[{ 2/1/1/12 qpps P −+⋅⋅−= ϕ  (JC.5-48) 

( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ] 1/1/1/1/122/ 2/1
23 −=−+−−+⋅⋅−++= qpqpppmm PP ϕϕ   →

( ) ( )[ ] ( ){ 22/1
2

2/1 1/1/12/ mqpp P ++−+−= ϕ }  (JC.5-49) 
(3) Summary of both cases: 

The parameter p is the “dimensionless” allowable fluid pressure difference; it may be positive or negative 
(logical result of both cases). Also other parameters and results are positive or negative. 

To avoid negative parameters in the final formulae shall be made some changes of nominations: 

Used up to here (above): 2m+  p+  q+  s+  

Case (1) later (below): 2m−  p+  q−  s−  

Case (2) later (below): 2m+  p−  q+  s+  
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After these changes the results of both cases becomes equal, and the new parameters should be always as 
possible maximum. The allowable pressure p therefore is the minimum of both possibilities: 

( ){ } ( ) ( )[ ] ( ){ 





 ++++⋅⋅++=

22/1
2

2/12/1
2 1/1/1;4min2/ mqpqmp PPP ϕϕϕ }  (JC.5-50) 

The best results are obtained for the maximum (new) values  and q: 2m

Case (1): 

[ ]PMMm /min,22 −= ; [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]PUEcPUA MbPQMbPq // 22 ⋅+−−=⋅−=
 (JC.5-51) 

Case (2): 

[ ]PMMm /max,22 += ; [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]PUEtPUA MbPQMbPq // 22 ⋅+++=⋅+=
 (JC.5-52) 

To avoid numerical problems at the limits [ ]cE QP +≈  or [ ]tE QP −≈  in the method the allowable loads  are 
multiplicated by a factor 1,1. This corresponds to a slightly decreased safety for these local loadings, which 
should be acceptable. (Compare e.g. clause 13 for stability of tubes). 

[ XQ ]

)

In the above formula for p/2 (JC.5-50) the second term may be calculated by iteration only. If in the right side p 
is assumed too large, the left side gives p too small (and vice versa). If finally the second term is govern, the first 
term is too large, therefore it may be used as an allowable (conservative) approximation for the right side of the 
second term. 

Finally an other interesting parameter is the width of pressurised region b  (two possibilities): A

( 2/1/4// qqsbb PUA ϕ⋅=+=  (JC.5-53) 

( ) ( )[ qqppqsbb PUA //1/12// 2/1++⋅⋅=+= ϕ ]  (JC.5-54) 
Numerical calculations show, the second formula always is govern for large support parameters q; the 
corresponding results are b . Contrary the first formula is govern for small q, giving  only for 1/ UA <b 1/ UA >bb

P4ϕ<q , which in practice is very rarely .Therefore it is presupposed, that the available width within the 
tubed region always is greater than this required width b

Ab
A. Consequently these formulae and a corresponding 

check are not included in the method. 

In the method Annex J is renamed =>/2p χ . The load ratio UΦ  then is calculated as follows: 

[ ]DDU PP /=Φ ; [ ] [ ] 2/ UPD bMpP ⋅=   →

{ } 1χ/2 22 ≤⋅⋅⋅⋅= PPUDU efbPΦ  (JC.5-55) 
For the given calculation is essential independent from the whole axisymmetric tubebundle the should be 
assumed no interaction between  and another load ratio. UΦ

The calculation of  is an additional check to guarantee the safety in special cases of thin tubesheets which 

are possible under the applied presupposition 
UΦ

0I =P . 

JD Different types of vessels and flanges 

JD-1 Global forces 

General remarks 

The six main types of tubular heat exchangers are shown in the method EN 13445-3, Annex J, Figures J-1 to J-6. 
The forces S  at the diameter  (boundary of the tubed region) in these figures are sketched very small without 
its symbol. Figure JC-2 (here) shows the definitions of  and  as well. 

1 1d

1S 1M

In the following for these main types of heat exchangers are described in general and written in detail the axial 
equilibrium conditions, being basically for the “Active resultant pressure” in the method. 
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There in general are two or more possibilities to determine the required equilibrium conditions. Given is as 
possible the most simple variant; the other variants should have the same final results. 

Because the effects of weight (constructive parts and operating fluids as well) is separated from the effects of 
fluid pressures, the following calculations are restricted to the effects of fluid pressures, the effects of weight are 
ignored. Therefore the fluid pressures at both tubesheets are assumed to be equal. 

As already mentioned before, the shear force  is replaced by an equivalent pressure  as follows: 1S RP

4/2
111 dPdS R ⋅⋅=⋅⋅ ππ  (JD.1-0) 

Figure J-1 : U-tube type 

This type has only one tubsheet and one channel. 

Equilibrium condition for axial forces at the tubebundle : 

( ) 4/2
111 ππ ⋅⋅−=⋅⋅ dPPdS ST  (JD.1-1) 

Note: Forces in the tubebundle are independent of the vessel (shell and channel). 

Figure J-2: Immersed floating head 

The immersed floating head has no contact to the shell ; it is free for axial displacement. 

Equilibrium condition for axial forces at the tubebundle including the closed floating head (This is the same 
conditions as for U-tube type, because all forces at the floating head balance itself.) : 

( ) 4/2
111 ππ ⋅⋅−=⋅⋅ dPPdS ST  (JD.1-2) 

NOTE : Forces in the tubebundle are independent of the vessel (shell and channel). 

Figure J-3: Externally sealed floating head 

The externally sealed floating head exchanger has a closed head at the second tubesheet. This head/channel is 
moveable together with the second tubesheet. The sealing (with the possible axial displacement) is between this 
head and the shell (or constructive parts welded to the shell). At the package (diameter ) are radial normal 
forces and (due to axial movements) axial friction forces, which are neglected. 

Kd

Equilibrium condition for axial forces at the tubebundle including the closed floating head: 

( ){ } 4/2
1

22
111 ππ ⋅−⋅+⋅=⋅⋅ ddPdPdS KST  (JD.1-3) 

NOTE: For  indeed the shell side pressure  has no influence on . 1ddK = SP 1S

Figure J-4: Internally sealed floating head 

The " internally sealed floating head " has no closed floating head at the second tubesheet; the second 
head/channel is not moveable connected to the shell. The sealing (with the possible axial displacement) is 
between the second tubesheet (or constructive parts welded to it) and the shell or the second head/channel at the 
shell. At the package (diameter  are radial normal forces and (due to axial movements) axial friction forces, 
which are neglected. 

Kd

Equilibrium condition for axial forces at the whole shell including both heads: 

( ) ( ) 4/2
1

2
11 ππ ⋅−⋅−=⋅⋅ ddPPdS KTS  (JD.1-4) 

NOTE: For  indeed the force  becomes zero. 1ddk = 1S

Figure J-5: Fixed tubesheets with expansion bellows 

The relative axial thermal displacements between the two tubesheets are compensated by the elastic expansion 
bellows within the shell. The elastic deformation of the expansion bellows causes an axial force, which in 
general is small compared to the other axial forces; therefore in the following it is neglected. The fluid pressure 
inside the expansion bellows causes an axial force which may be assumed as follows: 

( ) 4/22 π⋅−⋅−= SKSS ddPF  (JD.1-5) 
Here  is the mean inside diameter of the expansion bellows. (For the definition of  compare J-6). Kd SF

Equilibrium condition for axial forces at the one or other channel: 
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( ){ } 4/2
1

22
111 ππ ⋅−⋅+⋅=⋅⋅ ddPdPdS KST  (JD.1-6) 

This equation may be found by substitution of equation (JD.1-5) into equation (JD.1-8). 

NOTE: Equation (JD.1-6) is remarkably equal equation (JD.1-3). 

Figure J-6: Fixed tubesheets without expansion bellows 

Without special elements to compensate the thermal axial deformation, the axial force in the shell  is static 

indetermined.  is the axial membrane force in the shell [N/mm], tensile force positive. 
SN

SN

The total axial force in the shell is (  is the inside diameter of the shell): Sd

( ) SSSS NedF ⋅+⋅= π  (JD.1-7) 
Equilibrium condition for axial forces at the one or other channel: 

( ){ } SSST FddPdPdS −⋅−⋅+⋅=⋅⋅ 4/2
1

22
111 ππ  (JD.1-8) 

To get more information, first are defined two abbreviations : 

4/2
1 π⋅= dAR  (JD.1-9) 

( ){ } 4/2
1

22
1 π⋅−⋅+⋅= ddPdPF SSTR  (JD.1-10) 

Then with equation (JD.1-0) from equation (JD.1-8) follows: 

SRRR FFAP −=⋅  (JD.1-11) 
The load carrying capacities of the tubebundle and the shell are limited as follows (Figure JC-2): 

[ ] [ tERc QPPQ +≤−≤− ]
]

 (JD.1-12) 
[ ] [ tSc FFF +≤≤−  (JD.1-13) 

Replacing  by equation (JD.1-11) in the last equation follows: SF

[ ] [ ]tERcE QPPQP +≤≤−  (JD.1-14) 
[ ] [ ]cRRRtR FFAPFF +≤⋅≤−  (JD.1-15) 

These two equations gives the equations (J.7.5-7) in Annex J. 

All types 

Some times is required a formula for the total shell force . This for all types is found from the equilibrium of 
axial forces at the stationary tubesheet as follows: 

SF

( ){ } ( )4/2
1

2
1

22
1 π⋅⋅−−⋅+⋅= dPddPdPF RSSTS  

( ){ } ( 4/2
1

2 π⋅⋅−+⋅= dPPdPF RDSSS )  (JD.1-16) 

JD-2 Edge bending moments 
Introduction 

The four types of tubesheet edges are shown in the method EN 13445-3, Annex J, Figures J-10 to J-13. There the 
axial forces  and the bending moments  at the diameter  (outside the boundary of the untubed rim) in 
these figures are sketched without its symbols. Figure JD-2 (here) shows the definitions of  and . Figures 
J-10 to J-13 show for each type two variants:  a)  and b) . The calculation 
of the global forces requires to respect the whole heat exchanger. The determination of the edge bending 
moments  may be done for a single tubesheet. The adjacent flange and/or shell must be respected. At the end 
of this subclause are determined resultant and optimum edge bending moments. 

2S

2

2M 2d

>S

2S
0<

2M
0b Sb

M

BA MM + = active bending moments 

In the following are determined the sums of the active bending moment from flange bolt load  and actions 
of fluid pressures outside the diameter , causing the moment . 

AM

2d BM

Figure J-10: Both sides integral 
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Equilibrium conditions for the total axial forces  in the channel and  in the shell: CF SF

( 4/2 π⋅⋅+= CTC dPF )  (JD.2-1) 

( ){ } ( 4/2
1

2 π⋅⋅−+⋅= dPPdPF RDSSS )        (see equation (JD.1-16) (JD.2-2) 
Variant a) :  0>Sb SC bdd ⋅+= 22

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )SSTSSCSCBA bdbPeFebFdMM +⋅⋅⋅−⋅−+⋅+=⋅⋅+ 2
2

2 2/2/2/ ππ  

( ) ( ) ( )4/2222 ππ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+≈⋅⋅+ SSTBA bddbPdMM  

Variant b)   b :    (JD.2-3) 0<S SS bdd ⋅−= 22

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )SSSSSSCCBA bdbPebFeFdMM −⋅⋅⋅++−⋅−⋅+=⋅⋅+ 2
2

2 2/2/2/ ππ  

( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) SRDSSBA bdPPbddPdMM ⋅⋅⋅−+⋅−⋅⋅≈⋅⋅+ 4/2 2
1222 ππ  (JD.2-4) 

Here the small lever arms e  and  are neglected. 2/C 2/Se

Figure J-11 : Both sides flanged 

Equilibrium conditions for the axial forces at the flange connection: 

( )42 π⋅⋅+= GCTGCB dPFF  (JD.2-5) 

( ) ( ) SSGSSGSB FddPFF +⋅−⋅+= 422 π  

( ){ } ( )42
1

2 π⋅⋅−+⋅+= dPPdPFF RDGSSGSB  (JD.2-6) 
Variant a) :  0bS > S2GC 2 bdd ⋅+=

( ) ( ) ( )SSTSGCBA bbPbFMM +∗∗∗−∗−=∗∗+ 2
2

2 dπ2/dπ  

( ) ( ) ( )/42222 ππ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅−⋅−≈⋅⋅+ SSTSBBA bddbPbFdMM  (JD.2-7) 
Variant b) :  0S <b SGS bdd ⋅+= 22

( ) ( ) ( )SSSSGSBA bdπ/bPbFdπMM −⋅⋅⋅+⋅−=⋅⋅+ 2
2

2 2  

( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) SRDSSSBBA bπ/dPPbddPbFdπMM ⋅⋅⋅−+⋅−⋅⋅+⋅−≈⋅⋅+ 42 2
1222  (JD.2-8) 

Figure J-12: Channel flanged 

Equilibrium conditions for axial forces (as in the both cases before): 

( )42 π⋅⋅+= GCTGCB dPFF  (JD.2-9) 

( ){ } ( /42
1

2 π⋅⋅−+⋅= dPPdPF RDSSS )  (JD.2-10) 
Variant a) :  0>Sb SGC bdd ⋅+= 22

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 222 2
2

232 /eFbdπ/bPbF/ddFdπMM SSSSTSGCeBBA ⋅−+⋅⋅⋅−⋅−−⋅+=⋅⋅+  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )422 22232 π/bddbP/ddFdπMM SSTeBBA ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+−⋅+≈⋅⋅+  (JD.2-11) 
Variant b) :  0<Sb SS bdd ⋅−= 22

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )SSSSSSGCeBBA bdπ/bP/ebF/ddFdπMM −⋅⋅⋅++−⋅−−⋅+=⋅⋅+ 2
2

32 222  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) SRDSSGCeBBA bπ/dPPbddP/ddFdπMM ⋅⋅⋅−+⋅−⋅⋅+−⋅+≈⋅⋅+ 422 2
12232  (JD.2-12) 

Here the small lever arm  is neglected. /2Se

Figure J-13: Shell flanged 

Equilibrium conditions for axial forces (as in the both cases before): 

( 4/2 πdPF CTC ⋅⋅+= )  (JD.2-13) 
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( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( )4/4/ 2
1

222 ππ ⋅⋅−+⋅+=+⋅−⋅+= dPPdPFFddPFF RDGSSGSSSGSSGSB  (JD.2-14) 
Variant a) :  0>Sb SC bdd ⋅+= 22

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )SSTCSCeBBA bdπ/bP/ebF/ddFdπMM +⋅⋅⋅−+⋅+−⋅−=⋅⋅+ 2
2

232 222  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )422 2232 /bddbP/ddFdπMM SSTGCeBBA π⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+−⋅−≈⋅⋅+  (JD.2-15) 
Variant b) :  0S <b SGS bdd ⋅−= 22

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )SSSCCSGSeBBA bdπ/bP/eFbF/ddFdπMM −⋅⋅⋅+⋅−⋅−−⋅−=⋅⋅+ 2
2

232 222  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) SRDSSeBBA bπ/dPPbddP/ddFdπMM ⋅⋅⋅−+⋅−⋅⋅+−⋅−≈⋅⋅+ 422 2
122232  (JD.2-16) 

Here the small lever arm  is neglected. /2Ce

CM = reactive bending moment from connected components 

Here are given some explanations to the reactive bending moment  from adjacent flange and shells. CM

Both are taken from the alternative method for calculation of flange connections: 

EN 13445-3, Annex G: Subclause G.7.4: Integral flange… : W  => F 2dπMC ⋅⋅   →

{ } 4/2 22
MEEEFFF cedfebf ⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅    =>   2dMC ⋅  (JD.2-17) 

Not required values here are put equal 0 or 1 respectively. 

The first term is for the tubesheet flange: 

( ){ } 2
2 /24/ dbefM FFFC ⋅⋅⋅=  (JD.2-18) 

The second term is for an adjacent shell (or channel):  

{ } MEEEC cedfM ⋅⋅⋅= 4/2  (JD.2-19) 
At the tubesheets is to be replaced    =>   EEE edf ⋅⋅ SSS edf ⋅⋅  and/or EEE edf ⋅⋅    =>   . CCC edf ⋅⋅

The factor  respects the decrease of load carrying capacity due to the direct action of a fluid pressure and/or 
an axial force. For flanges it is given by a relative complicated formula. For tubesheets (respecting its relative 
small influence) it is simplified to respect only pressure (not force) and further simplified from the Mises 
criterion in the direction to the Tresca criterion (more conservative): 

Mc

Original formula for flanges, only for fluid pressure : EP

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[{ 2/122 δ4/31δ16/913/4 QQMc ⋅−⋅⋅−⋅= ]}

]

)

 (JD.2-20) 
Simplified formula tubesheets: 

( )[ 2/12δ4/31 QTc ⋅−=  (JD.2-21) 
In both cases: 

( ) ( EEEEQ efdPδ ⋅⋅⋅= 2/  (JD.2-22) 
A comparison of both formulae is given in the following small table: 

=Qδ  0,000 0,200 0,400 0,600 0,800 0,900 1,000 

=Tc  1,000 0,985 0,938 0,854 0,721 0,626 0,500 

=Mc  1,155 1,133 1,067 0,953 0,781 0,659 0,520 

=MT /cc  0,866 0,869 0,879 0,896 0,923 0,950 0,962 

As to be expected all results for tubesheets are more conservative than the results for flanges. 

DM = reactive bending moment limitation by the tubesheet 
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Limit load equation Tresca for uniaxial stresses: 

[ ] 2222
Pfστσ ==+  (JD.2-23) 

Bending moment and sharing force at : 22 /dr =

42
2 /eσM P⋅= ;     PeτS ⋅=2  (JD.2-24) 

From both equations follows: 

( ) ( )[{ 2/12
2

2
2 /214/ PPPP efSefM ⋅⋅−⋅⋅= ] }  (JD.2-25) 

Knowing  and simplifying S4/11 dPS R ⋅= 12 S≈  for  =>  follows: 2M DM

( ) ( )[{ 2/12
1

2 214 PPRPPD ef/dP/efM ⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅= ] }

}
}

 (JD.2-26) 
In this equation additional may be respected the possibility of a local reduction for e  at . P 2dd =

Replacing d  by d  equation (JD.2-26) becomes a little bit more conservative. 1 2

Resultant and optimum edge bending moments 

The reactive bending moments  and  may act in any direction (positive or negative) and they not 
necessary act with its possible maximum absolute value. Therefore the resultant bending moment  may vary 
within the range . 

CM

2,M

DM

2M

max2min2, MM ≤≤

{ DCBA MMMMM +++= ;minmax,2  (JD.2-27) 
{ DCBA MMMMM −++= ;maxmin,2  (JD.2-28) 

Due to small plastic deformations the real value M  approximates a value , being optimum for the limit 
load. These values are calculated as follows: 

2 optM ,2

The moment  shall be determined such that the load ratio for bending 2M BΦ  becomes minimum. 

Based on equation (JC.3-21) then the requirement (task) is: 

{ 3;2;1max LLL }    => Min ! (JD.2-29) 
By use of modified parameters L1, L2, L3 (modified in comparison to Annex J.9.1) this means: 

( )pkL += 2/11 ; ( ){ } ( )bkaxaxL p ++⋅+−⋅+= 1/112 ; { } ( )bxL +++= 1/3/13/13  

2/Ra λ= ;    PRb ϕλ /= ;     (asked value) (JD.2-30) QR pmx /=

L1 is independent of x and therefore the extreme minimum possible value. The next question is to find solutions 
for L2 = L1 and L3 = L1. There indeed are real applicable solutions in the following region: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Rpp kbxkb λ−⋅+−−≤≤++− 12/12/1  (JD.2-31) 

For 0=Rλ  both limits are equal. This solution is selected for the method. Equation (JC.2-12) gives: 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ){ }3/122/21 2
,2 RRDRRPQRopt ppkPm λλλλ +⋅⋅+⋅++⋅⋅−=+⋅  (JD.2-32) 

( )[ ] ( ){ } ( ){ }RRRDRRPQopt dPPkPM λλλλ +⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⋅++⋅−= 18/3/122/ 2
1

2
,2  (JD.2-33) 

The calculated moment  may be outside the above defined possible range. Therefore the real bending 

moment  is to be restricted as follows: 
optM ,2

2M

( ){ }max,2,2min,,22 ;min;max MMMM opt=  (JD.2-34) 
The pressure finally representing the moment is defined thus (again us of equation (JC.2-12): 

( ) ( ){ } 2/3/12212/ 2
2 RRDRRRRM ppmmp λλλλ +⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅++⋅==  (JD.2-35) 

( ) ( )3/1/18 22
12 RRDRRRM PPdMP λλλλ +⋅⋅+⋅++⋅⋅=  (JD.2-36) 

After determination of this last value all limit load conditions for the tubebundle may be checked. 
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JD-3 Fatigue for fixed tubesheet heat exchangers without expansion bellows 

Exemption for fatigue analysis 

The given condition 

3102,0 −⋅<⋅−⋅ SSTT tt αα  (JD.3-1) 
is based on general experiences which are written in TGL 32903/31 [6] as follows: 

“Changes of temperature differences between adjacent parts less than 15K for ferritic steels and 20K for 
austenitic steels…may be ignored for fatigue proofs.” 

From this rule the right side of the given criterion were ( ) 31032,0...18,0 −⋅< . 

It shall be noted, the influence of fluid pressures here is ignored, however in the following simplified fatigue 
analysis it is respected. 

Simplified fatigue analysis 

The given condition 

( ) ( ){ } 2
221 502 eRPTR

/
TPF /K∆σeL/b,/Le∆P ⋅⋅⋅⋅+⋅< ϑ  (JD.3-2) 

is taken from TGL32903/23 [5] with only some changes of symbols. 

A minor change in contents results from the following substitution: [ ] /ξσ, PA⋅22  => ∆σ . 2eR /K

The “new”   is taken according to EN 13445-3, clauses 17, 18. The 

figure for determination of  is (with simplifications) also taken from TGL 32903/23. 

[ ]PAR σ∆σ ⋅≈ 2 ( amplitude2range ⋅≈

2eK
)

The formula which defines F∆P  is also with only minor corrections from the same source. It shall be noted, 

that a direct comparable formula for  is given in EN 13445-3, subclause 13.5 (Fixed tubesheet heat 
exchangers), but there with the simplification 

eP
0=Rλ  (without untubed rim). 

Detailed fatigue analysis 

The formulae to calculate the ranges of forces and moments are based on 

Richtlinienkatalog Festigkeitsberechnungen (RKF), Behälter und Apparate; Teil 4 [3], BR-W 3: 
"Wärmeübertrager. Rohrbündelwärmeübertrager mit festem Rohrbündel" (Heat exchangers with fixed 
tubesheets); Dresden 1970, 1976; VEB Komplette Chemieanlagen Dresden, 1983 (Author: J.Wölfel). 

For EN 13445-3, Annex J, unchanged adopted are e.g. ( )3,2,1,;,,,1 =JHB JRJRRRR γωλ and .  2M

Other details are approximated to TGL 32903/23, e.g the acceptance limit. The values and  are 
taken from EN 13445-3, clause 13. 

∗∗∗ ν,, ED SC kk ,

While in RKF the formulae for the calculation of stresses was restricted to thin tubesheets (large , very good 

for , in East Germany common design) for Annex J they are extended to all cases. The approximation 

formulae for  and  was made by the author in 1996, they are based on numerical results 
elaborated by the author in 1966 (using a computer ZRA1). 

Rω
4R >ω

321 H,H,H 21 C,C

Subclause J.10.3 as subclause 13.5 are based on the linear theory of elasticity, special for quasi homogeneous 
(weakened) thin plates on elastic foundation. The solutions for axisymmetric loaded circular plates are given by 
the special Bessel functions ber( ), bei( ); they are basis of both methods.  

Main differences between both methods are as follows:  

(a) Subclause 13.5 takes not into account the untubed rim.  

(b) Subclause 13.5 is intended to calculate static strength, not to make fatigue analysis. 

JE Future work 
In 2004 are planned three work items to improve Annex J: 
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(1) "To determine more accurately the leak tightness and strength of flanged extensions to tubesheets by 
calculating more precisely the interaction of the tubesheet-flange connection." 

(2) "To design flanged extension which are thicker than the tubesheet." 

(3) "To design tubesheets with large untubed rims (i.e. with an effective tubed region which is symmetrical 
about a tubesheet diameter but not symmetrical about its axis)." 

From the work items (1) and (2) shall result a common generalisation of Annex G and Annex J. A short title may 
be: "Heat exchanger tubesheet flange connections". Such a method is already mentioned and missed in subclause 
J.4.3. (Several editorial details remain open.) 

From the work item (3) shall result a generalisation of Annex J, subclauses J.9.1 to J.9.3. A short title may be: 
"Non axisymmetric tubebundles". (Non axisymmetric flanges probably will be not calculated.) 
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[3] RichtlinienKatalog Festigkeitsberechnungen (RKF), Behälter und Apparate; Teil 4: 
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Annex K Additional information on expansion bellows design 

No comments. 

Annex L Basis for design rules related to non-pressure loads 

No comments. 

Annex M Measures to be adopted in service 

No comments. 

Annex N Bibliography to Clause 18 

No comments. 

Annex O Physical properties of steels 

No comments. 

Annex P Classification of weld details to be assessed using principal stresses 

No comments. 
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Annex Q Simplified procedure for fatigue assessment of unwelded zones 

No comments. 

Annex ZA Clauses of this European Standard addressing essential 
requirements or other provisions of the EU Directives 

Harmonised standards provide a presumption of conformity with the essential requirements, of the Directive 
when their reference has been published in the Official Journal. 

Annex ZA in a harmonised standard is the link between the standard and the directive. The directive places full 
responsibility on the manufacturer to comply with the Essential Safety Requirements (ESRs). Benefit is gained 
from the use of harmonised European standards as the manufacturer may presume conformity with some or all of 
the ESRs. Annex ZA lists in a table the clauses in the standard and the ESRs in Annex I of the directive to which 
they refer. 

EN 13445-3 is linked to the ESRs about design (Annex I, section 2 of directive 97/23/CE, plus some quantitative 
requirements from section 7). By reading Table ZA.1, we are informed of those ESRs which are nor dealt with 
(e.g. experimental design method in the version of 2002). 
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